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ONE

INTRODUCTION

I

All art constantly aspires toward the condition of
music. For while in all other kinds of art it is possible
to distinguish the matter from the form, and the under
standing can always make this distinction, yet it is
the constant effort of art to obliterate it. That the
mere matter of a poem, for instance, its subject namely,
its given incidents of situation ••• should be nothing
without the form, the spirit, of the handling; that this
form, this mode of handling, should become an end in
itself, should penetrate every part of the matter: this
is what all art constantly strives after, and achieves
in different degrees. l

These are the words of Walter Pater, unwitting founder of the

notorious movement designated by the term lI"art ror art I s sake" 0

Unity of form and matter was essential to Pater's aesthetic; indeed,

whenever he contemplated a t-rue work of art) be it the Hona Lisa or

Michelangelo's David, he saw in it the unification of essentially

different, even opposing principles. The result was not discord but

harmony, an aesthetically pleasing whole.

In literature the confluence of form and matter is manifested in

many interesting ways. The rise and fall of dramatic tension in the

narrative of ~by Dick, for example, clearly imitates the physical

setting of the novel itself. The intricate '1mb of the narrative in

BI~ak ~~ reflects the web of responsibilities and relationships in

1 The Renaissance (New York: New American Library, 1959), p. 95.
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the world in which it moves. And few ,.,ould deny that Milton's "grand

style" is eminently suited to the grand subject of Paradise Lost.

Tllese few examples should suffice to illustrate the general validity

of Pater1s remarks.

Thus in relation to a true work of art at least, the study of

style is simply another method of studying matter. Conversely, an

awareness of the matter of the work is often of value in the study of

style. While some literary analysts will contend that the careful

examination of a work purely from the point of view of its style will

lead to an understanding of its subject, and that any prior consideration

of themes will only cloud one1s understanding of the \\lark as a whole,

the practical application of this ideal is difficult while the results

are often uncertain at best and at the very \'Jorst quite misleading

(though undoubtedly the same may be said in relation to any analytical

method). Thus what follows is not, purely speaking, an analysis of style,

but m()l~e generally an attempt to understand the methods used to achieve

a paTtH~l~lar goa 1 with at: leasE SOIDe ~£rio.ri knowleageo£ that goal

constantly before us, however 'impure such methodology may be. It is

with this plan in mind that the following outline of the intellectual

background to The Lord of the Rigg~ is offered.

II

Those who are old enough to recall the 1930 1s probably t'emember

the era as 8 period of hardship and poverty. Yet Tolkien's admirers

will also remember that decade as the time \\lhen The_ HobJ?i!- f?_rst ap

peared and its sequel vlas beginning to take shape. While the harrat's of
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depression and ~ar were causing other ~riters to tu~n to existentialism

and despa.ir, and to unflinching realism of style, Tolkien 'Was recreat.ing

the Third Age of Middle-Earth, a Faerie-story setting for an epic-

fantasy. He· 1.10uld produce no graP1s of Wrath and no ror Whom !d!~~J:.

Tolls, but rather a ~onderful tale of heroic adventure, the widely

acclaimed .Wrd of the Rings.

One might ~el1 ask ho~ Tolkien remained so aloof. 2 Many readers

decry such insularity as a characteristic unwelcome or even dangerous in

modern fiction.] Yet ToDden may not have been as uninfluenced, or as

aloof from reality as one is often led to believe; for on examination

of some of the leading intellectual treatises of the 193085, one soon

discovers patt.erns \-Jbich shed a. great deal of J.ight on the IDanner and

~djj'le of Tolkien! 8 vIri tinge For despite the predom.i.nance o.f the

e:;d.stentiulists and the realists in the philosophy and 11terature of the

period, tho:n3 'Has an alternati.ve lJ1.0vement with which Toliden was qu.ite

clearly sympa:thetlc.. This movement sought to counter contemporary

thought and language ID. th a thQught and J.anguage or its Ol-Jn, and tw of

ita leading exponents, both of \.Jhom we're influentia.l If controversial

figuxe:3 in their l'espectiva fields, vlere the philosopher Kennet)J, BUI'l(;~

and the linguist Benj8~n Lee ~~orfQ

2 Some readers have claimed to see .much of Horld Har' THO in t.he
t.]:,ilogy, but Tolk.i.an denies this influence in his J,:oreword to the 1966
!lUa. stibsequent editions ..

3 For Tolkien , s O1....n anSH6r to tIlis objectlon, one need only
turn to the essay liOn Fa:l.ry~storiestl published :Lrl the volume
.1:~i?:nrLk~!-'i: (I.ondon: Unwin Books, 1964)" It is beyond the scope of
the p:::'8sent discussion to include i t hel'e~



Burke's ;P~l'-¥;n~nc,!;) and Change4 first a.ppeared in 1935 at about the

time when .The Hobbti was being prepared for publication and the shape

of The IDrd of the Rings was beginning to emerge in the mind of its

author. If Burke did not influence ToJJden, then by coincidence the

two had runazingly similar points of view, for Burke's analysis of his

contemporary "forld. is clearly reflected in Tolld.en's portrayal of l>1iddle-

Earth. Indeed many of Tollien 's apparent idiosyncrasies can be explained

in relation to Burke's treatiseo Without any attempt to s,~xize fully

Burke IS a:l'.'guments in Permane~<lChan@, here are some of the most

relevant points:

(i) the basis of culture is criticism, or interpretation of
onets surroundings; eventually' a critical point of view
bEwomes standH.l'd:Lzed, just as laHs arid customs are .
cod:i.,fied; hOl-Jeyer, difficulties arisB bee&.use of the
constant change in the 'Horld~ the stfmdard becomes
outdatHd, isolated from the exigencies of new situations;
it, becomes ill Veblen's terms a "trained incapacity";

(ii) modern mant s stands.rd of critieism is tedmological,
scientific, totally "objective ll ; \.Jithin the perspective
of this Iltechnological psychosis", axt, language}
persuasion, suggestion, and rhetoric decline in value
'l3eeattse -tney are by Elef'ini t-ion. subjective, -connotativa;
within the technological psychosis things are labelled,
not responded to; language is neutraJized;

(iii) af3 language (label) is nt:::utralized, the things labelled
ro'e neutralized as \-lell; thus language, or the
orientation (standard of cl'i'hicism, legal system, dogmatized
religion) which Iunguage e~Jresses becomes a shaper of
su.bGequent orientations; this is the situation of modern
man; he begins to see th:i.ngs as "created" or Ilobjectified lf

rather than "creating!!, in a state of flux, of becoming;
thus he moves from the poetic, biological, natu.ral view
of man in relation to the universe, to the mechanistic
view; the universe becomes a set of wheels 1n preorda.ined

4 (?...nde ede'; IndianapoHs: Bobbs~Merri17 '1965).



motion~ with man as audience, not as playwright or player;
where man is superior, separate, dominant; competition for
dominance becomes central;

(iv) modern society is based increasingly on abstractions, a
product of the neutralizing tr~nd in language and scientific
thought; examples: profit and loss, production units,
supply and demand curves, even paper money and the stock. mar
ket ~ most poignant example in 1935 of the negative effect
of abstractiorill) ;

(v) \·lhat is required to counter this trend is a "corrective
rationalization ll , "'hich "must certainly move in the
direction of the anthropomorphic or humanistic or poetic,
since this is the aspect of culture which the scientific
criteria, with the emphasis upon dominance rather than upon
inducement, have tended to eliminate or minimize. 115

(vi) furthermore, such biologicalperspectivi~mis the most
na~lral approach, since language, art and institutions,
indeed all human activity, are externalizations of
intornal, biological functions or causes; thus a biological
or~entati"on would seem i?he most appropriate for ma111dnd;

(vii) ltlithin the biological perspective, language which has been
neutralized or objectified becomes poeticized, and
reacquires its subjective] persuasive, emotive qualities;
such a perspective on language is also more appropriate,
since language is naturally partisan and moral, even magical;
whereas the language of technology is totally definitive
and shuns tonality, pliancy, suggestiveness, these are
the very quail ties which poetry" th:t'ives on, and these are
r~fJ.ecj;i(ms Qfthedym.unic qualities of lifE-itself; if' \oJ€)

lose our ability to respond to this biologically fO"U...'1ded
linguistic pliancy, '.Je literally become technology, as
neutral technological language is sufficient for macbinery,
and has no basis in fundamental biological reaIi ty;

(viii) the essence of lfukguage being commund.cation, and of
communication co=operation, it i.s essential ths.t language
be suggestiV6, pel'suasive; even as Dar'''in recogni.zed the
in~ortance of co-operation as well as conflict in survival,
a biolof:,Qcally oriented language, as expressed through the
suggestive or poetic metaphor, stresses persuasion lli1d

part.icipation rather than competition, co-operation rather
than conflict;

5

5 p~ 65~
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. (ix) as art based on life exhibits the subjective qualities of
communicativeness, sympathy, emotion, pliancy, etc., the
art of living ought also to exhibit such qualities; pure
objectivism or utilitarianism is a quality only of mechanism;

(x) "TIle ultimate metaphor for discussing the universe and
man's relations to it must be the poetic or dramatic
metaphor; 116 vii thin the bounds of. the poetic metaphor
existence becomes an unfolding drama; of this drama is
essentially tragic, then at least we have the benefit of
the cathartic reaction which the witnessing of tragedy
can bring.

Let us now turn without comment to \Vhorf who, in a different field,

has arrived at some strikingly similar conclusions. \Vhorf's major

contributions to the study of linguistics were made mainly during the

same magical decade of the 1930'so Again, without any attempt to

summarize completely \Vhorf's opinions, here are some of the mQre

relevant points, as gleaned from the collection Language, Thought and

(i) While language may have originated as an expression of
our perceptions or attitudes, it has since assumed a more
primal~ function; that is to say, as a tool by which
mankind has been able to explore and expand the boundaries
of knowledge, language has actually come to shape and
control our perceptions of things; that is, our
knovl1edge -oia phenomenon is limited or s-haped by the
words and word-constructs we use to describe it; in fact,
this situation is true to the extent that a society's
world view is clearly reflected in or controlled by the
gra~nar of the language in which it is expressed;

(ii) the best example of the tyranny of words is our concept
of time, which~ve divide into linear, homogeneous units
roughly falling into the categories of past, present and

6 p. 263.

7 Posthumously collected and edited by John B. Carroll
(Cambridge, Mass.: Massachusetts Institute of Technology Press, 1967).



future; our language is similarly divided into tenses; in
the Hopi language, concepts of time and space and
Ne~tonian physics are replaced by what we would call
animistic, mystic, vitalistic or intuitive modes of
perception; our thl'ee tenses are replaced by two lmodes',
expective and inceptive; that is, phenomena which may be,
and phenomena ~hich are (in the dynamic sense of the word)
[tlus argmnent has since been vigorously attacked by
modern linguists; the validity of the claim, however, is
not nearly as important as the manner of perception which
lies behind i tJ;

(iii) because the language of the Hopi has different limits
from our own, the overall view of existence expressed
therein is also different; all time and space is divided
into the objective plane and the subjective plane, the
former being all those phenomena which are manifest,
including the past, which is indistinguishable from the
present, and the latter being those phenomena which are not
yet manifest, but. may be; this latter group includes all
thought and the potential of all things to be made
man..tfest, as \-Jell as the dynamic spirit which is behind
the manifnsting force';

(iv) thllS duraVlonal verbs do not imply motion (as in Engllsh
't.ime passes I) but manifesting (Le., each moment is
simply a manifestation of time generally; there is no
suggestion of moments being arranged along a line in
space~ as is usuall;r the case in English); even spatial

. verbs signifying movement do not imply motlon, but are seen
as reflections of manifestation;

Ev) -on the'pragmatic level, the f1:opi language v6'rys,ccurately
(indeed far more accurately thilll western Indo-E~'opean)
describes natural phenomena witlun its experience grol1p;

, for exa.mple, when we see f.l flash of lightning we say
'l~ght~tng flashed', thus dividing the subject 'lightning'
from the predicate 'flashed', even though the event,
spU t into two by the demands of English grammar, is
actually a single phenomenon; in the Hopi language, the
DIDde of expression is 'flash' with the subject and
predicate required in English both present in the single
word; similarly, in English ile often invent abstract
subj ects such as the ! it' in 'it rained'; in Hopi the
practice is limited, and when used the abstraction is
clearly marked as SUCh;

(vi) similarly, Hopi mythology, utile taken very seriously,
is recognized to be a part not of the objective realm,
but: o.f tIle subjective realrn; tllat i.s, th.e mytllological
st.ructure exists, hut not as a thing manifest.; thus they

7
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had no need to constr~ct a cosmos, as did the early
Christians, in which to fit a heaven and hell; heayen
is a subjective reality, as is thought, and the manifest
ing spirit in all things; but because mythology is a part of
the manifesting force, it is a shaping force in Hopi society;

(vii) the implications of the study of Hopi language are vast;
for one thing it. reveals the abstract nature of English;
indeed there is an often dangerous lack of connection
between language (and the society shaped by it) and
natural phenomena; our notion of time and space creates
our own need for records, diaries, bookkeeping, accounting,
our interest in exact sequences, dating, calendars, clocks,
time wages, graphs,annals, histories, etc.; we project
the future in the same way (bUdgets, schedules, etc.)
because we aSS1.JJne time to be homogeneous because of our
....'ayor describing i tj such abstractions lead to routines
\olh:Lch \'W use as a crutch or buffer from the demands of
dynamic manifestation or continual change; such a notion
leads to carelessness and isolation which would have
destroyed Hopi society; it is thus that western culture,
through its peculiar language development, has assumed
a provisi.oual vie....' of the universe which requires
correcth'esj OlIT segmented vi8\.J of natU1.""e is an aspect of
gram.mar; II1de cut up and organize the spread and flow as
we do largely because, through our mother tongue, He are
parties to an agreement to do so, not because nature is
segmented in that ~ay for all to see. Languages differ not
only in how they build their sentences but also in how
they break down nature to secure the elements to put in
those sentences. IIB

(ix) Western Indo-European lan~lage is the mOst developed and
most stubborn in terms of its projecting its langu.age
patterns onto the cosmos, of weaving a \~eb of illusion
based on itself; liThe commitment to illusion has been
sealed in western Indo-Eua'opean language, and the road
out of illusion for the West lies through a wider
understanding of language than }lestern Indo-European alone
can give; 119

(x) "vJhat is sign:i.ficant is that languagej> throuE;h
lexation, has made the speaker more acutely conscious of
certain dim psychic sensations; it.ha.s actually produced
awareness on lower planes than its OYIn; a power of the

B p. 240.

9 p. 263.



nature of magic. There is a yogic mastery in the power of
language to remain independent of lower-psyche facts, to
override them, now point them up, now toss them out of
the picture, to mold the nuances of words to its own rule

9

lt10
•• 0

Clearly, many correspondences can (and often will) be dr-awn between

the ideas of these t\.'O men and Tolkien , s works. The most strildng example

of commonaUty is revealed in each manls attitude toward language. vIe

have just read Wharf's statement about the power of language, "a power

of the nature of magic. II In Permanence and C~ Burke makes a

similar claim fa:!.' all art including literatuxe: Hany work of art is

nothing but homeopathic magic. lt11 The Lord....2f the Rings is fi::Lled vlith

magic, or at least with superhuman phenomena, and the tale itself seems

endowed with some sort of magical attraction for its many admirers.

But in liOn Fal~y-eto:desll, TolkiEm is more specific:

~o. lar.~uage cannot ••• be dismissed. The incarnate mind,
the tongue 1 and the tale are in our 'World co-eval. The
human mind, endcl\,Jed ,,,ith the pO\1erS of generalization and
abstraction, sees not only gl~~-grass, discriminating it
from other things (and finding it fair to look upon) $I but
sees that it is greeT! as well as being ~o But how
powerful, how stimulating to the very faculty that
p-r-Gflueed ;kt, -vJa-B tne inventi-on of the adj ectivB~ ftospell
or incantation in Faerie is more potent. And that is not
s1.U·prising: such incantations might indeed be said to be
only another vie", of adjectives, a part of speech in a
my-thical grarnmar. The mind that thought of liKht, ~:l:'l,

g'£f.'"y.~ m Io"', still, §.:dift, also conceived of magic t.hat
-\:Iould make heavy things light and able to fly, turn grey
lead into yello", gold, ~~d the still rock into swift
water. If it could do the one, it cotud do the other; it
inevitably did both. Vlhen "'8 can take green from grass,
bb18 from heaven, and red from blood, we have already an
enchanter f s po\-ler -- upon one plane; and the desire to 'Ylield
that power in the world external to our minds a"'akes. It

--~----_._-------------~--~-

"10
p" 267.

11 p" 216.
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does not follow that we shall use that power well upon
any plane. vie may put a deadly green upon a ma.n's face
and produce a horror; we may make the rare and terrible
blue moon to shine; or we may cause the woods to spring
with silver leaves and rams to wear fleeces of gold, and
put hot fire into the belly of the cold worm. But in such
'feilltasy', as it is called, new form is made; Faerie
begins; Man becomes sUb-creator. 12

The \~ar of the Ring is largely a battle of magic. If language is magic,

then the War of the Ring may be, on a very serious level, a ",ar of '\-lords.

Is this the b~Gtle to be waged in order to correct the abuse of language

and the technological ._psychosis of modern man?

Before we reach such states[§illiness and delirium, the
logical conclusion of the present directions in art and
cultur~ ,~e need recovery ••• :?-ecovery (\~hich includes
return and renewal of health) is a re-gro,ning --
regailung of a clear view. I do not say lsoeing things
as they a~t'el and involve myself Hith the philosophers,
though I might venture to say !seeing things as we are
(or vJere) meant to see them' -- as tbings apart from
ourselves. ~!e need; in any case, to clean O1tr windO\~s; so
that the things seen clearly may be freed from the drab
blu:r. of triteness or familiarity -- from p02sesslveness. 13

Both Bu.:rke a.nd Whorf have recognized the need for the cOlm.tGJ.:'-spell, the

licorrective rationalization". Tolkien has found it in the magic of

III

The main purpose of the following analysis, then, ~ill be to e~cwU~e

in some detail the narl'ative art of The Lord of the Ri.1}M in order to

u..YJderstand to a small degree Tolkien's manipulation of the magic of

language. Yet at all. times we must remain fuD.y UYJare of Tolkien t s
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overall orientation, and the manner in which he successfully transfers

that sense of orientation to his readere This transferring action is

the equivalent of Burke's "persuasion" or "suggestion ll , characteristic

of the biologically founded poe:tic metaphoro In fact, in 111e w:F.d of the

B:in.,g,Q Tolkien may well be assuming the role of a modern scQ}?, the shapeI'

not only of poetry, but of society and its perspectiveS e For while

Tolkien has maintained that his purpose in writing was only to create

Ita really long story that would hold the attention of readers, amuse

them, delight them, and at times maybe excite them or deeply move them", 14

he has also said (in the essa.y "On Fairy-stories") that a really good

tale is a functional tale, and it is good precisely because it functions

in a manner "Ilrl..dl brings about Hecovery, F~scapa~ and Consolation in the

mind of t·he reader e Yet these qualities are essentially those wbich

Burke and Whori' required for the proper shaping of modern society 0 It

can be no accident that TolJdel1, wi ting as a contemporary, should

provide 8. \.)crk so I'epresentative of their point of v:ie\.]o It rna;y- even oe

clai.med that, in his attempt to bring about the three propel' effects of a

good tale, Toillen Has actually promoting the ideals of Burke and vlhorf.,

\~hether he did so voluntarily or not$ Therefore, keeping in mind the

comb:tned perspectives of these three men, let us now examine the styie

and structure of 'ralkien ~ s magical \<lal.' against the Sauron of mod6J:Tl man.

14 ~l_·'~h_e.__..lPrg of.: +~lcl D~niO'!'lS p 6______ _ _ ••<1 ~ !w:..~, • •
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THE SHADOW OF THE PAST -- CONVENTION, ARCHETIPE,. ALLUSION

AND THE QUESTION OF GENRE

I

It is an interesting paradox that those writers whom we consider

most creative or original often rely most heavily on second-hand mater

ials as the basis for their work. We know, for example, that Beowulf

is an 'Englished' version of several earlier tales, and that Shakespeare

was a veritable pirate when searching for plots which he could turn inm

successful drama. Much the same use is made of traditional forms of

writing style. The sonnets of Shakespeare and Donne are no less inno

vative for their use of a conventional form so popular during the

English Renaissance, and the great epics of Milton and Spenser clearly

depend on many standard and well-known devices for much of their effect.

Thus literary originality appears to lie not in the invention of new

material, but in the innovative arrangement of the materials at hand.

Tolkien's own theory of artistic creation, or lfSub-creationlll as he

more appropriately labelled his work, seems to encompass this notion of

derivative originality. He tells us that man reaches the level of sub

creator by taking the most cornmon things in his experience and reshaping

them through the power of art into new forms. A good example of Tolkienis

own sub-creation is the hobbit, who is largely a collection of basically

1 lIOn Fairy-stories'l, Tree and Leaf, p. 25.

12
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hU1~n characteristics exhibited in a new form, itself seemingly

constructed of various animal and human trai.ts. Thu.s even the highly

imaginative world of fantasy is derived mainly from common experience.

The same is true of the modes of expression in fantasy. 'l'olkien

is greatly indebted to many sources for the materials of his craft,

ell-awing a fantastic world out of the now-decayed bricks and mortar of

earlier foundations. Interestingly enough, Tolkien describes this very

situation in JieovlUlf: The Monsters and the Critics2, in the allegory of

the stone tower, which he uses to describe the state of Beovmlf criticism:

I would express the whole industry in yet another
allegory. A man inherited a field in vl1rl.ch "las an
accumulation of old stone, part of an older ball. Of the
old stone some had al1'eady been used in building the house
in Yhich he actually J,i.oored, not far from the old house of
his fathers. Of the rest he took some and btult a tower.
But his friends coming perceived at once (without troubling
to climb the steps) that these stones had formerly balonged
to a more· ancient building. So they pushed the to\4e1'
over, \~it11 no.li t tle labour, in order to look for hidden
carvings a.nd inscriptions, or to discover whence the man I s
distant forefathers had obtained their buil~ing material.
Some suspecting a deposit of coal under the soil began
to dig for it, and forgot even the'.stones. They all said:
·fThi-s tower is most-interesting:' . BUt tliey also said
(after pushing it over): f\>!hat a muddle it is in! I And
even the ffiWl'S o~n descendents, who might have been
expected to consider what he had been ar~ut, were heard
to murmtu': I He is such an odd fellow! Imagine his using
these old stones just to build a nonsensical towerl Why
did not he restore the old house? He had no sense of
proportion. I But from the top of the tower the man had
been able to look out upon the sea. 3

2 (Oxford University Press, 1960), delivered as the Sir Israel
Gollancz ME'.moriaJ. Lecture, British Academy, 1936. The Hobbj. t was at this
time being pl'epcu.'sd for publication and The lQ.r..d of the J1i.ng§ was just
begun. It is therefore quite probable that Tolkien's stUdies in. BeovlUlf
were a major influence on his own ~riting.

3 Jbid., pp. 6-7.
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The stones 'of tradition, of convention, allusion and archetype, are the

stones out of which Tolkien .composed Jvfinas 1'irith and all that it

represents; they form the foundations of his artistic achievement.

II

At the heart of llliLLDrd of the Ring§ lies Ii'rodo I s j o1..1xney to

destroy the One Ring. This is a quest of epic proportions, and the use

of such a motif bespeaks a classical source for much of Tolkienls material.

From the-classics Tolkien borrows not only the epic form, but m~ny other

motifs as YJell. These elements deserve notice not so much because they

are important in themselves, but because collectively they show the

overall r::''tl1ge and importance of Tolkien l s dobt to the past ..

Although in the stric'test sense of the yJOrd To.1Jden f s tal e is not an

epic, he hail rema5..ned fairly faithful to the epic form throughout. As

aJ.ready mentioned, Frodo I s quest lies at the heart of the book (though it

is the sub,jGct of approximately only half of the narrative). The battles

are alsolUodelled on the epic; the descriptions of armour, the masses of

\018..1'1'101's, ind.ividual combats, the triumphs and defeats, are all. generally

recognized epic conventions. There are even exam.ples of llflytinglJ~ the

hurUng of ins1.l1ts and the threats of vengeance as a prelude to battle.:

the verbal altercation at the gates of the Morannon (III, 161j.-7) is an

eXBJlli'')le of this tradition. There are monsters, evtl spiri tB, and other

more ~mbtle dangers. All of these at's basically epic oleIllentfJ.

It is interesting that the hero of the quest, F:'odo Baggins, is

seldom diX'twt.ly involved in a battle of any sort. Though F:rodo does

possess the courage necessary to qualifJ as an epic he:fo, he s'31dm:, has
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an overt opportunity to demonstrate it, and he never demonstrates any

real skill in battle. Thus in this way Frodo is not a tradi ti.onal epic

hero, for whom ability in the martial arts was of the greatest

importance.

Frodo plays only a secondary role in another epic convention, the

counciL In the classical epic tradition it \.Jas just as important for

the hero to show skill with words in debate as t~ show skill in battle~

Frodo .ll1o.kes only a small contribution to the Great Council, and has no

part in the decision to destroy the Ring. He m.erely accepts the quest

once the discussion is over and the decision made. As witll t.he epic v1.:rt1.le

of sy~ll in battlep the ability with 'Words is delegated largely to someone

else" in this case G.s.ndalf" Some of the reasons for this moV"a on

rrolldenis par·t \\fill be dee.It with later. ¥or the present let it be noted

only that here is an indicat.ion of how Tolkien is at once depend.ent on

and independent froill the traditional sources for his material.,

Additional conventions include the use of retrospection in various

forms. For One -thing, a great deal of time is spent in the tracing of _'

J1neages, both on a serious level, as by Aragorn, and comically j> as ,~:Lth

the hobbi:Gs., There are as well many references to events in the pa.st, such

as the history of HumenoI', the Silmaril, and others., Thirdly, th0:t'€1 are

m..any examples of the recountlng of the hero I s adventures, though till.s

convention is also often relegated to other charaeters in the tale" Each

of these devices in its O"l,m way lends stature and broa.dens -the \;ork

'v1i thout unduly increasing its lengtha Ea-ch also fills in details outside

of but related to the tale, and gives an idea of th(;l vast complexi ty of

the events 'tJhich 11.8 beyond the focus of tho na.rrativa but have nonetheless
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contributed to the overall situation. Finally, each implies an

historical perspective, an issue which vi~l be dealt with at the

conclusion of this chapter.

Tolkien1s indebtedness also extends beyond these basic conventions

to a number of other familiar 'classical and epic motifs. As M.Z. Bradley

points out, 4' the rivalry between Aragorn and Borollir is a reflection of

the Achilles-Agamemnon rivalry in the Iliad. The love and loyalty

between Sam and Frodo parallels a number of similar relationships, such

as that between Da\"id and Jonathan, Achilles and Patroclus, and others.

Hare importantly, Sam serves as a kind of Sancho Panza figure who brings

common sense and comic relief to a highly fanciful but very serious tale.

There is also the important th~e of undesirahle~ immortality, as

bestowed by the Ring, that echoes a ntunber of tales from the classical

canon.

Finally, there arE: two very important motifs Nhich serve -Co

illustrate well Tolkien1s manipulation of traditional lore. The first

of ths~e ;i.,s the -often 1'ofe1'1'oo t-B fleedingof NUll1eno~.. Wi thin the Ghr~s-

tian. tradiHon the most obvious parallel is Noah I s flood. Yet this
(

motif also has classical roots, for it was highly significant to the
l

Greeks, who al~o believed that mallidnd vas once to be destroyed by flood

but that a man (or race of men) escaped by building an ark. 5 The use of

4 "Men, Halflings and Hero Worship", in N.D. Isaa.cs and R.A.
Zimbardo -' ed." Tolkien and the Critics (Notre Dame, Indiana: Universi ty
of Notre Dame Press, 1968), pp. 109~127. '

5. See the New Larousse ~yclopedia of M~~, 2nd. ed. (London:
The Hamlyn PubJ.ishing Group, 197.3), pp. 9.3-94.
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this motif implies a combination of pagan and Christie.n elements \-.1hich

is one of the central issues in the work. Yet Tolkien again exercises

his independence by using the tradition in a nel.] 'Hay', for the flood does

not cover the whole \olorld, only the land of the sinful Numsnoreans.

'I'hus while he relies on classical models, he is not tied to them and is

able to use them creatively.

The second of these motifs is revealed in the descent of Gandalf.

Usually tb~s device is ascribed to the Orpheus legend, though in

classical poetry it assumes a more significant role as all in..i. tiation

rite a.nd a test of heroic virtu.e. Hercules, Theseus, Ulysses, and

Aeneas all visit the underworld. The motif is also a ChI'istian

i'avoux'i -lie ~ Clrdst is supposed to have descended to Hell follo'\-Jing his

burial. Yet Teutonic legends tell of a number of similar descents ::tnto

the lli1derworld;6 thus another perspective, that of the northern Germanlc

tribes, is added to the already complex Classical-Christian combination.

III

whereas Tolkien relies principally on classical sources for the

form. of his tale, much of the matter is culled from an equally

J..mpressive list of Teuton.ie myths. The work is filled \/ith archetj'1)eS

and standard motifs. Again, a few only will be mentioned so as to

illustrate the range of ToDden's indebtedness.

6 For example Hermod, who went to Hel to seek t.he restoration of
Balder p who was slain by the treachery of loki.
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TIle figures of the elves, dwarves7 , trolls and others are perhaps

the most obvious examples of Tolkienfs use of Teutonic sources.

Traditional elves, as Tolkien points out in "On Fairy-stories II , 8 are not

the diminutive creat-ures vIe have come to knOlv through later IIfairy~tales!l,

but were originally spirits of the forest, only slightly smaller than

men. At first they were considered capricious entities, being friendly

or hostile according to their whim. Gradually they acquired the

qualities of wisdom and benevolence which "Ie see in The 19rd of the

I9dlr"§", and were kno ...m for their brightness and their ability to see into

the futl~e. Generally, they were believed to be handsomer and better

made than men, and they lived in organized societies lead by kings.
1

They l<lere also believed to fear the sun and the eyes of men and thus

were seldom seen except by the light of the moon and str;,rs. I-ian's fear

of t.hem continued in spite of their improved reputation alld l'ollden

exp1.oi ts Ul..i. s s::i. tuation to sho'\-! the dangers of t.he hostili ty and

suspicion between man and elf in the face of a common enemy~ Elves

were usua.lly pictll:red as fond of dancing and. laughter, a.nd to these

qualiU.es Tolkien adds the all:"important skill with l.Jords. They are the

masters of la.nguage and art in l'1iddl~ Earth, and the tectchers of truth.

The dwarves \vmch appear in the tale are sim:i.larly tradi tionaJ. in

character. According to the Northern Teutonic legends d"18.rves W3re

fUHbionl:1d out of the grubs lvh.ich formed in the body of Yrnir, the slain

---~._.'-_._-----------------_._--
7 Note: Tolkien!s use of this form of the plural for lldwarf" i.s

adopted herein.
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giant whose bones and flesh became the rocks and solI of the eartho

Because of their earthly origin they \~ere dwellers in caves) miners, and

shapers of metal. Their skill was so great that Odin's spear, Gungnir,

and Thor's hammer, Mjolnir, both of \~hich \·Iere endo'~led \.Jith magical

power, \,fere fashioned by them. In the Teutonic legends the d\-/arves were

all male. When they died they returned to the earth and stone from

which they were made, and the race was replenished by the continual work

of the gods. Here, as elsevJhere, Tolkien alters the tradi.tion. The

dHarvish race did indeed have a female sex, but he ascribes the small

munber of children and the dwindling numbers of di<la:t'ves to an over··

bearing pride 1 because of vlhi.ch the males often did not marry.

Of ,~i3ards, fev] are mentioned in the old tales. "\-lizalids such as

Merlin in the English tradition are scarcely the equivalents of Gandalf

and. Saruman; in import.ance a.nd power. Thus l'olkien has taken gJ'.'eat

liberties in making them representatives of the Valar, the som€\·lhat

obst~ure pantheon of Middle~earth, and in giv:i.ng them vast po\oler and

knoHledge far beyond any earthly il1agician~ Because t,hoy are based on the

familiar, but are revealed to hold much rdgher powers, they are in a sense

an emblem of the work itself which, while largely traditional, is

something faJ.:' great,er than a simple fairy~tale.

Also based on Teutonic myth are the Beornings, and Tom Bombadil,

both of' whom playa significant ;role in The Habbi t and The ~n.L9J:...t:t}.'~

Ringeo J'v1any of the Teutoni<: gods and heroes \~ere believed to have bBe:n

descended from bears and other animals, or from natural forms. The

Scofing dynasty; for example, is thought to have been derived from a

fe.:r-tili ty s;,rmbol represented by a sheaf of grain. Bom·mlf, the Anglo~
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Saxon dese~ndant of many older qermanic tales, was himself connected

with bears. In the Norse tale !1Larkarimer, ,"hieh is one of the most

likely sources of the Beol-lUlf tale, the hero's father was named Bjorn,

or literally IIBear", and' Beowulf's o\"n race, the Geats, numbered among

its ancestors Be0l4 and Beaw, names lo/hieb also may refer to bears.

Thus the bear-man creatures which the Beornings represent have a strong

link with the Germaru.c tradition. There are as "Jell several examples

of a forest=man 14ho is usually portrayed as having strange po"lers over

men and ,nature. That Bombadil is a part of this tradition is not

unlikely;:, though Tolkien also personifies in him many aspects of

Burke's .biologica.l and poetic orientat.ion.

The Norse legends also speak of giants, or in the Scandinavian

tongue, Ii Grolls", Theee creatures He:cedescendants of the race of

giants vI.hieh the Norse gods defeated in order to become supreme rulers.

They were considered generally malicious, and were associated with

\Qolent ;storms and other such phenomena. Eventually they accumulated

secondary characteristics, such as their inability to bear sunHght,,9

Talkien departs from tradition by attributing their origins to ~~rgoth?

lilho created them in mockery and imitation of ents. He ascribes to them

all manner of perversions, and great strength. Orlginally they "Jere

stupid creatures, but Sauron is supposed to have increased their

perverted intelligence and as a result they became proportionally more

dangerous.

_____ v~ ~__

9 The den ce will ch Gandalf uses to destroy the trolls in The
liobbi:t is itself of Scandinavian folk-tale origin, for it is modelled
on the pepluar tale of the Brave little Tailor 1 who defeats his
anomies by i.nducing them to fight among themselves.



Tolkien l s source for the ents is some\>/hat more complex, but again

reveals the range of his borrowings. The Teutons had an odd and little

known tradition of creatures which according to the New Larouss~

J1ill£.vclope~of Ijythology10 'appeared to be tlhairy and seemed to be

covered with moss; their faces were \>Jr.inkled and gnarled as the bark of

trees ••• They knew the secret vIrtues of herbs. II Though again

Tolkien alters these creatures considerably for his own purposes, they

are enough alike to be considered a related form.

There is, however, something special about the leader, Fangorn,

whose name.in the Westron language is uTree-beard". In the Slavonic

tradi tion there appears an odd creature named IILeshytl, who \~as

believed to be a keeper of the forests, a function which Tol~ien a8~

cribes to the ents. While he looked somet.Jhat ·like a man, he \>!liS

consj.derably larger, and was distinguished by a long green beard,

perhaps the same mark which gives Tree<~beard his name. Thus out of an

a.malgam of' Teutonic and Slavonic mythologies, Tolkien seems to have

"sub-created ll the ne\~ form of F'angorn and his race.

One of the most significa..l1t exceptions to Tolkien l s dl'aHing on

Teutonic myths for characters is the ore race, \~h<i.ch, as T.J. Ganque

points out,11 seems to have been derived from arcus, the Italic god

of death~ and source of the French \~ord llogre ll or rr.ed.i.eV'al "vJild":man ll •

If such·is the source for these creatures which Tolkien says were

-~---_._----------

10 p. 279.

1<i IlTolkien: The Monsters ai1,d the Critters ll , in To1~'>J. attd
~he Critic£, pp. 151-163.



created in mockery of e~ves, then it adds yet another dimension to the

complex 'Work.ings of derivati-ve originalit.y.

Many of Tolkien's characters seem to be modelled on the Teutonic

pantheon. The characters of Denethor, Boromir, and perhaps Theoden,

share characteristics of the god Thor, the Norse war-deity, who was

highly respected and very noble, but \-Iho ,,,as occasionally somewha.t

rude and often duped by crafty opponents. 12 Sauron appears to be an

interesting combination of Loki, the Norse god of fire, and Satan~

loki, a qapricious selfmserver who was given to evil ,...ays, '.Jas disloyal

to Iris r~ce, and ultimately would betray the gods and cause the

destruc~ion of the universe. Satan is also associated with disloyalty,

1<ri th fire a..11d. \Ji th destruction. Sauron, as far as one can tell, seems

to have bl!en one of the Valar "Iho turned to evil~ !'ind \-las 8. prime

eause in. th'3 fall of Numenor, inducing its leaders to seek to capture

the Undying Lands" 13 In The lord of the Ring.§. Sauron, like his Norse

counterpart, causes the passing of the Third Age and the fading of t,he

High Bl'Vorl race~

The god Balder seems to have been one of the sources for Ganda1f~

lls the god of light arid wIsdom, he JiterB.lly r~a~diated bl--iglltnesB

wherever he \<lent, and brought com.fort and counsel in Urnes of need"
o

In i;rJE.ny i-,ayf:) he and Gandalf are also counterparts of the Greek god

22

-~---- ~---~_._._-

12 'l:olY.ien discusse.s Thor in liOn Fairy-stories", l'reEi..Jl:nd l~
pp~ 27-28~

13 SaUl'on was a servant of Morgoth in the rebellion of the
first age~ As Margoth Has one of the VaIar, it. is likel:r that Sauxol1
\.Jas some sort of lesser imr!loYtal, corresponding to a figure J -j.ke
Beelzebub or Hammon, both of ',JhOlil fell Hi th their leader Lucifer
before the creation of man~ according to the Christian tradition w
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Hermes or Mercury. In fact the staff which Gandalf and the other

wizards carry as a 'symbol and instrument of their power can be traced

to Caduceus, the staff which Mercury carried. There seems to be a

Biblical CotUlterpart as well, for ~oses carried a similar staff,

endowed '\-lith supernatUral pOHers, and a symbol of his special status

as a messenger of God, a position similar to that of both Mercury and

Gandalf.

On a more mundane level, the Norse god ThJ also carried a spear

\olhich, tpough seldom used in battle, vias a symbol of another kind of

pa",/er. '1'he stewards of GondaI' carried a rod or staff which symbolized

their position as rulers in the absence of a king. Theodenfs s1o.lOrd

serves a., sim:U.al~ pnJ.'pose~ vlhen he grasps it his strength is' renef1ed.

Like 'Il'W f s spear these staffs and weapon.s a."t'e not endm,'ed with the power

of magic~ but l~i th the pOI-IeI' of meaning; they are a tangible image of

rank and. authori ty, and strength of body and mind.

Thel'eare also a number of other Teutonic folk motifs \olhich

reappear in The Lord of the-~. The use of bird messengers is oue

example., Odin, the chief Norse god, employed birds as bearers of

ne\4S e-nd,gatherers of information" Odin was also the god of J:;lLTlGS,

\<lhich 'viera believed to hold magical pO\o}ers~ This be~i€)f reappears j.n

~Lord•. of ~he_19.1tf~, and is a suggestive image of the power of

language so appa-cent to TolJd.eu ll ~Jhorf and Burke.

More of these common motif's include riding on the backs of eagles

or being carried away in their talons, something wIuch appears in

Cha.ucer as 'o1ell as in The L~.rd oL~~t and magic forests full of

ap~n~ted trees, wIllch are a familiar sight even in the fairy=tales of
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today. Many Germanic tribes also believed that the abode of souls was

in the West, where Tolkien'places the Undying Lands. 14 And when Isildur

severs Sauron's finger, the two are imitating a number of Teutonic

tales. Far more .significant, however, is the fact that Talkien draws

on Norse tradition (and more recent manifestations of it, as in ~Jagner)

for three of the central images in his \,Jork: Aragorn's sword, the Ring,

and trees.

Race.use the Northern Germanic tribes were a '.Jarlike people, swords

were of special importance to them, and lack of one meant special hard~

ship. In the legends of these people it lias not uncommon for an. unarmed

hero to find a sword in time of need, as Beowulf does in the cave of

Grendel's mother. fl'odo finds a sword in the Barrov}, and the e1ven

sword which Ellbo gives him later was acquired in a simi~ar vJanner.

The fate Hhich Herry' S s140rd suffers after the defeat of the Nazgul is

also shared by BeovJUlf i S s\-Io1'd and by those in other tales. Nor was it

uncommon for a hero to have a weapon with a magical name and 1tli th

magical p:n·rers apparently attributed to special runes carved upon it.

Such was ,the case with Odin's spear, which could not be deflected from

its mark. In the English tradition He find Arthur's sword Excalibur

endowed with e. simi.lar kind of magic. Frado was armed \vi th Sting, an

€lIven blsde which glowed in the presence of orcs. But of ail the

14 For some years Britain was apparently thought to be the site
of this last abode J and many Britons for a time escaped paying tribute
to their Frankish overlords because they had the task of ferrying the
souls of the dead to their land. See the NeyJ La.r9.:gf'.~~!!2Xclcmed:i.a 9f
Myth..Q1Q.g:£, p. 277, for more ip..formation.
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si-l0rds in The Lord of t~e Rin@, Aragorn's is the most significanto

Yet it too is drawn. directly.from a. Nordic myth, the Volsung Saga. In

this tale Sigurd, the source for Wagner's Siegfried, bears a sword named

Gram. l-lhich 1.vas broken and then reforged. Aragorn l s own sword, Narsil,

suffers a similar fate, and its reforging sign.als the coming reunion

of the kingdoms of Arnor and Gondor and is foretold in. many legends.

As a symbol of long tradition ~~d the power of the Y~ngdom regained, it

is one of the central images in the work,'.and it is significant tha:t

hOl.'e agaip Tolkien has simply appropriated it from a trad:Ltional

source~ ..

l1agirc rings a.re also a fairly familiar sight in Teutonic myth.

Odin had a magi c ring whi eh \.;as called Draupnir and. ""hi eh had the lXH4er

to bring 't;Ii.lim:J.ted wealth to the bearer. But as common as the motif

may be, it. can be used with great power, as in lrlagnerts NibelungenJ.ied.

\l1e-gner's fJ.ng shares with Draupl1.ir the ability to bring great wealth,

but desire of it causes hardship and dest:r.uc.tio:n. because a curse has

been pla®d upon it$ In many ways it has much the sameeff'ect as

Sauronls Ringl inspiring as it does possessiveness and greed, and the

desire for dOllli.nation. Yet Tolkien gives the ring even more

s:ignificance by making it the key to the survival of earth a.nd all

its creatures$ 'rhus it is another central image o.rui-Jn from the past

and used in a nei.J and powerful way.

The ~ast of these three images, the tree, is p~rhaps the most

. t t p 11 15J.mpor an 0 ... a • In most Northern cosmologies the entire lLniverse

------------------_._--
15 See also Chapter Three for another look at tIns image.



was supported by a single, huge ash tree named Yggdrasil (Gandalffs

staff is made of ash as well). One of the most P9pular of Norse

architectural devices 'Has to build halls and houses around the t.!'unk of
-

-"{
a large tree t in imitation of Yggdrasil and its support of the world~ID

Some versions of the creation claim that the human race sprang from

two trees~ Thus it is not surprising that trees hold a special place

in the he~n·ts of the Norse poets who built the tradition from which

Tolkien borroiols so much. The importance of trees in this tale is m.ado

malufest in the ~40 Trees of the Valar~ the ancestors of the ~~te

Trees of Gondor) and in Lorieng Fangorn, the Old Forest, even in the

Party Tree of Chapter One. It is not l·li thout some significance that

Gandalf, the leader of the M.llte Council folloyJing Saruman Ws dern:i.se,

is identified by F8.!l.gorn as liThe only wizard that really cares about
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The tree he cares for is the Tree of Life itself. 18

Given the presence of' so rr~ny elements of Teutonic myth, one might

expect to find an influence on the tone of the book as well. Indeed,

the Norse vlet-1 'of f-ate or chancB "Mch \Jas importeCl. to Bl'1 tain o;{ the

Anglo-Saxons sometime o~ring the fourth century has a demonstrably

16 Perhaps this practice was the inspiration for the hall of
C'J8.1adrie1..

1'7 II 69, .
18 The Iree of Life is, of course, a JUdeo-Christian tradition

as \</ell~ 'but -the tree as an image is far more dominant in Teutonic
legends, i.f for no other reason than the mere presence of vast forests
in North0rn :Euxope, as opposed to the plains and deserts of the Hiddle~"

Ji~ast. Thus thA dominance of the tree image in Tolkien l s writing ]iiOl'e
likely ste.;ltS from his awal'eness of Northern mythology than from his
Gh.ri st;ip.:...11 "bH,t;lrgrouild, t11011g11 here again it is a good eX3Jl1ple of· tJlle
comple'Z.:lty of mythological sources in general and of ToJJden J s
mytho10g,y i.n pa.l.'tic'Ular.



strong influence on The lord of the Ring£... As evidenced by the legend

of the Gotterdammerung o~ Twilight of the Gods (,,,mch \Vas actually a

prophecy, not a legend of past events), the Norse~~en genera]J~

believed that everything which happened was fated to happen, and that

the world vlould ultimately end in ruin. Nonetheless it was tho duty

of the warrior hero to face up to his doom and to do all in his povIer

to aid in, the struggle against the demons of chaos and destruction.

This attitude colours Beo,.JUlf t s adventure vIi th the dragon.. He goes to

meet his q001ll courageously, even though it is evident beforehand that

he will n9t return.

That fate is a controlling force in The lord of the~~ is

evident in ma.ny of the songs 'I,~hich axe ~:lUng in the prophecies of old."

Such is the sCing of Boro.mir i s dream:

Spek for the sword that was broken:
In Inuadris it dwells;

Tnare sha]~ be councils takf;rl
Stronger than Morgul spells.

There shall be Sh01..JU a token
That Doom is near at hand,

Fer I si'ld'lU" f.I Bane shall \;/aken,
And the Halfling forth shall st.and. 19

In the face O.r this Doom Froda e.ccepts the quest of his o'l,m free 'I,~11.1.,

demonstrating courage despite the appal'ent hopelessness of his mission

and the poor cha.nce for survival., That he does so \-lillingly is his

8alva-l..io11, for the fo:rces of fate will be satisfied, voluntarily or not.,

'rhose who: stand in the way of fate, like Gol1um~ are destroyed. Yet,

even if t~le quest is successfully fUlfilled, the passing of the Tl'ri.rd

-----~---------_._-~-- ........_~
19 I, 259.
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Age and fading of the Eldar will leave the i<lorldirrevocably altered,

and bereft of mu.ch of the glory of old. Behind th.i.s sad truth lies

the kno'Yl1edge that; aJ.l things must pass D.T,lay, as the old myths so

poignantly remind us.

Such is t.hs view that permeates the very fibre of the Anglo-Saxon

poem ~Tulf. Yet in his famous lecture on that \<1Ork, Tolkien praises

another quality of the poem, the Christian perspective Hhich he beUeves

gives the work its special significance:

; ~. ~ in England this imagination [pagan English and
Norse"J was brought into: touch "11th Christ.cndo!.U9 an.d
vii t,h the Scriptures. The process of i cO:llii'srBion j

Has a long one, but sorne of :l. ts effects 1~e:re

doubtless immediate; an alchE:,m;y of cha:nge (producing
ultimately the mediaeval) was at. once at \,:ork~ One
,does not ha.ve to \olai t ,until. all the nati Vf.) t.re.ditir.ms
o,f the QldfJ1' vlorld have been replaced OX' for.·gat,tNt:;
fIJI' thl3 mipds '\o1kJ.i:ch still retain them are chnn;;ed,r and
the memories ,,':lawed in a different perspective •• ~

It is through such a blend5.. l1g that there was avai.la1;le
to a poet Hho set out to !i,ri1Q a poem -- and in the
ease of Beo....JUJ""f. "Jl"! ffia.y probably use this ver;! woI'd --
on a scale and plan 12"'1li.ke a minstrel I slay, both ne,.;
faith and new learning (or education), and also a
body of native tradition (itself requi:dng to be
l.earned) for the changed mind t-o contemplate toget,hc.iT.20

By bis blending of these old and nm<1 tradi tiona, the l1.Q9.,wul+: poet had

captuI'cd a moment of bx·oa.dened perspect.ive, enriched by the elements of

both paganism and Christ.ianity.. In his own use of the pagan 'I'0utouic

anil classical traditions for much of the substance of a modern,

basically Cr..r:L:;"tian work, Tolkien too is t,r;y'ing to capture this fleeting

moment of broadened perspect:i.·v'e.. While the world of Hiddle-,Eal'th is

28



faced \.Ji th the inevitable passing and fading of, things once bright and

full of '.Jonder, there is nonetheless a hint. of ChrLstian salvation for

those "Who deserve i t~ And ]ike his Anglo-Saxon predecessor,ToU-J.en

has realized the value of using old stones to build new t~werso

IV

Although the Classical and Teutonic traditions are probably the

most significant for the purposes of this discussion, it might be of'

value to have a brief look at some possible sources of a slightly

more modern nature, for it is Ji.kely that, given his predisposition

towards artistic derivation, Tolkien did not cease to look for material

once the vlN.\lth of these two basic som:ces had been effectively tapped ..

The Ui.'e of pagan material in a Christian perspectlve identified

by 'l'oDden in. BeoHllY; seems to have become an essential element of'

later English poetry. Such is the case with Gawain, for example; his

origins can be traced to pre-Christian Celtic fertility rituals,

though hi~ stOl~Y is largely Christian In naturae Tolkien's debt to

Ga\<l&l1 is neither great nor profound. 'fhe scene in 'o111.i.ch GaHain takes

on the quest \-1hen no one else except the King m.ll reply to the Green'

K.l1:tght-ts challenge does resemble to some degree Frodols own acceptance,

whi.ch comes only after he realizes that no one else is going to

volunteer ex.cept Bilbo, '>lho is too old to go. But beyond such small

deteils, vie see in Galvain a new influence, that of the courtly love

tradi tiona For the first time in a principally English ,%rk beautiful

women have a part to play. The reverence in \o1hich the poet holds the

beauty of Guinj,yere echoes the feelings of the Fello,,",shlp toward
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C-a.ladriel:

Fa.trest of form was this queen,
Glinting and grey of eye;
No man could say he had seen,
A lovelier, but with a lie. 21

Gimli is ready to lay his life on the line to maintain a similar

opinion of' the Lady of LDrien. 22 It is quite likely that this same

tradition influences Spenser in The Faeri~.Que~ne, which also had a

profound effect on Tolkien. But as Arthur was often considered to be

a Faerie krti~ht, and his court is the setting of Gawain's tale, and be-

cause the Faerie element is central to the Gawain legend, the work

deserves notice as one of the more significant links in the development

of the fairy-story genre which reappears in The ...!Q.n1...Qf the Rings.

Thm'8 is an interesting connection bet'·leen Gal'L~!!! and The Lo-n!_91

thft.J1~ which comes to us via Shakespea::::'e 1 s ~1;'1cbeth, and that is in

the use~ of a moving 'forest during the destruc-t.i.o~1 of Isengard. The

me'ving forest motif which Shakespeare employs in the M~beth tale relates

to the vmlking bush which traditionally appeared at Mayday.;- celebrations,

and to the Green Knt.ght himself. In each case this highly' lmnatural
;

movement effected the purgation of evil and the regeneration of life

in the spring. Thus Fangorn's army of Huorn's is following yet

another trad:i.. tion, that of t.he ancient Celts, who pred.ate both the

Anglo-SaxOl1S and the Chtiistisms.

21 §ir G~\'lain and the Green Knight, translated by Brian Stone
(Harmonds"lorth, England: Penguin Books, "1970), p. 26.

00 '
,M.. The courtly love tre-di tion has clearly been an influence in

the sceno between Galad:del and Giro'li, I, 392.



One of the most significant examples of the development of the

fairy-legend-epic i51 of course, the Faerie Queene, and there are

many parallels betHeen this work and 1ho1ord of the Rirrgs. Guyon,

for example, is an elf, as .are all of the true in.babi tants of

Gloriana' 5 realm. The land itself is the land of Faerie, the i..Jorld in

wrrlch all tales, includ1ng The Lord of the Ring~, properly take place.

There are also many simi.lar situations and events. All of the central

characters except Calidore have a loyal companion and assistant.

Guyon is accompanied by a palmer, '.lno keeps him on the straight and

narrow path as much as possible. This palm.er carries a staff Hhich,

like. Ganda.lf' s '>land, is related to 1'1ercury's Caduceus, and is a symbol

of \o1isdom.. Arthux is accompanied by hi.s squire Tim:i.as. Hhen the

great knight. falls during his battle with Malager he is rescued by this

fei tl1):'UJ. f:r:l end. Sam fulfils similar roles during :1"1'odo I s journey.

He carries Frodo and .leads him in the Land of Hordor as the Palmer

leads Guyon through Acrasia f s realm, and he l'escues Frodo from Shelob

and the orcs in Girith Ungol. At times he evEfrl saves Frodo from the

clutches of despair, as Una saves Redcrosse in Book One~ In each case

he inrl.tates a counterpart in the Faerie Qqee:qg.

The previously mentioned J:vIaleger, who is based on Antaeus of the

Hercules legend, also has a counterpa..rt in :.rho Lord of the Ring.§.

l..faleger was a form 1vithout substance, as the Nazgul and Sauron are,

and he rode on a swift~running tiger, just as the NazgQl ride their

bla.ck horses. Also like the Nazgu..l and Sauron, Maleger was very

diffi~ult to vanquish. Each time he fell he gathered renewed strength,

and returned again until Arthux reaUsed the key to his destruction.
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This situation closely parallels the problem which the people of

middle-earth have with Sauron and his servants, who are finalJy overcome

only when the One Ring on which their power is dependent is destroyed.

There are many more parallels between The Faerie Queene and The

borLof the.l'lings but only a few need be mentioned briefly here.

There is, for example, Guyon's descent in Book Two. Gandalf's many

appearances thro~ghout Tolkienis tale echo the movements of Arthur in

the several adventures of the Faerie .Q!±eene. As in The Lord of t~re

RU]5S, Memory and History play a significant role, and even appear as

real people (LJh II, ix). Much in the manner of Saruman, the evil

magician'Arcr~magoattempts to set the good knights against each other.
i

There is 'O~le incident, however, which deserves a closer look as a clear

End s1gnif'icant parallel.

In Book II Guyon meets a figure known as Genius. This character

is a figure of false wisdom, and thus corresponds to Saruman. In his

hand he holds a staff 01' wand, just as Saruman does. He seeks to subdue

uht./Il.ry hidi.Vi.duals by means of false reasopj.ng and wi. se-seeming '-lords.

Guyon overthrows Genius and. breaJ(s his staff, mllch in the SaIne manner

as Gandalf, who casts Saruman down from his high position and by

breaking his wizard's wand breaks his power as well.

An even more likely model for Saruman is Satan in Parad~Lost,

which also appears to have been a major influence on Tolkien. Like

Satan, ~arWt~n falls from pride and ambition. Just as Satan was the

bearer of light befo~e his fall, Saruman, as leader of the Cotulcil of

\~izards, was named .Saruman the White. Like Satan, Saruman' s seductive
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powers stem from his charming voice which h;ypnotizes its audience (a

very snake-like attribute). Also like Satan, Saruman seeks to spread

discord and strife among the enemies of evil, to divide and weaken his

opponents by false counsels.

The overall position of Satan in Paradise Lost is clearly echoed

by Sauron's situation in The lDrd of the Ring£. Becaus~ of the totally

evil cast of mind which controls his thought, Satan is blind to the

irony of bis situation. He l~ill never understand that all of his

actions '1-1ill in the end be turned aga..i.nst him and that he will

ultima-tely destroy himself. Sauron, though he is livery wise and

weighs all things to a nicety in the scales of his maJ.ice,1l is

simtlarly blind, for lithe only measure that he knows is desire for

power; and so he judges all hearts. Into his heart the thought will

not enter that auJr uill refuse it, that ilaving the Ring "Je may seek to

destroy it. If ..1e seek thi s, l~e shall put him out of reckoning. u
23

Perhaps the most significant of the :ttLiltomc derivations is

Tolkien I S use of the inverted hierarchy or perverted roirror~image.

Satan's luerarchy in Hell is a perfect inversion of the hierarchy in

Heaven•. His speeches are perverse ir~tations of God and Christ, and tus

logic is a perversion of Heavenly reasoning. So, too, are the

structures of ev1l im:i te.tions of the good in ~_CLf t1}e Ri!.lg§,.

Each of the represent&tives of the Elder Days, the elves, ·.:lihe . .ent?,-the

Numenorean Kings, has its perverse counterpart in orcs, trolls, and the

-----_.~-_._---_.----_.-_.~----~------------------_.
23 I "'0') ~, ,(,O"'~-.5.



Nazgul. The logic of Boromir1s speech as he attempts to acquire the

ring from Freda is the false logic of the serpent in the Garden of

Eden. Boromir even echoes Elrond I s speech at the Council: "ioJhat shall

we do ~ith the Ring, the least of Rings, the trifle that Sauron

fancies?,,24 Boromir restates: "The Ring! Is it not a strange fate

that we should suffer so much fear and doubt for so small a thing? So

small a thing! ,,25 Tolkien goes to great lengths to expand upon this

para.l~el, particularly in his use of contrasting images, such as the

THO Towers '\-Jmch dominate Part T\vo. Thus in Tolkien l s debt to Milton

is revealed further the complex development of his use of source

mat.eri.al.

Asa final ·example of Tolkien I s derivative originality t let us ex~

anine Haldi!'~s speech on po 366 of Part One:

In this high place you may Bee the t1tIO powers that are
opposed to one another; and ever they strive now in
thought, but whereas the light perceives the very
heart of the darkness, its own secret has not been
discovered.

Haldir1s use of the phrase "heart·of the darlmess ll is almost surely a

reference to Joseph Conradls Heart of Darkness, and in many ways

Frodo J S journey is an expansion of this Conradian image. Yet there

is another, equally interesting parallel to this quotation, this one

taken from the Gospel according to St o John, 1:5:

And the light smneth in darkness; and the darkness
comprehendeth it not o

Rxhibited ,he7.'6 1s the fundamental principle of Tolkien I s use of

24 1~ 255.

25 I, 4140
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ea.rlier architecture. Ancient and modern combine to produce new forms

that are the same yet different. Even if some of the examples given

herein do not prove specific indebtedness, they do demonstrate that what

he ShO"IS us \-16 have seen many times before; but nO\>1 we vim1 it \-li th 8.

ne\o/ perspective which in turn brings 1181·1 insight, a clarity of vision

in \o/mch IIthings seen clearly may be freed from. the drab blur of

t . t f . li . t 1I?6-1'1 "eness or aml. a1'1 y. -

v

"lbile the preceding JJ.st of conventions, archetypes and allusions

may appear unJ1.6cessarily long, it is in marw '.Jays too short, for it

m8J'eIy scrr:d:.ches the surface of a veritablt',.l' Eold mine of possible sources

and analogues. One question remains to be aJ18wered, hO\.Jever, and that

1.3 Hhy Tolld.en should nIl his -~J()rk '0/1 th second-hand materials, when

he de.monstrates such invent.iveness... Hhy should he not create a NOl'ld

tota~ly in iaolation from the past, based entirely on his ovm creatiV0

capa.city?

To some degrec 1 the question a.ns,~er's i tacIf. If, as most

analysts a.gree, literature \.Jorks· by tl'j.ggering a Proustian reaction

through the pOI-1e1.' of suggestion, Z1 then wri tel' and reader tlllst share to

some e,.,"'{tent a common group of experlencess What. better e~pe~rience=group

is there to draw from than life itself, and vJh£l.t is history but an



aC0wmilation of data concerning the life experience? Thus if a

literary work is to achieve any degree of communication it must be

firmly based in history, no matter h01./ rearranged that history becomes

in the literary form. No work of literature will communicate in

isolation from the past.

On a different level, literary technique itself cannot function in

isolation from the past if it is to communicate to any degree. To

paraphrase Paxer, the technical part of a work of art must be

appropriate to the intellectual part; that is, form and m.a.tter must

'.Jork in ,unison.. Thus Tolld en f s heavy dependence on past tradition is

no t the sign of an inferior wri tel'. BE.ther, it points to ,,,hat I!L"l,Y

best be described as an histori.cal perspective, a reali zation or

recognition that the present is unalterably shaped by the past, and

that man not only cannot but. should not a.ttempt to live in isolation

from t;('adi tiona The second chapter of TlJe LorJLQL..1he Rings is called

liThe ShadOH of' the Past" and is described as "crucial" by To]Jden in

the preface to the 1966 edi tlon. Time and time again we are given

eXaTllples of ho,~ the past shapes the present. The events of the First

Age t the Fall of Nun~nor, and the rebelJion of Morgoth, have all had

their effect on the shape of things in the Third Age. 'Thus the

cultivation of an historical perspective is essential to the understand~

ing of' even one ' s o....m environment. And the use of traditional

techniques is the stylistic complement to this thematic point of view.

Talkien I s concern for the ClLltivation of an historical perspectiva

was shared by others. It is undoubtedly one of the contributing

factors in Eliot's highly allusive The Waste ~ngt \-Jhi.ch literally
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demands that one search for the meaning of its many references.

Kenneth Burke recognized the need for an historical perspective to

free man from his present misunderstanding of the universe. He argued

that modern man, because of his bUnd faith in technolog'j", believes he

is superior to and separate from his past. Tbis is a serious

misconception which leads to total isolation from natural laws and

\-Jill ultimately bring destruction. 28 Whorf, too, recognized this

problem. Like Tolkien, he turned to the past, to the ancient languages

of earl..Y America, to find ne'<1 solutions in old truths. He discovered

that the,Hopi, for example, clearly recognized the past as an inherent

part of ~he present, and that their language did not separate the two,

,a.s ours does $ Because of their perspectiva the Hopi people were able

to live in a kind of harmony not only Mith the past, but ,~ith nature

and with;each other as well. It is thorefore important to recognize

thQ"t TolIden I s own stylistic tradit5.onalisI1l goes hand in hand '''ith an

intellectual pose to provide a fine example of' the unity of form and

matter. 29 ,

._-~-----~---~-------~--

28 Burke calls this phenomenon symbolic patricide and believes
it is embodied in the Oedipus legendo Oedipus did not faD_ because of
his incestuous relationship 1;lith his mother, but because in his pride
he felt himself ~lUperior to history and the role he ha.d been given in
i to The murder of his father is the Ull"Ji'tting fruit of his belief
that he was separate from and therefore free of the influence of the
pasto His dHmise is representative of the fate of anyone \.lho refuses
to recognize the inevitable bond between past and present illld the
lessons "'hieh history has to teach. Hodern man must similarly
recognize his relationship ,,Jith the past or run the risk of self
annihi.latiQI1 ,

29 On8 may yet question how looking backr.·Jard will aid us in
coping '.Ji th the future. Burke dra\.Js an analogy '.li th psychoanaJ.ysi s,
'Hhich also seeks the anSHer to present problems in the mysteries of
the past..
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This historical perspectirism is reinforced by Tolkien' s own pose

as the simple translator of real historical material. Such pseudo-

bisMricality is not a mere narrative trick but also goes hand in hand

wi th his intellectual position.· In his B..'1alysis of Beo"ru.lf, Tolkien

recognized this quail ty as an important part of the power of the poem:

It is indeed a cu~ious fact that it .is one of the
pecuUar poetic virtues of Bemmlf that has
contributed to its mm critical misfortunes. The
illusion of historical truth and perspective, that
has made Beowulf seem such an attractive quarry, is
largely a product of art. The author has used an
instinctive historical sense -~ a part indeed of the
ancient F~glish temper (and not unconnected with its
reputed melancholy), of which Beol-1Ulf is a supreme
expression; but he has used it with a poetical and
not an historical object. 30

The poetical objef'::c is to shape those Proustian reactions into the

desired perspective: that is, the lustorical perspective.

Ths"next. step is to understand hO\-I To]Jr,ien's use of stylistic

devices and his pseudo-historical pose. shape our rea.ctions in the

desired way. For ons,thing, the epic poets recognized that the use

of references to past heroes and accomplishments, as contained in epic

lists; allusions and digressions, lent stature to their own hero a.Ild

his adventures by means of association. The comparisons vlhich

sill'faced betHeen Abraham Lincoln a.nd the late John Kenn·edy after the

latt.er's assassination might be seen as a modern manifestation of

this ancient pract.ice. The mere mention of an earlier event of some

significance calls up whole worlds of accumulated meaning far beyond

the power of the ~~rds themselves~ In the same way the use of epic
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conventions gives stylistic power and stature which has been proven

through the ages, a po\oJer and stature which much of our Inodern

literature lacks because the contemporary attitude is largely concerned

with a rejection of tradition. Even pseudo-historical references such

as those which abound in The Lord of th~_Ri.ngs serve through the pO'Her

of pure suggestion ,to open up limitless horizons and unexplored vistas.

Thus the contention of many modern writers that tradition andhistori-

ci ty tend to suppress the freedom of movement of the imagination is un-

sound. For as we have seen Tolkien has intentionally cultivated the

historical perspective precisely in ,order to expand our understanding,

to reveal the limitless number of perspectives outside of our 'own.

MOdern technological perspectivisll is far too narrow and is groYling

. narr0.vJer, and requires strong doses of the historical attitude to

reawakeB it to the complexities of life through an understanding of

the past.

Finally, \-Ie must ask why Tolkien used the tradition of Faerie as

a vehicle for hi·s art. First of all, we have his o~n testlI1lOfiY in the

foreword to the trilogy, in which he states his 'cordial dislike

of allegory and his preference for history "true 01' feigned, with

its varied appli cability to the thought a.'1d experience of readers. II

From this statement it would seem that history is anything which

is applicable to huw~n thought and experience, and need not be

objectively true. Such an attitude to legend or myth Whorf

found among the Hopi who, because of their perspective and the.

nature of their language, did not separate the past from the

present or myth from memory. For t.hem the past was physically
)



pr~sent31 because it had shaped the objective reality of the present.

l-1eroory, on the other hand, belonged to the. subjective realm of

thought, and therefore assumed a co-equal place alongside myth or

legend 1 "lmch is also a part of this realm. Thus the Hopi ",ould have

Wlderstood "Ii thout question the applicability of 'feigned' history:

myth and memory, and all thought, are simply the subjective manifesta-

tions of a deeper, all-pervading spirit which abides in the objective

world as well. And more important, the Hopi realized that sUbjective

or not, myth had a shaping influence on the actions of the tribe.

Like that which we mistakenly call real history, legend is an interpre-

tation of life experience and is therefore just as applicable as the

'true' story.32

The Anglo-Saxons also recognized the strong influence of myth and

legend. Their vlord scop meant not only the maker or sha.per of \vords

but also the shaper of society and its attitudes. In his poetry the

Anglo-Saxon scop made no attempt to S8parate w~th from fact, and

freely used both· in the construction of nev] forms. 33 Like the Hopi,

31 A.s it is, for example, in the light in the Phial of
Galadriel, or in Lorien itself.

32 Tolkien himself makes a similar statement in HOn Fairy
stories", Tree and Leaf, p. 31. Later in the essay he calls the
reall ty of fairy-stories the "Inner consistence of reali ty", and it
is the recognition of this essential reality in true fairy-stories
which brings about the joy that ought to be felt by the reader. See
the epilogue to the essay, pp. 63-66.

33 This quality TolY.J..en clearly identified in BeO\olUlf. John
Gardner also recognizes and makes a great deal of this fact of
Anglo-Saxon art in a recent work of fiction called Qru~nde1(New York)
Rollon+;~n RAA~Q 10ry~\
.&..oI"-"'..I...,L"-4o.,I, .... V ..... A ... l".. .LJVV.n.~, 1,/ I ,; I •
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tho Anglo-Saxons recognized the applicability of pseudo-history. That

it ~as not objectively true did not bother them in the least.

That Tolkien shares this attitude is apparent in a number of

statements made by characters in the work itself. Ted Sandyman, for

example, whose own perspective is decidely modern (that is, cynical),

scoffs at the strange tales reaching Hobbiton from 'outside f :

II can hear fireside-tales and children!s stories
at home if I want toe'

'No doubt you can,' retorted Sam, •and I daresay
there's more truth in some of them than you reckon. ,34

The truth Sam refers to is not the objective truth to which Sandyman

linri. ts himself, but the truth of subjective reality, the truth that

dragons and elves do exist in the subjective realm, which is not less

real because it isa product of the mind. Words are a product of tho

mind, and, the som'ce of the magic that created elves and dragons; do

we yet deny the existence of language?

Later Eomer attempts to dxaw a similar distinction:

f Halfling! But they aJ:B only a little people in
old Bongs and children's tales out of the North. Do
we walk in legends or on tho green earth in the
daylight?'

'A man may do both,' said Aragorn. 'For not we
but those who come after 'viII make the legends of our
ti.me. The green earth say you? That is a migb,ty
matter of legend, though you tread it under the light
of day 10' 35

Real or imagi.nary, Frodo, Eomer and Aragorn will all become part of'

the great subjective realm of legend, as did the Geats, Hengest, and

34. I. 53~ p. 0

35 IT 3')1, "!'!J p. ..~ ~
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Arthur.

Thus the genre of The Lord of the Rings belongs to a realm which

lies beyond the narrow horizons of the modern insistence on "realismll

and "truthll • Tollden has recognized, probably as a result of the his

torical perspective acq~ured through scholarly pursuit, that there are

other ways of viewing the universe, other perspectives besides the

pure technological objectivism which threatens to strangle modern

;society: that in fact objectivism itself is merely another form of

subjective interpretation. The use of such a genre as the Faerie

story, totally subjective and based on traditions which \~e have

generally rejected as inappropriate, ought to have spelled literary

suicide. Instead, it has aroused the subjective heart-strings of a

growing nQ~ber of p~~ple, and reawakened them to the possibility of

new visions and ne\·} achievements.

On a more purely artistic level, Tolkien's use of the fairy~story

tradition is equally justifiable. R.J. Reilly points out that a

story which deals with an imaginary world may actual]~ be superior to

one which merely imitates life.37 As we have seen, the genre of

fantasy is just as valid a means of interpretation as the genre of

realism: but fantasy has the added advantage of being imaginatively

freel', of being intrinsically more suited to the creation of ney

forms out of the matter of common experience. Furthermore, because

fantasy CI3.11 be seen. as a valid method of life~interpretation, it can

escape the stignla of being a retreat from reality. Rather, it

37. "Tolkien and the Fairy-Story-II] in Tolkien and the Cri tj.c~,
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provides anew perspective for viewing reality in ways which we could

not have comprehended within the objectivist view ..

Given the point of view of the author and the nature of the

material which he wished to present, the choice of the fairy-story as

the vehicle for his art is all but inevitable. For the world of art,

like the Horld of Faerie, is a land of enchantment. In the tradition

not only of Spenser and of Qawain, but of Homer and of Virgil as

well, Tolkien has realized the fundamental truths of the mythological,

Faerie perspective~ and the realm of the mythical Faerie story is the

logical form for the restatement of' such truths.
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THREE

METAPHOR

1

llA '''arId vlithout metaphor," says Kenneth Burke$ llwould be a

world without meaning."1 In its broadest sense, metaphor is anything

which by association with something else brings new perspective, new

meaning. Thus imagery, symbolism and even the lowly simile are forms

of metaphor, and as such are tools of understanding, keys to meaning.

If a literary artist seeks to promote meaning, he relies to a large

extent on these various forms of this basic literary device.

Furthermore, one can arguet metaphor 'is not only desirable but

also natural to a work of art, since language itself is merely a symbol

of something else: an inner state, a desire, a concept, or a physical

object. To say that literature employs metaphor is to express a taut

ology of sorts. Writers who deny that their vrriting is symbolic

simply do not understand the nature of that ,.,hich they do" Modet'n

man, desiring technical objectiVism in communication, makes the

mistaken assumption that language ought not to be metaphoric because

metaphor communicates by connotation and suggestion. Modern language

has become increasingly definitive, and the use of metaphor. has

declined. A modern author who consciously employs metaphor is clearly

attempting to restore to his language some of the tonality, the
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suggestiveness which is natural to language itself. Tolkien is one

such writer. His work abounds \oJi th images and symbols rich with

connotation and filled with suggested meaning.

What follows is an outline of some of the more significant

images and symbols in The lord of the Ring.§. The list is by no means

complete. Nor are the interpretations given intended to be definitive,

since it would be counter to the idea of image and symbol as tools of

expansiveness and suggestion to limit their meaning by too restrictive

an analysis. Rather, the \olhole is designed to reveal to a limited

degree Tolkien1s manner of employing these variations on the"

metaphorical theme not only to enrich the tale, but to re-enrich the

very language in which'i t is \olri tten.

II

As already mentioned in an earlier chapter, the Tree is perhaps

the single most important image in the book. In fact, it is a cent~al

image in much of Tolkien I s \~ri ting. The vO.lume Tree and Leaf, for

example, takes its title from the image of the "Tree of Tales" in

"On Fairy-stories l1 and from the tree which dominates the story

IILeaf by Niggle". It was inspired, we are told, by IrA great-limbed

poplar tree that I could see even lying in bed. It was suddenly

lopped and mutilated by its owner, I do not know why. It is cut dOVJn

now, a less barbarous punismnent for any crimes it may have been

accused of, such as being la.rge and alive. I do not think it had
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any friends, or any mourners, except myself and a pair of owls. ll2

lsit, mere coincidence that Treebeard says of Gandalf that he \>las llThe

only wizard that really cares about trees"?

Perhaps a brief quotation from the essay will suffice to give a

general impression of what Tolkien intended when he"placed the tree at

the centre of The Lor:<J.._<2..:f the Rings:

The study i.e., rIhe analytical study of fairy-
stories] may indeed become depressing. It is easy
for the student to feel that with nIl his labour he
is collecting only a few leaves~ many of them now
torn or decayed, fl~m the countless foliage of the
'l.'ree of Tales, with which the Forest of Days is
carpeted. It seems vain to add to the litter. w~o

can design a new leaf? The patterns from bud to
lh~folding, and the coloQ~s from spring to autUlllll were
all discovered by men long ago. But that is not true.
The seed of the tree can be replanted on almost any soil,
even in one so smoke ridden (as lang said) as that of
F~lgland. Spring is, of course, not really less
beau-tiful because vie have seen or heard of other like
events: like events, never from world's beginning to
world's end the same event. Each leaf, of oak or ash
and thorn~ is a rurique embodiment of the pattern, and
for some this very year may be the embodiment, the first
ever seen and recognized, though oaks have put forth ..
leaves for countless generations of men. 3

Thus when Tolkien refers to a tree, he refers not only to a particular

orgalric object, but to something as common and yet mysterious and

profound as life itself. In the image is embodied the regeneration of

all living things, including man; a.lso embodied is the renewal of

wonder that accompanies the seasons of each new year; finally~ it

2 JrI~t~.1.1eaf, p. 5.
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si~ifies the renewal of art which mysteriously springs forth, like the

Tree of Gondor, from the ancient Tree of Tales.

The tree image is also one of the major structural devices which

holds the tale together (as do the characters and the quest itself).

The Party Tree at the very beginning is the first manifestation. The

Old Forest with all its mysteries is another, as is the Forest of

FangoI'n, t~ strange land ·01' the ents. Finally, there is Lorien, vlhere

the beauti.nu. mallorn trees grow. These golden trees are descendents of

the trees of Eadamar, home of the Eldar, a people vlhose emblem was

Galatlnlion, the white tree. From the many references to legend in the

tale and i:GS appendices we learn also of the 1~0 Trees of Valinor, from

which Galathilion sprang. The light lrlhieh emanated from these Tv/a Trees

passed by vlaY of the silIl.la:dl to the phial '<lhich Galadriel gave to Fr'odo.

Also descepded from these trees through Galathilion lAas Nimloth, a

sapling of~' '-.lhieh became the \fuite Tree of Gondor. During the abscence

of the Kings of GondaI' the kingdom declined and the \fui te Tree died, but

l'li th the coming of Aragorn, '-.lhose emblem is a ,"hite tree on a sable baek

gr01.md and whose name means Hroyal tree", a living tree is planted to

symbolize the re·~establi.sh.l1eni.;of' the un1ted kingdoms under the heirs of

Isildur. To round things out, Sam replaces the dead Party Tree with a

mallorn given bim by Galadriel. Clearly' then, Tolkien has constructed

his tale around an organic im.age in which he has embodied tradition, art,

and life•.

111rough this image Tolkien also manages to construct a yardstick by

means of 10lmch one can measu.re character. All of the evil characters of

this tale are guilty' of the ,~ant.on destruction of trees. Gandalf, on the
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other hand, cared for trees. That the most powerful of the wizards

should feel such sentiment is an indication of its importance. The

respect for trees among the Eldar and the Numenorean kings is evident

in the prominent position they have given to trees as their emblems.

In J~rien, which is perhaps the most enchanted of all this enchanted

world, trees are the abode of the noble inhabitants, and the Galadrim's

relationship Hith the forest is a form of high communion with nature.

Legolas' race dwells in communion with the forest of Northern Mirkwood.

Even the lowly hobbits, who are given more to tilling the soil than to

ranging :the forests, have respect for trees. Sam is horrified to see

ina vision the destruction of trees in the Shire. At every level of

society in Middle-earth then, one can find evidence of the biologics.l

perspective which lies behind Tolkien's use of the tree as a central

image. Only the dwarves, dwellers underground, and the Riders of

Rohan, inhabitants of the plains, do not share this love for their leafy

neighbours. Unlike the evil races, however, they are not prone to

indiscriminate axemanship.

Because the tree image is an embodiment of life and as such must be

true to life, not all trees and forests in ~liddle-earth are good trees.

In fact the second tree of any importance that we meet in the tale is

Old W:i.llo,~, ,~hom Bombadil tells us is rotten at heart, and \vho very

nearly finishes the quest by imprisoning Merry and Pippin and trying

to drown Frado. Similarly ~ the forest of Southern Mirkvlood, \.Jhich has

fallen under the spell of Sauron, is filled with evil and, as Bilbo

discovered, is very dangerous to enter. Trees, like IDt:3n, and forests,

like the earth, have the potential for good or evil,'depanding on their
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circumstances and their own nature.

'l'he endowment of trees and forests with qualities of spirit and

action, while normally defined as personification or aniIllism, is in a

sense another branch of metaphor, as it operates by placing side by side

t\-10 objects or qualities not normally associated in order to provide n8\-1

insight. Such an approach has its source in earlier traditions in legends

and fairy-tales, and is a reflection of early man's biologically oriented

perspective. More modern societies have scorned this notion of animism

as they have simultaneously deprived language of much of its power. By

re-estaUlishing animism as a device 'l'olkien is promoting the attitude

wh.i..ch shaped it. He extends the quality of animism to mountains (e.g.,

the Cradhl'as incident) as well as trees, and by means of the constant

use of proper names such as J,.ieathertop, The Downs, and Entwash; and by

givIng uhese places distinct 'characters', he suggests that in a sense

all of Middle-earth partakes of the animistic spirit.

Such an outlook is significant, for it reflects Whorf l s contemporary

analysis of the Hopi world view, which also incorporated a living spirit

into all. things. Thus one who was sufficiently attuned to the workings

of tIns malufesting spirit (of which thought was also a product) couJ.d

exert power over other things, plant and animal. Such power cOlud be

used for good and for evil. If one were to think evil of a rosebush,

Ol1e m..1.ght retard its growth, or even. kill it. On the other han.d, if one

thought Hell of it, it would flourish. It is perhaps for this reason that

Old \<Jl11o-\~ was able to control much of the Old Forest by the power of his

evil wilJ.., and that Bombadilwas in turn capable of negating Hi110\,J I s in-·

fluence. On the other hand, Gandalf and Al'agorn 'Here able to exert their
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influence for good~ and ultimately, with the power of Sauron broken, they

The presence of this all-pervading spirit is signified by, but not

embodied in, three major images: the Ring, Gal~~rielJs mirror, and the

palantiri. The importance of the'ring is obvious. It is the medium

through which sauron Itunes in l to the other level (wIuch Frodo enters

when he dons the ring at Weathertop and at Amon Hen) and through which

he is able to exert his powerful will on others. The Palantiri, while

not created for evil, can be used for similar purposes, for they too are

agents of communication between what \-lhorf \<Jould call the objective and

b ·' t' 1 II-BU.Jec lve rea ms. It is in the latter realm that lI.ragorn strives with

Sauron when he looks into the Palantir at Helmls Deep.

The th.i!'ct image, Galadriel Js mirror, is probably the most interesting

of the three, though in respect to its role in the actual narrative it is

perhaps least significant. Like the Palantiri, it is a medium through

which one C&.'1 tap the resources of the subjective realm.. Gal~driel ex-

plains that the mirror ShO'\-15 things that have been, things that are, and

things that yet may be. In other \vords, it may ShOH all things, and

also the potential for things. It is the kind of vision \-1hich Whorf at

tributed to the Hopi, a vision of the all~pervadingmanifesting force

4. Tolkien distinguishes these two levels as our world and the
"wrai th-Horld" (I, 234) in \vhich the Nazgul exist. The elves could see
bot.h 'IJorlds at once, for they were a race of immortal spirits and earthly'
flesh and blood combined in one form (it is true that elves could die In
battle or by some other stroke of fate, but they were not subject to the
same law of mort-ali ty as were men and halflings).



which is composed of all things which have been made manifest and also

the potential for all things to be made manifeste The Mirror provides a

new perspective, for it is not bound by O'Llr notions of linear time and

spacee It enriches the mind by providing not only knovJledge, 'but a novel

way of perceiving that knowledge. 'In a similar manner; Tolkien's art

itself, by transcending the objectivist view, can also provide new

knowledge and new modes of perception. 5

There is an int.eresting connection here with a fourth image only

indi.rectly related to the three already mentioned, and that is the all-

important pr.actice of smokIng IIpipe~"ieedl!. vfuorf claims that North

American Indians employed the pipe as a means of concentrating thought

and thns elevating,the mind to the Bubjec'tive level of belngo Similarly

Aragorn and Gandal.f j as Hell as the hobbits~ enjoy the practice ilJlm6nsely

during periods of rest and reflection. Perh~p8 the prominence of pipes

and ,smoking in The lord of the llin...K§ is it.self an intentionally devised

image which once again relates to the overall perspective of the work.

That t.he hob,bits are the originators of the pract.ice may be a subtle

hint as to their mental resilience and hidden virtues, ,,,hieh are so

important to the outcome of the quest.. That Saruman a.nd his lackeys also

use pipe~weed simply points out once again tlill potential for all good

things (including language and thought) to be used for evil.

5 Aga.i.n, it'must be stressed that to the author's knowledge
there'is no evidence that Tolkien knew of liborf's studies, though as
both 'Were linguist.s in the 1930' s the connection is not unlikely.. The
comparison is made only to point out that duxing these years others
beside Tolkien vlere thinldng in these terms, and tousu[~'Zest that
'l'oL.lden 1s use of such a..'1 image, and the prominent pJ.8C8 i.t a.:'\d t.~0 others
hold in the \'lOrk~ is not pure \o,/himsey, but is intclilectiue.l1yfcunded
and highly intentional.
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The image of time which is suggested by the visions in Galadriells

mirror is itself of significance within the framework of the tale as a

whole. Whereas tecIDlology measures time into equal units plotted

linearly, and allows for no fluctuation~ the mirror transforms time into

a threa~dimensional panorrona in wh~ch it is fluid and can be

metaphorically rearranged so that what once appeared to be~isolated

ev'ents can be seen as relativa and meaningful, without the events

themselves being changed in any 'olay. Thus vlhile time does flow

inevitably om...ard, its movement is not incapable of being altered.

The hobbitls experiences in the Old Forest, Rivendell, and Lorien

provide alternate examples of' this vieVl of time. During their stay wi th

Bomhadil, the four adventurers' lose track of the hours, expeciallyas

thejrlisten to Bombadil l s speech, after which Frado wonders II~Jhether the

morning and evening of one day or of many days had passed. 1I6 At

Rivendell, Bilbo tells Frodo that IITime doesnlt seem to pass here: it
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Si~ilarly, their stay at Lorien causes some confusion as to

the passage of time. Swn clearly remembers the phase of t.he moon before

he entered the realm of Galadr:tel, but on his departure it appears to

be out of phase and a discussion enSUBS:

I vle11, I can remember three nights there for
certain, and I seem to remember several more, but I
would take my oath it '\-Jas never a whole month. Anyone
vlOuld think that time did not count in there! I

~And perhaps tha.t was the \-Iay of it, I said Frodo.
lIn that 'land, maybe, we were in a time that has
elseHhere long gone by. It was not, I think, lJ.Jl.til

6 I, 1420

7 I, 243.
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Silverlode bore us back to Anduin that we returned to
the time that flows through mortal lands to the Great
Sea. And I don't remember any moon, either new or old,
in Caras Galadon: only stars by night and sun by day.'

Legolas stirred in his boat. 'Nay, time does not
tarry ever,' he said; 'but change and growth are not the
same~in all things and places alike. For the Elves the
world moves, and it moves both very swift and very slow.
Swift because they themselves change little, and all
else fleets by: it is a grief to them. Slo~, because
they do not count the running years, not for themselves.
The passing seasons are b~t ripples ever repeated in the
long stream. Yet beneath the sun all things must 'Hear
to an end at last.'

'But the wearing is slow in Lorien,' said Frodo. The
povIer of the Lady is on it.. Jlieh are the hours, though
short they seem, in Caras Galadon, where Galadriel
wields the Elven-ring.,8

This expa.nded notion of time, and the richness it implies, is far beyond

the comprehension of the technolOgical psychosis. Rather, it is an image

designed to broaden and enrich our understanding beyond the limitations

of the objective; s·c:i.entific: perspective.
I

The natural counterpart to this magical image is the Great River

itself, and all of its metaphorical tributaries which are ever-present

in the \-lork" Like the image of ti-me ltJl:JiGh Legelas cleseribesj the rivel's

run both swift.ly and slowly, and they bl'ing both life and death.. The

hobbits are afraid of water, as they are afraid of tadventures', and

very early in Part One we are told that Frodo's parents,were drowned in

the Brandy-Hine river. The Dead Marshes, an image of stagnancy and

despair, are also a part of the Anduin's watershed; yet the river

itself signifiel3 movement, and movement or flo..,! is essential to

stU'vival (in medieval t.erms, acHva virtue is superior to passive

<}

o I, pp. 40/1-~5"



virtue) c When Bilbo leaves the confines of the Shire, he says "I am

being SHept off my feet at last. 1I9 He is being caught up in the flow

of grand events which happen in the larger world. By allowing himself

to be thus swept away, Bilbo, and Frodo after him, will find new

1010wledge and new understanding.

Tolkienls use of the river/time image is scarcely original, but

it is important from the biological point of view, and it is rich with

comlotation at all levels, from the death of ~"'\rodo I s paTents in the

Brandywine to his m.Jn departure over the sea. Like the tree, it is a

complex image, and Tolkien is careful to develop its complexities to
,

the best advantage. In fact by its very complexi. ty and the manner in

which it j s developed, the image itself is a significant medium through

'tibieh to glimpse tile overall point of ,rie'l<l "/hich shapes the tale as a

whole~

The rivers are not the only settings of importance in The Lord of

~~. Indeed, wherever the adventurers journey, they set their

feet on symbolic ground of one sort or another. Of course the Shire,

with its :smugness, its bigot:des and fears, is representative of a

common phenomenon "Ii thin most human communities, '·there people construct

artificial barriers to keep the outside world from disturbing a

some\'/hat fragile social balance. "Bounders" are employed by the

hobbits to maintain the barriers and strangers are only tolerated with

.. ·10 Ii' th Shi hi h h littl b h bosuspJ.cJ.on~ . .6ven -. e 1'e maps~ vi C S ow . e eyond t e rders

9 T.... , p. 44.

10 The Buck1anders maintained a hedge as a protection from the
Old Forest. The Brandybuckss however, had a door in the hedge and

5/4-
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of the hobbits' own lands, reflect the narrOl-mess of the Shire's

outlook. Thus Bilbo's and Frodo's adventures are in a sense symbolic

actions designed to broaden their knowledge and break down the barriers.

In fact the success of the quest depends to a large extent on the break-

ing down of the artificial barriers between elf and dwarf, and between

elf and man. Even Gandalf is all but shut out from the societies of

men until experience proves the necessity and desirability of co-opera-

tion and conum.mication. The presentation of the Shire is Tolkien's Hay

of introducing us to the issue of humanity dhd.ded through lack of

communication and co-operation, and the resulting lack of understanding

between people and between nations.

From the Shire He move to the Old Forest, where we are initiated

into Tolk-ien f s world of natural supernaturalism. Again the setting is

largely a microcosmic image, for thel"orest contains both evil and

good; in other words it illustrates the true natural state of life on

earth. It is at once vibrant and alive, and yet capable of malice and

revenge, and envy of creatures not rooted to the earth. By thus charac-

terizing the Old Forest, Tolkien provides a metaphorical perspective on

human characteristics; but he is also attempting to re-create a

feeling for t.he vitali ty of the forest itself, a kinship between man and

\-lere given to frequent wanderings on the forest edge. They, at least,
were not as narrowIDinded as the majority of hobbits. The Brandybucks are,
of course, the family to vibich Herry belongs, and Frodo is l'elated
to them through hi s m.other. Peregrin "i-Ja.s of the Teaks, l-1110 \-Jere also
given to h~ving adventures. Both Frodo and Bilbo were related to this
.family too, and Here probably destined through he:reetLty to have
adventures of their own.
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the rest of the natural world. The Old Forest image thus serves the

double function of a thematic !lllli an artistic device, and also fulfils

the combined requirements of the biological and poetical aspects of

the Burkean orientation. This economy of style -- something one might

overlook in a vlork of such magnitude -- is but one example of the level

of Tolkien's artistic achievement.

The Barrow-downs, Bree, and Weathertop, and all of the areas

between in their own way exhibit certain qualities of metaphorical

significance 1 especially in the characters and events along the way;

but these settings are essentially of secondary importance to the

narra.tive ,and to the overall metaphori cal structure of the work. The

next setting of major significance is undoubtedly Rivendell, the home

of Elrond the Half=Elven. Whereas the Old Forest incidents emphasized

the natu.t'al elements} Rivendell brings to the fore the intellectual,

since Elrand IS court was renowned as a place of great \Vi sdom and kno\V~·

ledge of ancient lore. Like all Elves Elrond retained in his memory

all things past, and there can be little doubt that memory played 8.

prominent role in the shaping of all his counsels. 11 His cOR~t is the

site of the Great Council, where the decision to destroy the Ring is

made '''i th aid of memory, reason, knovllodge and foresight, the

highest fa<.~ulties of the intellecte

If Rivendell represents that which is intellectual, as the

preeminence there of lore and learning suggests, then Lorien must

'11 Thus he exhibits '\<lhat is called in Chapter II 'the
historical perspective', a quality which is intrinsic to the general
orientation of the tale itselfe



represent the artistic aspects of' man. That it is called the "heart of

elvendom,,12 suggests immediately that it is the centre of feeling as

distinct from thought. In Rivendell Frodo heard counsels; in 10rien

he sees visions. Rivendell is governed by a man of great age and

"lisdom, hardy and yet wise; 10rien is governed by a "loman whose voice

is "clear and musical,,13, who is called by Gimli a je\.Jel fair above all

others, whose glance pierces to the very heart. The land itself exists

as if held by a magical spell, a spell which Tolkienls own art has

created. It is a land of music and light, full of fair words and

fairer inhabitants. The final meeting between the high elves and the

members of the fellowship suggests nothing so much as a ballet and an

opera combined in a swan-ship and a beautiful song. During the feast

Frodo describes GaladrieJ. as a "living vision of that which has already

been left far bebindby the flo\-l.ing streams of Time." So too does true

art recreate in the living present that which is a part of the past,

though in time art also will fade. 14

The lands of the enemy are, of course, equally metaphoric in

character. Southern Mirkwood is an example of nature under the spell

of evil. Isengard, formerly beautiful and pleasant, becomes a symbol of

12 I, 367, my emphasis.

13 I, 370.

14 I, 389. When Frodo first enters 1ori8n he is struck with
wonder at the freshness and poignancy, the clearness of what he sees
(I, 365) •. This state of wonder resembles that state called Recovery
"Ihich Tolkien believes can be a.chieved by true fa.iry-stories. Thus
the lorien/art connection refers not only to art generally, but to
ToJJdenls Olin art and that 'Which he hopes it '·Jill accompJish.

5'7
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perversion and degradation. Its once-lovely courtyard is filled with

hideous pits belching forth smoke and fumes and it has become a

marshalling ground for Sarwnan's degenerate hordes. The most powerful

symbol of all, however, is'Mordor, 'olhich is by far the best example of

the sterility and perversity of those forces which run counter to the

poetically and biologically oriented powers. Black smoke hangs every

where; everything is lifeless, except for the miserable ore warriors and

a few wretched thorns. The landscape is blasted and burnt.

Such is the effect of mindless technology on man and earth:

mindless beca.use it does not take into account the relationship of all

liv.i.ng th.4.ngs but seeks only to dominate and destroy. To give the

rea.}m a contempo:.eary cast Tollien characterizes the enemy '''ith the

'name-and-number syndrome,15 wIllch has since come to dominate our

w'Orld of ~,ocial 'seeuri ty numbers and identification cards and our

computerized lives. This is a world of technology without restraint,

without the corrective rationalization which Burke foresaw would be

necessary. It is a world in which Living things do not grow, where

beauty and wisdom have long since passed away.

By arranging these t\olO groups of images opposite one another,

Tolkien achieves two things. First of all he has created the dramatic

poles bet"Jeen which conflict, necessary to any vlork of narrative fiction,

can be engaged in and a resolution-achieved. Secondly, the images have

been used on a thematic level to stlpport the author's point of vIew.

'rogether they provide another example of hOH a slngle device can serve

°15 8ee, for example, III, 203, 208.



in both stylistic and thematic capacities.

One of the ways in which Tolkien invites comparison between these

two groups of images i 8 through the use of a common image, the tovler.

Tolkien's use of the stone tower allegory in the essay on Beowulf has

already been quoted in Chapter 1\10. The builder of that tower erected

it in order that he might haye a view of the sea. Sometime during the

First or Second Age of Niddle Earth the Elves built three towers, ImovIn

as the White Towers, on the TOHer Hills at the Hestern boundary of the

SlUre. From the tallest of these one could also see the Sea. Early in

Part One Frodo has a dream of a tall ",lmte tower, and has a strong

desire t.o cl:i.mb it in order to look at the Sea. Clearly the t01ver image

re£10<;;t8 man I' s attempts, and his achievements, in raising his

consciousness in order to see beyon.d the limit8 of his earthly abode.

The towers are constructed so that other Horlds may be seen, and that

broader knowledge and understanding may be acquired.

Thus it is not surprising that the Numenorean Y~ngs of Gondor also

built towers such as Minas Tirith and Osgiliath, or that the abode of

Galadriel and Celeborn high in a mallorn tree is itself a kind of

natural tower., Counter to these I ~lhite' tOvlers are the tOvlers of Dol

Goldur, Hinas Morgul, the Teeth of Mardor and Barad-dur, at the very

heart of 3a11r011 t s realm~ Isengard, too, has the tower of Orthanc. The

frightening thi.ng about this latter group is that ',vith the exception of

Barad-dur i taelf, these towers were built by men, but vJere turned to

evil by Sauron and Sm'l.lman 0 They demonstra.te the danger inherent in

the a.buse of the power of the mind tn overstepping its bounds. Both

Saruman and Denethor, in their quest for kno"'lledge and power, spend
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too much time in their to~ers and are ultimately destroyed as a result

of their over-reacP~ng. At the conclusion of the War of the Ring

these towers are returned to the rule of men, though no one can

guarantee that some other evil pOv1er VJill not use them against their

masters at a later date.

Another vlay in 'Which the contrast betVJeen the tvlo sides is dravJll

is the already mentioned deiQCe, perhaps borrowed from lfilton, of creat

ing an inverse hierarchy of evil characters modelled on good ones. The

separation of sides is maintained, however, by the use of light and dark

as images: of good and evil. An au.thor's creation of evil chRracters

that fear"the .Jight -(as Gollum and the orcs do) opposed to those '4ho

lOlt13 the light is a common onough pieee of imagery. Yet here as with

so much of 'l'olkien's other 'borrowed' material, the light/dark image

is deve19ped.beyond the common and takes a place beside trees, towers

~1d rivers as one of the most important in the book.

As '-lith so many characters of evil, Sauron v10rks in darkness, and

through darkness inflicts fear and heaviness 'V-/hich breed despair in

the minds of his opponents.. His battle plan is to cover the field \-/ith

a dark cloud wI-d.ch '\o1i11 \4eaken the hearts of his intended victims and

strengthen his min hordeso Yet this darkness also works against him,

for it often conceals the movements of his enemies. In true Biblical

fOI'lllJ Tolkien has turned the devil's arts against him.

Opposed t.o the darkness 18 light, but it is not necessarily

sJ.mlight vlmch battles the clouds of despair. In fact the roost

significant SOUTce of illumination, VJith the possible exception of

Gan,dalf, is starlight~ In Lorien the night sky seems to have no moon,
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but is filled with stars. When Sam and Frodo come perilously close to

despair in their journey to Orodruin, Samls heart is strengthened anew

by the sight of a lone star shining in the darkness:

Far above the Ephel Duath in the West the night-sky
was still dim and pale. There, peeping among the
cloud-wrack above a dark tor high up in the mountains,
Sam saw a wlrlte star twinkle for a while. The beauty
of it snIDte his heart, as he lnoked up out of the
foresaken land, and hope returned to him. For like a
shaSt, clear and cold, the thought pierced him that
in the end the Shadm·] was only a small and passing thing:
there w~s light and high beauty for ever beyond its
reach. 1

The star is a perfect symbol of the light of hope which shines in the

midst of overwhelming darkness. It is also a symbol of beauty and order

in the midst of chaos. Used in this way, the light is not simply an

'obvious device to separate good from evil, but like the tree and the

;1'iveri t is a natiu.ral image of more than comm.on significa.nce, for in it

both the artistic and thematic impllcations are fully realized.

As we read tr~ough the work and piece together the pseudo~

historical backg;rOllilQ on "lhi~h i.t is base-d, we slowlyooffis to r-eal:ize
i

these implications. When Galadriel reveals t~ Frodo the ring which

maintains the spell over lorien, Sam sees only a star smning through
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h f ' 17er J.nger~ Thxough tms somewhat subtle image, Tol~en brings

together annostoall of the light images in the tale, for the light

that envelops wrien and shines in the eyes of the elves is sustained

by the magic of Galadriel's ring. The source of this light can be

18 III, 199.

17 I, 382.
I,



traced to Earendil (who was placed in the heavens as a star by the

Valar) end the Silmaril he carried; the light from this gem was itself

derived from the light of the Two Trees of Valinor, the central symbols

of light and life in the entire mythological structure of Middle Earth•.

The phial which Galadriel gives to Frodo also contains some of this

light. It is a gift beyond measure.

Thus light takes a prominent place beside the tree (and indeed is

combined wi tIl it in the image of the Two Trees) as an all-pervasive

image in both a stylistic a.nd a thematic sense, for it serves to

illuminate the unbroken thread of connectedness between past and present,

as well as the complex web of relationships woven by history and shaping

the actions and the fate of people in the hi::;torical present. On

amDthcI" level it COllh3S Vf~ry close to embodying the spirit wh.i.ch

sustains and connects all living things. Finally, it is a good example

of how the author is able to capture stylistic continuity and thematic

significance in a single, central image.

III

As everything else in The Lord of the Rin,g.12 seems to have some meta

phorical reality lurking behind its narrative appearance, it is not·

surprising that the characters themselves often play a ffiataphorical

role. The most obvious, and perhaps most important of these is the

collective character of the Fello~ship ~hich gives to Part One its name.

This fellowship is carefully chosen, not only by Elrond, but. by Tolkien"

for it plays a significant part in suggesting the point of vie\~ on

"IrS cll the tale is based.
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The importance of co-operation, an essential element of Burke's

"corrective rationalization", is stressed again and again in The lJJrd

9£ the IlinM. Thus the fellowship serves as a thematic image of

co-operation among all races against a common enemy. Elrond is careful

to choose the members so that all of the noble peoples of ~fiddle-earth

are represented. At the end of Part One, the fellowship is dissolved,

but it is dissolved like the milk"leed pod in order that the seeds of

co-operation might be planted in the realms of Gondor and Rohan. E-ven

Nature, in the form of the E~ts and Huorns, becomes involved in this

larger fellowship of action. Dtu'ing the War itself all of the noble

races take part in the battle against Sauron and Ius hordes.

In this light the fellowship becomes something of a microcosmic

i.mage of the ,,,arlO. at large, for even lvi thin its ranks there is discord

and rnistrupt as well as compardonsbip. Yet by co-operative action the

traditional rivalries, as betl·1een elf and d"larf, are transformed into

lasting friendsh.i.ps, and in the end all act together to aid in the

defeat of the enemy, though they are widely scattered throughout

Hiddle~earth.

In the chapter on conventions it wa.s mentioned that Frodo is not

a traditional epic hero, even though he bears the burden of the quest

and is the central character. The likely reason for this shift is

that co-operation (as embodied in the fellowship image) and not

individual victory is meant to be the prominent feature of the tale.

A brief exq.mination of the characters and their roles wi thin the

fell.o"'lship~ nO\-1 extended to include all of the allies in the lla.:r

agai.m:t darkness, l.Jill reveal hOl" TolJden has structured the "Jork to
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emphasize this point. 18

The leader of the fello'YJship is Gandalf, and to him is given the

power of mind which 'Was so important to the epic hero and the success

of his quest. It is Gandalf, and not Frodo, who dominates the Great

Council, and it is he who is most learned in lore. 1'0 him also is

given the conventional descent into the underworld. Though he wears a

sword and knows well how to defend himself, his battles are largely

battles of the mind, confrontations of will and of wisdom, rather than

of physical strength and martial ability.

Because Aragorn inherits the task of leadership after Gandalfls

app8.1~ent demise, to him po'tler of mind is also given. At Helm's Deep he

takes up the palantir and is able by means of this pOlver to wrest it

from Sauxon's Hill. Yet he also bears the s"lord Narsil, the symbol of

his ldngship, .ap..d to him is assigned the 1'0113 of the leader of men and

the master of arms. Wisest of men, he yet defers to the ,,,isdom of

Gandalf. He demonstrates instead the virtues of courage and strength

of arms and of will, and the leadership quali.ties of the epic hero.

To Boromir and to his father, Denethor, Tolkien gives similar

virtues of strength and courage, but these two lack the "Iisdom and

knowledge which Aragorn has gained through years of suffering and

experience. Courage and strength ungoverned by reason are nearly as

much to be feared as l-leakness and cowardice. Since the Fellowship image

---,----------~-----

'18 For additional information On the symbolic aspects of each
of these cha.racters see RI)[le Zirobardo 1 s essay-, "Moral. Vision in ThE!
lord of the RiUf."G" in '.ro]lien and the Critics. PPc l00u108.-- ._~~~ _. - , ......



seems to suggest an extended hero, and since an epic hero generally has

some weakness or guilt which must be expiated, Boromir apparently

represents that particular aspect of the epic heroic convention.

Because the elves are principally given to merrymaking, and

because they are of slighter build than men, they have not the strength

of Aragorn. And though they are masters of learning and of speech, they

too defer to Gandalf, 'Hho is, after all" a representative of the Valar.

To them, hOl.Jever, is given the sJrill 'toli th "lords to make wond.erful songs,

and because of the relationship between language and magic, to them

are given all manner of sped a.1 pOHers such as virtual immortality, far

sight and ke~n eyes, an ability t!J fashion special gear, ornaments, and

spells, and a spedal understcmding of' m.emory and ti,me. As 1ori8n

'embodies the quahties of art, the elves embody the abilities of the

Gimli t S relationship wi th Legolas is itself an image in miniature

of complementary action. i..Jhereas elves are airy artisans, the D\.,rarves

~ce delvers 1n- the earth and shapers of metals. Divided, the two races

moe out of balance, and mutual suspicion causes difficult.ies. Together

they are more complete, and are stronger. In battle their complementar;)r

skills of arc,hery and axemanship prove to be a formi.dable combination.

Last, but not least, are ETodo and the other hobbits. Their most

important characteristic is their obvious similarity to common, everyday

people. Somet.imes thi s similul'i ty is satiric in intent, for the 110bbits

are often t!18 butt of some not-sQ·-gentle sarcasm, but generally they are

the most approachable of the lot e Hobbits are not above ou:r likes and

dislikes, as Sam says of the elves, nor axe they proud and strange like
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GiI!l.li. Yet as Gandalf realizes, hobbits are made of sterner stuff than

one might think. Though of doubtful value in battle, their courage

often proves greater than their stature would suggest. T!ley frequently

demonstrate fierce loyalty, a virtue which is of great importance not

only in the war itself, but in any social struct~~e sustained by fellow

ship rather than fear. And, as Sam and Frodo prove amply, they are

often as not governed by love and pity, and these two qualities are

-their salvation. Without pity on their part Gollum would not have lived

to play his role in the fate of the Ring. Because of these virtues, and

because ofms unambitious nature, Frodo is able to bear the ring as

long as he does. In the end these 'homely' values of love, mercy, and

hunD~lity, the p~ime characteristics of the lowly hobbits, carry the day

and enSU.1:6 the final victory.

Together these characters and the races they represent make up the

complete hero. Not only does the combined fellovlship fulfil the

various roles of the traditional hero, but it goes beyond to assume the

quali ties of t.h.e Christian hero as well. As the material out of \-111ich

these characters are constructed is both pagan and Christian, so too

the hero and his value system are a blend of these tHO basic traditions.

Isolation and domination, lust for power and lack of wisdom breed

darkness and destruct.ion. Only through uni ty, fellov1811.1.p, and the

balance of all the po'Jers of body and mind can Middle-earth survive.

G.1.ven the nature of t.he 'good' characters, it, is to be expected

that the evil ones, the enemy, will be characterized by disloyalty, am

bit.ion, selfis}mess, cruelty, treachery and all the other evil

characteristios '.~hi eh Sauron and .hi s follower s Gxhibit. In fact Sauron



is so consumei! by ambition that he is represented only as an eye, his

body having beBn long ago destroyed by his lund's overwhelming desire

for pOiver. H:i.s Nazgul chieftains, once tings of men, have been

siItilaxly consumed. Had Frodo kept the Ring for very much longer, the

same might ha1108 happened to him. The irony of the 8ituation is that

these are the, wery qualities lo1hich in the end seal the fate of Sauron.

It is his unbr'idled ambition that makes Sauron blind to the possibility

that the othe:Jl"s might seek to destroy the Ring rather than use it.

The pride of tene Nazgul chief makes him vulnerable to the sword of' Merry

and EOi.Jyn, for he kn01'JS no s'Y7ord of man can ha,rm him, and mistakenly

believes himsalf inVlllnerable. And it is the treachery and greediness

of' the orcs Ul1:at i':l.11.()\·ls Merry and Pippin to get free of their capt;Qr~L

andS8Jll and 1!"!'\Cdo to escape from Cirith Ungol. In characterization as

wi th imagE1ry, Tolkicn is careful to develop fully the implications of

the simple dewices which he employs.

There are-a number of secondary images Which, vlhile they serve to

strengthen-th0 characterization (in a stylistic sense), also serve to

strengthen thc'l; i.hematic content. For example, the ima.ges most commonly

associated witn.n. the evil characters are snakes and "Worms. When the

evil Grima, lo11.ll0Se nicknmne "Hormtongue" places him squarely within the

worm~serpent-d~agontraditionof medieval England, speaks evil of Iorien

and its queen~ GandaJS replies:

The. wise speak only of what they lmovl, Grima son of
Galmod", A l-litless ,.orm you have become. Therefore be
siJ.enf..;.~ and keep your fo~'k~,.'ft;:t:!@.~behindyour teeth. 19

19 IIJI> 118 j emphasis mine.
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The image is furthered in the phrase 1IIn the gloom they heard the hiss

of Wormtongue's voice, 1I 20 and finally when Gandalf casts him dOv1l1

')1 .
saying: "Do\o1l1 snake ••• Do\m on ;:rour belly"':;' , echo~ng the words of

God in Genesis 3:14. The association between Wormtongue and Satan is

unmistakable.

Another character similarly associated \O]i th snakes is, of course,

GollUJil who, like Grima, constantly hisses and spits. VIhan Sam and Frodo

see a creature folloi<1ing them at EJIlyn 11u.il, Frodo asks what it is. Sam

replies:

Ssss! ••• That's what it is. It's that Gollum!
Snakes and adders! ••• Like a nasty spider on a wall. 22

Gollum l s looks are lIvenemousll.23 Along the .trail on i-]mch he. leads

the..m, things "hiss and rattle fl24 and his o"m speech is full of i<lords

like "Snakeses, Hormses, things in pools. 11
25 Simila;e.ly Saruman is

connected to tho 'evil fellol'lShip' by means of this snake image.. Beside

himself' i<li th "Hrath at his lack of control over Theoden, he leans over

the rail of his balcony and liTo some sUdd~nly it seemed that they saw

a snake coiling itself to strike" 11
26 FJ_s voice also hisses. Furthermore,

20 II, 119"

21 II, 121+~

22 II 219.,
23 II 221~.,
24 II 232.,
25: II, 23/+_

26 II, ~ .... ,.
"H.Sb
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the banner of the evil Haradrim is a black serpent upon scarlet. Finally,

when the Nazgu.l approach the company on Weathertop, Frodo hears "a

faint hiss as of venomous breath,,27 and when he sees the chief of the

Nazgul riding out from Hinas Horgul, he feels "like a bird at the

approach of a snake. ,,28 Although individually unrelated, these

incidents and their underlylng significance are dravm together by means

of a single image. Because of its traditional nature, the snake image

brings to those cOlli!ected with it a wealth of Christian and Teutordc

meaning, e111'i ching the narrative beyond the mere l power of 'oJords them-

selves.

Sam,ls description of Gollum above introduces a similar image, the

spider. The image is most appropriate here because Gollum plans to

lead the t'Ho hobbits to the giant spider Shelob, whose assistance he

hopes to Emli,st in ID.~ attempt to retrieve the ring. Gandalf uses the

image in reference to his imp:dso11Jl1t3nt by Saruman. Interestingly

enough, Denethor is also described as "spiderlike fl •
29 SomeioJhat later

~hei-s R-gain coInpareCl. 'to lI~n old and pat1.ent spidern,)O by Pippin, who

kno'·JS nothing of Denethor I s impending treachery or of Frodo I s battle

with Shelob. Here the image serves as a connective, though it may lack

to some degree the allusive quality of the snake. 31 However, by

-----_.- -------_._-------------
27 I, 207.

28 II, 315~

29 ~I 324.1- •• ,. ~

30 III, 79.

31 Shelob is connected, of course, with the great spiders
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associati(m 1-lith Shelob,' the Denethor/spider combination takes on a

foreshado~dng f\mction, preparing us for the Steward's actions during

the siege of Gondor o

In a different manner the ha.nd image also serves to connect three

important characters: Frodo , Saruman, and Sauron. SarUlnr3Jl and Sauron

sl'..are the emblem of the hand, the differences being that Saruman l s

emblem is Hhite, Sauron's black, and that Sauron's emblem has only four

fingers, Isildur having severed Sauron's fifth finger to rerr~ve the

Ring. The s0\U'ce of the hand image itself is obscure, though it may be

COllilected :to the Faustian 'over-reacher' figure" Such a view is sug'~

gested by ~ Biblical reference in Genesis 3:22:

And the Lord said, Behold, the man is become as one
of us, to know good and evil: and now, lest he put
fo·:rth his hand, and take also of the tree of life, and
eat, and 1iv,;;; :forevel' •••

Both SalJ.ron and Saruman, having perhaps more than their share of

knowledge (from which their great power is derived, no doubt), have

literally put for~h their htknd toward the Tree of I~fe (another image

\-lhich suggests t.he importance of the connection). The Ring they seek

does bring immortality of a sort, and that llas what God feared would

come to ll)8.n before he '\.]8.8 properly prepared for it. Frodo ~ on the

other hand, having fulfilled his quest, is taken to the Undying Lands
_._._--_._~-_.__. -_._~-~-------------
(1nc01.urte!'ed by Bilbo and the D'VIR-rves in Ivlirkwood, so the image 1s
st-iII t.o some degree allusive, though m.aj.nly to The Hob1?lj~. T.here U1

uLL,n the possi:>ili ty that Shelob is related to a similar creature i::1
Caludhu:. 1s f{",,~.of.Prosifsnine and its F.ngli sh descendent in the I@;'f:':r.t~

.cl.~~g.iJ.Q, Bk. IL The spider is also a. popular biblical image of evil,
as il1 F):OVC:!7bs, 30:28 liThe spider taketll ll(}ld. witll he.r .hf4~ds, a,nd is
in ki.nG's paJ.ac8s. II
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by the elves. The suggestion is, of course, that having suffered and

succeeded, Frodo deserves a place in these lands •. His fourfingered hand

is a symbolic ,,round, a reminder of his weakness and of his brief

kinship with Sauron, with whom he shares his ninefingered status.

Yet another body image which seems to share a biblical

significance is the eye, which medieval tradition held to be the gate-

way to the soul. Conversely, Tolkien uses the eyes to reveal inner

states, such as the glow of memory which envelops Aragorn at Lorien and

is revealed by the light in his eyes. Similarly Sam is characterized by

his eyes; in Moria during the battle with the orcs we are told:

A i'ire was smouldering in his brown eyes that would
have llk~de Ted Sandyn~n step backwards, if he had seen it. 32

The light in the eyes of the elves is perhaps the most significant of

their characteristics, for it connects them \-lith the light/essen0e image

vlhich is so pro.minent in the work. Again there are strong Biblical ties.

Matthew Q:22, 23, reads:

. The 'light of the body is the eye: if therefore thine
'eye be single thy whole body shall be full of light.
. But if thine eye be' evil, thy \oJhole body shall be full
'of dark..ness.

The latter verse would be a perfect description of Sauron, whose eye

(all that we see of him) is evil, and whose body, and the extension of

it throughout his realm, is full of darkness. Since Gollum is often

detected only by the appearance of his eyes, and D.ves in darkness, he

too is connected thl'ough the eye ima.ge to Sauron. The eye image; like

the tree, river, tOvler, and other images, has its light and its dark

---,---------------_._------
32 I, 339.
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meanings. 33

In the Bible the eye is used in yet another wayo It is often a

symbol of a higher vision. In this connection the importance of the

eye image to the elves, to Aragorn, and Gandalf suggests that they, too,

have a hi.ghar vision. At Rivendell Tolkien demonstrates this double

faculty of the eye through Gandalf:

••• to the wizard's eye there was a faint change, just
a hint of transparency, about him, and especially about
the left hand that lay outside the coverlet ••• 'He may
become like a glass filled with a clear light for eyes
to see that can. f34

Gandalf i s statement d.learly echoes Hatthew Chapter 13, '\>Jmch deals

with the higher faculty not only of eyesight, but of hearing as 'Vlell:

9 Who hath ears to hear" let him hear. 10 And the
disciples came, and said unto him, ~lliy spe~(est thou
nn.to them in para.bles? 11 He answered and said unto
them, because it is given unto you to kno\-l the mysteries
of the kinedom of heaven, but to them it is not given
••• 13 Therefore speak I unto them in parables: because
they seeing see not; and hearing they hear not, neither
do they understand" 14 And in them is fulfilled the
prophecy of Esaias, wIn.ch saith, By hearing ye shall
hero.', and -&han ~t--UnQe--rstand-J ancl-see-ing- ye shall -see,
and shall not perceive: 15 For this people1s heart is
~axed gross, and their ears are dQll of hearing, and
their eyes they have closed; lest at any time they
should see with their eyes, and hear with their ears,
and should ~~derstand with their heart, and shoRld be
converted, and I should heal them. 16 But bles~ed are
Y01IT eyes, for they see: and your ears, for they hear.
17 For verily I say ~~to you, That many prophets and
righteous men have desired to see those things 101hi ch ye
see, and have not seen them; and to hear those things

33 The eye is also capable of lust, and the cause of desire
in Biblical imagery. See for example, Ezekiel 24:16, 25, or I JO!Ul, 2:16.

34 I, 235.



which ye hear, and have not heard them. 35

As ~rodo progresses on his journey his eyesight becomes sharper. He,

like the elf Legolas (whose own abiU.ty to see extraordinarily well is

also significant) begins to perceive things which even the noble Aragorn

can not see.

Not only physical characteristics but also actions.are important

images in the book. The numerous signs of affection demonstrated be-

tween members of the fellowship, and particularly between Frodo and

Sam, are, of course, examples of character, as are the many rebellions

and internal battles among the servants of Mordor, who serve out of

fear and self·-interest rather than love and selflessness. Another

signiflcant action is the heavy' dependence on intuition dem.onstrated by

'such characters as Aragorn and G~orfindel, both members of the highest

levels of the social and intellectual hie.rarchy. Intuition can be ex-

plained in terms of the Hopi understanding of the universe as knowledge

engendered by the manifesting spirit through the subjective processes

of thought. This 'sixth sense' is a result, in Aragorn's case, of a

kinship with the earth (as at I; 224) and in the case of Glorfindel is

due to his natu-ral intellectual superiority. Because of their spe'cial

capacities for understanding they are more attuned to the subjective

realm and their instincts are thus stronger and more accurate than, for

example, that of SaUTon or Denethor, who totally misjUdge their

situations. At any rate this intuitive faculty demonstrates an

35 In this passage one might find also a justification for
Tolkienls writing of fairy-stories rather than plITe philosophical
tracts, if one \.Jere needed.
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expansion of the mind beyond the Emits of the purely objective,

empirical method which strangles modern man's understanding. As Burke

suggests, the intuitive faculty was given for man's survival. It plays

as important a role in man's life as it does in Frodo's quest. If we

lose or igl!.ore this all-important abiE ty, all \.Jill be lost to the

sterility of total technology.

Similarly ~ dreams and visions demonstrate the possibllities of

the expand.ed faculties of mind. \.fhen Frodo dreams, or looks into

Galadriel's rrdrror, he sees places and events of which he could not

possibly:- havoc kno\om anything except through the expansion of the mind

into thet.subjective realm and the manifesting spirit which is in all

things and actions \oJhether of past, present, or fu:tur'e, in Lorien, in

MordoX'J 01' ill Numenor of old. Frodo's first dream apparently concerns

the ancient towers of the elves on the borders of the Shire. His later

dreams deal with contemporary events (e.g. 9 Gandalf's escape from

Ol'thanc and the attack at Buckland) and yet others \.Ji th future events

(pursuers with dark wings). The dream which Faramir and Boromir share

also demonstrates that dreams partake of this subjective realm, for it

is prophetie, and brings to their minds a poem which they have never

before heard, but wl-J.ch was written long ago. It was the manifesting

spirit (or fate) willch inspired the prophecy then, and the same spirit

brought the dream to the sons of Denethor.

That Farami.r l s dream comes in the form of a poem is itself

significant, for poetry plays an essential role in the work. Poetry

has long been held in high regard. Odin, who we will re~ernber was the

god of magical runes, regularly expressed himself i.n verse. Early priests



in most societies were singers or poets. The words they used to cast

and break spells were expressed in short poems or incantations. Poetry

seems to have held a special place in the ancient traditions, and

Tolkien has recognized and made use of it for a particular reason.

Just as the Anglo-Saxons: recognized the value of' poetry and song

in maintaining their perspective on life, so too the heroes of Tolkien's

work rely on song to lift them out of darkness and despair. In the

tower of Cirith Ungol, sam very nearly gives up the desparate attempt

to rescue his master, but is saved by an unexplained urge to sing:

At last, weary e~d feeling finally defeated, he sat
on a step below the level of the passage-floor and
t'O\wd his head into his hands. It Has qlJ_iet, horribly
qu.iet. The t.orch, that 'rlas already burning when he
arri.ved, sputtered and ""lent out; and ho felt the darkness
cover }I.im like a tide. And then softly: to his ovm sur....
prise, the:re at the vain end of his long journey and
his grief, moved by what thought in his heart he could
not tell, Sam. began to si.ng.

His voice sOlmded thin and quavering in the cold dark
tower: the voice of a forlorn and weary hobbit that no
listening ore could possibly mistake for the clear song
of an Elven~lord. He rrmrmured old childish tunes out

. -of-the8.h.11"e:; and -sna1'.ehtl1;loi' Hi'.-BiJ:bo+s rhymes that
c8.!Jle inooo his home& And then SUddenly n01-l strength
arose in him, and his voice rang out, '''bile '-Iobds of
hi. S 0")11 came 1mbidden to fi t the simple tune. 3 .

At this point S8,ffi hears, or beHeves he hears, a faint voice ansvler

his song, though he is not certain. Later we find that this same song

w.hich has renewed his strength has been the salvation of lns master as

well, for Frodo had. indeed nnswored the song frem his tower prison.

Nagical or not, Sam's song was the thin, quavering thread that carried

him over the EUJySS and on to the completion of the quest.

36 III,; 184-185.
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The nature of poetry and song is revealed by broad hints that it,

like Galadriel's mirror and the Palantiri, is a medium of communication

between the objective and subjective realms. The elves, who live in

both realms, are the most ardent practicers of poetry. tVhen Frodo hears

their song at Rivendell he is transported into unknown worlds, though he

understands little of what he hears:

At first the beauty of the melodies and of the
interwoven words in elven-tongues, even though he
understood them little, held him in a spell, as soon as
he began to attend to them. Almost it seemed that the
words took shape, and visions of far lands and bright
things that he had never yet imagined opened out before
him; and the firelit hall became like a golden mist
above seas of foam that sighed upon the margins of the
world. Then the enchantment became more and more
qream-like, until he felt that an endless river of
swelling gold and silver \'18S flm'1ing over him, too
multitudinous .for its pattern to be comprehended; it
became part of the throbbing air about him, and it
drenched and drowned him. SWiftly he sank under its
shining weight into a deep realm of sleep.37

It is because language itself is magic, and because poetry concentrates

this magic into its most potent form, that the elven song can have

he too has learned to tap the resources of the realm which the elves

partake of at will.

That song is the most natural thing in the world is demonstrated

by Bombedil, the mysterious nature-man of the Old Forest, who spends

most of his time singing, even when speaking in prose. 38 Goldberry, too,

is a fine singer. That modern man has lost some of this spontaneity,

~~~~-------------~

37 I, 246.

38 See the chapter on language below.



this skill \'1i th words and mU,sic, is a. result of the I)lechani.zation:' ,::.~ .'.:','.:,

of language and the resultant loss of those very qualities of language

(i.e., suggestion, connotation, metaphor) which give it its strength.

Man's earliest linguistic arts come down to us in the forms of poetry

and song. Tolkien is clearly trying to re-establish this ancient

atti tude, this respect for the beauty and power of language at i.ts best.

By the end of the work even the lowly hobbits, our thinly disgQised

counterparts in the world of Middle-earth, have demonstrated renewed

abili ty to use and understand the magic of poetry. Having recognized

this magi.c. himself, Tollien has liberally sprinkled his 0\0111 \~orkwith

examples of the poetic art. 39

77

* * *

From these few examples it has become evident that. Tolkien 1 s

characters and methods of characterization have significance beyond

. tlle mere relation 'of"the narra"crve.Iheacn ca.se the cliaracter, 'ms

actions, ,and his physical attributes serve to describe and promote the

thematic aspects of the \.Jork while amply fulfilling their roles as

narrative and artistic devices. As with trees, towers and rings, they

perform. a dual function: they are the servants of both form and matter.

39 For a more complete analysis of the poetry, see Mary Q~ella
Kelly's "The Poetry of Fantasy: Verse in The lord of the Rings", in
Tolkien and the Critics, pp. 170-200.
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IV

Unity of form and matter, according to Pater, is essentially what

art is all about, and Tolkien was apparently well aware of what he was

about, for unity in all its aspects is one of the more prevalent images

in the book. EveryHhere one looks, one finds secondary examples of thi s

central image. lfuen Sam first sees elves he finds in their faces both

joy and sadness, youth and age. Aragornls emblem is white on black, a

combination of opposites; laughter is often mixed with tears. But be

fore \.Je develop this point further let us examine the specific purpose

of the imagery in t~is work.

The large number of images in various forms bespeaks To lkien , s

dependenc\':l on them as an artistic device. Images are, after all, one

of trw basic "Jays of sparking those Proustian reactions in the mind of

the reader, of tapping, if you will, the subjective realm of memory and

tradition~ Furthermore, imagery that is skilfully used will help to

shape those reactions into the desired perspective, in this case the

unified, biological, poetic, expanded perspective required to balance

out the technological psychosis of modern man. As these various images

accumulate in our minds, we begin to see the dim outlines of the

author's point of vie"J, so that our awareness of them and their

significance becomes the key to our understanding of the work itself.

Su.ch is their thematic or material significance.

From the point of vi8\.J of form, a heavy reliance on imagery is as

su.itable to the point of view as was the pseudo-historical fairy-tale

style. ' Imagery is suggestive~ coD_notative, intentionally subjective.

The snake and spider images are meant to trigger negative reactions,
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the light and dark images to play on our own inborn pleasures and fears.

The realist tries to strip his language of all connotation and

suggestiveness, in order to get at objective truths, unobscured by the

trappings of dogma and myth. Tolkien, on the other hand, has inten q

tionally moved in the opposite direction in order to £e-acquaint our

minds \~th the possibility of a broader perspective not limited to

objective realityo Thus he has deliberately employed at every opportun-

tty those devices which the realist rejects, in order that he might tease

our intellects away from the narrowness of the modern outlook and back

into an expanded state of understanding.

Ultiillftely, of course, the magic of language would be nothing

without imagery or metaphor. J'ust as the images of song and dream

serve to transport characters from the objective to the subjective

realms, so imagery transports us from our \vorld to the world of the' tale.

In other words, imagery is the magic of language, the power by which all

literal~ art is sub-created. Without connotation and suggestion,

language is narrowed rather than expanded, mechanical rather than

dynamic. Therefore a book which is essentially about the power of

language would be curiously anemic if it did not demonstrate in its

own language some of the magic which it ascribes to language as a whole.

The real beauty of Tolkien I s use of imagery, hmvever, is the way

in which he combines thematic and formalistic functions within a

single device. As we have often seen, images such as trees, which are

important to the theme of the biological perspective and man's

relationship to nature, also serve as a means of characterization

(one's attitude to trees betrayi.ng onels attitude to life), a method of
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portraying various aspects of life in new and meaningful '.Jays (as in

the characterization of the Old Forest and of Fangorn) and as a

unifying device which reappears in various forms throughout the tale

(trees in all their manifestations). Thus it begins to be apparent that

imagery is central to the work, a pivot-point around which all the

other devices rotate. It is the medium in which form and matter

coalesce, the point vlhere literature becomes as music, a unified whole.

It is therefore no surprise that unity itself is an important image.

The mixture of joy and sadness and of youth and age, the tears and laugh-

tel' which mark the fulfillment of tho quest, the sword reforged and the

kingdoms re·a lUl.1. ted, parallel the union of Christian and pagan, of

ma.terials old and new, of the r'eal and ideal which characterize the ,

'story i tsel£' ~ The marriage of all of these things is finally symbolized

in the mro:riages of Aragorn and ArHcn, Faramir and Eowyn, and even of

Sam and Rosie. Here, as elsewhere in the 'work, we are witness to an

excellent example of the union of form and matter.



FOUR

THE NARRATIVE

I

Ultimately) the various elements of form) imagery and

characterization are all but meaningless if left in a jumble for the

reader to sort out for himself (unless~ of course, the author has a

specific artistic reason for requiring the reader to do so -- one

should not be overly dogmatic in these matters). It is therefore

essential that an author arrange his material in such a way as to

maintain the reader's interest and induce in him the desired reactions

",hile upholding the arti.stic integrity of the \vork by using the style

most suited to the matter with which he is working. In a book which

.aapires to the loftiest of moral ideals) the author's task ~s further

compounded by the necessity of shaping the reader's perspective in

order that he will be receptive to whatever message the author seeks to

-communi-ea-t--e---.Of. a-l-1-- ~B-au-t-he~ !s-~ask__s-, -~___ever_a-l-l -mode -t)£ pr-es-ent-athm

is perhaps foremost in terms of difficulty and importance.

Such methods we shall file under the general heading of narrative

arts, fu,d these include not only the manner in which the various

elements are described and the order in which they are presented) but

the character of the narrator himself and the relationship between

author, narrator and audience. If we are to gain a broader understanding

of The Lord of the Rings, we must examine these facets of the novel in

order to perceive just how Tolkien has manipulated the narrative and,
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by extension, the mind of ills reader.

II
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Perhaps the first question we must ask concerns the narrator and

his conduct in presenting the va.rious adventures Ylhich comprise the

tale. A quick survey of the methods employed by authors since the

novel first gained a meaS1ITe of acceptance will reveal a wide range. of

possibilities. The omniscient nan'ator in Tom JOQg§ is undeniably well

suited to relate the adventures of the hero and the other characters in

the tale. He is friendly, discursive, condescending, ingratiating, and

i-lell ai.Jare of ills l"o1.e as self-appointed chronicler and commentator.

Defoe, on the other hand alloy/s the central character of !121l Fl§tB~

to relate (01' confess to) her o"m adventUl'es to the best of her

limited ability (i. 0., according to the limi ts of her in~'l res

point of view and her own character). InB~~ Dickens employs

both types of narrator, dividing the relation of events betHeen two

-spes.kef'S, 6tie olnm.sCIE111t; "tile a-ther in the midst of these many affairs.

The result is a somewhat disconcerting but very effective enlargement

on the singular point of view.

More recent authors like Jean-Paul Sartre have attacked authorial

or narrative presence of any kind, preferring instead to construct

lobjective correlatives' or situations and eVBnts which will adequately

'shoYI' and e1iminate the need to 'tell r • Yet the most objective of

authors (5.f such a creature exists) is still present in his work, if

only in his selection of materials and in his allegedly objective

manner. ~~at really counts is whether or not a work gives the illusion
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of objectivity (iae., appears to be free of authorial interference

with our interpretation of events).

The key word here is lillusion f, for it is precisely this quality

¥Jhich dictates to the a.uthor his choice of narrative styles. Preferring

to deal with the emotions of love and passion subjectively, Fielding

chooses a subjective narrator as a vehicle for his narrative. Sartre

is more concerned with objective analysis, and attempts to refine away

as much of himself from the narrative as' possible. Each employs the

style that is most suited to his purpose, ,vhich is to create an

atmosphere (illusion) in \olhich rlls objectives may best be achieved.

In this case Tolkien has a difficult task, espElcia11y given the

predominantly objective outlook o~ the present, in choosing a narrative

style most suited to his subject matter. He must lead a modern reader

whose intellect is all but saturated ,vitoh objective technological

pel'spectives into a strange 'World of alien creatmes and values, and

then return him to more familiar su.rroundings. The problem is

compounded by the fact that while Tolkienfs subject nmtteris basically

ancient and subjective in content, the modern trend in life and art

runs counter to the traditional subjective methods of earlier writers.

In a rather interesting compromise -~ or is it really a poup de

grac~? =- TollO.en overcomes the problem of narrative by combining styles,

by showing and telling, so to speak. The initial task of gaining reader

interest is achieved by the use of an engaging narrator, a person who

uses hie superior (though not necessarily omniscient) position to

describe and occasionally explain the events of the earlier sections

of the tale~ \ftdle such engagement may not be necessary and is in fact
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qUite undesirable' in a work which attempts to portray modern life as

objectively as possible within the limita of artistic form, it is

necessary in this case in order that the reader be gradually drawn

into the highly unusual setting of The Lord of the Rings. The narrator

of the first few chapters of the novel (like his counterpart in The

Hobbit, which may be considered as an introduction to the larger work,

and corresponds to these early chapters in narrative style) presents

himself as a friend and companion, a guide who is familiar with the
.

world of the tale, who will lead the reader into the realm of Hiddle-

earth,~pd explain it to him. His attitude is decidedly subjective,.

for he is fond of hobbits, though he is careful to present a reason-

ably balanced view of their character by revealing their weaknesses as

well as their strengths. He has a jovial and benevolent manner, but he

is not above interpreting for us events which vle might not have fully,.
understood because we are strangers in a strange land.

Once his initial objective is achieved, however, and sufficient

gradually withdraws, or more accurately speaking, becomes the

dispassionate observer and historian who allows characters and events

to speak largely for themselves with a minimum of interpretation and

virtua~ly no direct authorial interjection. Although the author is

never 'absent' from the work (i.e., never totally objectified out of

the flow of events) his presence becomes less and less overt until by

the time Frodo's journey has begun the narrator has undergone a

considerable change in character and only occasionally returns to his

original manner. He has allowed the narrative to assume at least to a
I



limited degree the illusion of objective history, perhaps in an

attempt t~ balance the essentially subjective character of the material. 1

Whether or not this change of character occurred by accident

because the author grew tired of his assumed role, or whether it was

planned from the beginning, it is a brilliant stroke of luck 01' of

skill -- for its suitabili ty to the tale is enhanced by its imitation

of the materials which it presents. Just as Tolkien combines ancient

and modern elements to sub-create the matter of his tale, so too he has

combined old and new narrative methods to achieve what a single-minded

narrator might have failed to do. It is in this ability to choose

devices \-JID.ch are not only adequate to perform the job at hand but so

eminently suited in every respect to both t.hematic and artistic fu..l1ctions

that Tolkien truly excels. 2

Another characteristic of Tolkien's narrator is that his absolute

trustworthiness is apparent from the begiruring. He is more than

engaging, for one can sense that he is also sincere, and in fact is

being as honest "as he can about his material. Because honesty is one of

--_._-----_._----------------_._---
1 TolJden's narrator does break out of his assumed role from

time to time, as at I, 97, where he steps in to reveal Sam's misgivings
at missing an opportunity to visit The Golden Perch. The action and
the language of the episode fail to do so, and the need is not great
enough to reqture the construction of an lobjective correlative'. A
sim.ilar example occurs at II, 300. Perhaps these interjections are to
be taken as brief reminders of the authorls presence and the fact that
we are, after all) only reading an account, and that any illusion of
objectivity or reality must not be allowed to get out of ha.nd.

2 Here again Tolkien ma.y have used classical authors as a model
for ris narrative. Virgil announces himself at the beginning of the
Aeneid with the famous line "Arms and the man I sing ll (Drvden). but
o~nce the invocation is over tends to submerge hJmself in the ~~rrative,
though he continues to i.nterpret and assert h:i.mself from time to time.
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the moral virtues ~ithin the'work, the narrator himself is bound to be

completely forthright. The balanced characterization of the hobbits,

desp{te the narrator's obvious fondness for them, demonstrates his

fairness. In an age ~hen the untrustworthy and morally unsound narrator

seems to be a popular type, such a persona is an anachronism. For some

the quality is undesirable",. perhaps embarrassing. Yet if ~e are to

accept the illusion of the tale as a whole, if we are to enter into the

spirit of the thing, then we must believe the narrator and accept him

as being basically honest and fair-minded. He provides the solid foot

ing for the imaginative journey into Faerie.]

SuQh idealism is perhaps the common quality shared by the author,

the narrator and the receptive reader, for although the character of the

narrato~ is obviously a persona ~hich was adopted by the author for the

purpose~ of the narrative, yet the uncompromising truthfulness of

the narrator suggests a similar attitude on the part of the author.

Were the narrator devious, the relationship between the author and

narrator would also be suspect, as is the case with a novel like

Mailer's Why Are We In Viet Nam? Because the narrator is not

devious~e m~ight be safe to assume, indeed must assume, that the

author shares the narrator's desire for honesty. Similarly this

quality is undoubtedly designed to appeal to those readers who also

desire simple honesty in a world characterized by sham and falsehood •

. 3 This old-fashioned quality is undoubtedly one reason ~hy the
work is ,unpopular among some modern intellectuals, who feel that the
moral tone of the novel is overly simplistic and wl\oIorthy of a modern
~ork of art. On the other hand unnecessary sophistication may be seen
as the ~YlllptOI11 of a decadent culture, and honest simplicity a virtue
to be esteemed above intellectual complexities.
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In any work of art thexe must be common ground if a link is to be

established between creator and beholder. In Tolkien's case the link

is mut.ual honesty and idealism. Given the outlook of the work as a

whole, the relationship could be established on no other foundation~

III

The bridge of understanding between author and reader (an essential.

element of artistic creation, despite modern claims to the contrary)

must be carefully cultivated if it is to grovl. Thus Tolkien does not

leave the narrator to survive on his own but rather supplies assistance

in many forms. He provides, for example, a geography \.Jhich, if not

absolutely recogrri?:able, is at least very much like our own. While

Tolkien's settings have ll'.any qualities \.Ji th "'lh1ch we are not familiar,

they are nonetheless sufficiently based in reality so as to induce

some degree of, recogni tion on the part of the reader. Similarly, he

fills the land with creatures which are half-mythical -- the oliphaunt

is one example' -- and many \.Jh1ch aren't mythical at all, such as horses

and men. He puts in the mouths of the hobbits songs which are based

on modern-day nursery rhymes. Take away the fairy element, and what

you have is a basically human story with an earthly setting. 4

To fu.rt.her assist us in familiarizing ourselves \.Ji t.h Hid.dle-earth,

Tolkien supplements .the narrative with a number of alternative sources

of information, specifically the Prologue, the maps, and the Appendices.

4 See Kocher's Master of Middle Earth (Boston: Houghton Mifflin,
19'72), pp. 6~8.
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vfuile these devices are not, technically speaking, part of the

narrative, they are nonetheless of the utmost importance to it, and so

are mentioned here. The purpose of the Prologue is to acclimatize us

to the world of the hobbits, their history and habits. As we will see

below, this understanding of the hobbits, who are in a sense our hosts

and gUides in a 'strange land, is essential to the success of the

narrative itself. In another sense the prologue serves as a stepping

stone; it quite literally introduces us to the implied author, who in

turn introduces us to the universe of the history he is about to tell.

Basica~ly, it prepares us to accept·this universe with a certain amQunt

ofcregulity, without hiding it behind a dream or hallucination frarue-

work such as that which characterizes Chaucer's Heuse of Fame and

Carroll's Alice in Wonderland. 5

Th~maps, like the prologue and the lengthy descriptions within

the narrative~ are intended to assist the process of familiarization.

The reader will often find reference to the maps necessary in order to

£ollow the progress of the journey or to visualize more adequately the

relative positions of the settings of the various narrative strands.

Orientation, a key word in this discussion, is as important to Tolkien

as it is to Burke, and the maps are a visual expression of that

particular need.

5 Tolkien felt that a dream-frame was an abdication of the
responsibility of the author to create a convincing and self
sufficient universe (See liOn Fairy-stories", p. 17-22), yet it appears
he has more or less replaced that device with another, the pseudo
historiqal frame'tVork \"hich he takes great pains to cu1 tivate,
particularly in the prologue, maps and appendices.
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The appendices, too, are an expression of the need for a proper

orientation, not only on a narrative level, but in connection with

theme as well.. Far from being mere excessive outpourings of an over-

excited imagination or evidence of TolkienJs strange idiosyncrasies,

they are yet another example of the lengths to which Tolkien will go

in order to ensure that the reader of The lord of thfLI.9.11@ '·Iill acquire

a better understanding of the muJ.titude of elements historical,

linguistic, and technical vlhich make up his recreated world.

vfuile Tolkien goes to such lengths to provide us with the tools for

understanding, he avoids as much as possible actual interpretation of

thiriworldo While the maps are in a sense a visual manifestation of

the rl&ed. for orientation, or an'understanding of the exigencies of

Mi.ddle=earth's geography, the lack of any additional illustrations (such

as those vlhich accompal1;Y most 'fairy-tales t today) is itself an illus-

t:cation of the avoidance of allY unnecessary visual interpretation.

Tollden is known to have made drawings of characters and events in his

stori.es, but he never actually included them in the published editions of

this particular work. Thus the reader's mind is left free to interpret

and recreate, with the help of verbal description which is always

detailed but more suggestive than limitative, the scenes'and inhabitants
o

of MiddJ.e~eart.h itself * By inference, the meaning of the book, like

the appearance of Toll{ienls world, is suggested rather than stated. 6

6 This is undoubtedly the reason why Tolkien cl~lenders and prints
which attempt to portray actual characters and events in the works, are
general]~ disappointing, no matter how finely executed&, They are in
adequate to our own imaginative response to the descriptionse
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To return to the business of bridges, however, there is one which

has yet t{) be discussed, and that is the relationship which Tolkien

takes great pains to establish between the reader and the hobbits. He

gives them a history similar to the history of our Indo-European

ancestors (the wandering days, the three different tribes or races, and

a similar language development). He makes them as much like us in

character as possible. They are sociable by nature, resistant to change,

and suspicious of strangers. They are often petty and selfish, inclined

toward self-indulgence, and given over to the pursuit of pleast~e.

Yet underneath they are resilient, resourceful creatures capable of

demonstrating virtue and great courage, and they can be genial and

endearing uhatever their faults. Tolkien even suggests that .hobbits

might be relatives of ours.? Despite their unusual form, they represent

To l.kien I is vie,.] of humanity, and therein lies the book I s weakness as

well as i t.s strength. Those who disapprove of The Iord..2f t.he IlinM

often do so because they dislike the comparison, or are not sufficiently

the device is successful, and through it they are able to understand

and appreciate more fully Tolki.enls at.titudes and perspectives.

Once the reader-hobbit relationship has been established and we

have become f'mniUar "ii. th the hobbit world, the reader is prepared to

move with the hobbit heroes and experience "Ji th them the mOX'6 fantastic

elements of the tale. In this respect the characters of Frodo, Sam,

Merry; and Pippin are especially important, for each plays a significant

rt
( See the Prologue, I, 11.
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role in engaging reader sympathy. Frodo is not an average hobbit, but

is portrayed as a romantic, slightly unusual character, though he remains

simple and honest. His special quail ties rank him among the other orders

of characters in the work, the elves and men and dwarves with whom he

deals. Sam ranks somewhat lower on the scale, for he lacks Frodo's higher

intelligence. Nonetheless, he is an especially 'good' hobbit, for the

most part free of real hobbit loleaknesses, with an enquiring mind and a lov-

ing heart. He is also a comic figure, a character designed specifically to

draw us to him and his kind. Merry and Pippin have characters similar to

Sam's, and serve in similar ways to increase the reader's fondness, and hi s

understanding of hobbit-kind. The entire narrative, with the exception of-a

fe\ol early pal3sages, is presented from the point of view of one of these

characters, or ",~hi.le at least one of the four is present to be our 'oli tness

to thG EiYent. Their reportage we can accept as reasonably trustworthy,

fOl'they are all but gui.leless ~ and their accounts are untainted by

1 · . 8
earn~ng or e}:per~ence. At the end of the tale, Srun (and by inference

the reader) is xeturned to the ordinary world from which he came, but

because of his experiences he will see the world through new eyes, a

condition whidl Tolkien desires his audience to share.

IV
Q

The actua.l narrative of 1he Lord of the ;Rings is as complex a

piece of prose as ever reached the printed page. Yet in one sense at

least it is simpler than many of its models, for it is intentionally

not allegorical. Unlike the Faerie Ween§., it does not attempt to

,-----------------------~~--==,===-----
8 See Raffel I s "The lord of the Ri13g,~ as L:i. terature" in

'1'0 Lki~11 .!!Pd .th~ Criti c s , pp. 263~4.



incorporate the four levels of meaning common to allegorical works, for

allegory, Tolkien says, is the result of "the pmposed domination of

the author. 1I Just as persuasion~ and not domination, is the keynote

of Gandalf t s mission in Middle-earth, it is also essential to Burket s

biological perspective, and it lies behind Tollien's choice of the

non-allegorical mode*

On the other hand, if Tolkients work is to be vapplicable!, that

is to say representative of life, then it cannot be simplistic, for it

would then present a false view and its applicability would be

nullified~. To avoid over-simplified. story-telling the narrative has

been dividq,d into several segments, each dealing with the different ad-

ventures of the four hobbi t-chal'acters, as mentioned above" vIe are

thus presented~dth not one ~undow on the world, as is the case with.

£1oJ~lJ:.landers, nor tvlO as in Bleak House" but with four different

groups of experiences as seen through the eyes of four different

characters whose own responses shape our reactions to them.

In addition to these major divisions, Tolkien liberally salts his

narrative with inner narratives, tales of events that happened long

ago or to some members of the company while the others were not

present. This use of 'retrospective action', as the device is some-

times called in dramatic circlel:l, serves to make the narrative more

complex in a number of ways. First of all it reverses the normal

perspectives of Jife by forcing the reader to look to the past and to

see events arranged in a more significant order than present-tense

events would have suggested. Also, because these in_ner narratives, as

the name impJ,j.es, are recounted by characters "i~ithin the tale, and use
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actual dialogue, such devices remove for a '\olhile the bu.rden of the

narrative to voices other than that of the regular narrator, thus

prov-lding variety in the modes employed to present the tale. The

result is a change in tone and interpretation resulting from the

influence of the inner narrator's character traits, his perspectives

and his preferences. In addition, direct dialogue, retrospective or

otherwise, is not limited to the hobbit characters, and thus is a

felicitous medium for the presentation of the additional levels of

perspective and interpretation needed to co~lement those of the

narrator ood his four hobbit friends. 9

These' narratives 't-1ork hand in hand "lith such other devices as

digression, dream, poetry an~ song to pro\Qde the widest possible

variety of na:rrative appr.oacheso 10 Each of these devices alters the

flow of the narrative, digression by filling in background or by

hinting at themes or fu.tUl'e events, dreams by foreshadowing or by

adding perspective through extraordinary visions, and poetry and song

by providing a break from the prose tone of the narrator and by

expanding his language beyond its prose limits into a nEnol realm of

9 See, for example, the discussion on the passage of time in
Io:den, I, 40/+-5, where dialogue is used to expand the reader' s under~

standing beyond the limits of the hobbit 8 s perceptions.

10 The term idigression l is here only partially satisfactory.
In a true ,~ork of art, nothing is unessential, and vlhat may appear to
be irrelevant. to the narrative may well be essential to the theme or
patterns of imagery. See ~mry Quella Kelly~s analysis of Aragornts
song on Weathertop in liThe Poetry of Fantasy: Verse in :f.pe Lord of the
Jli.rlg.,sll, in 1plkimL.;'lUd__the Critic§., pp. 185··88, for an illustration of
the importwlce of digressions.
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artistic opportunity. In a work of such length variety of tone is

important. Yet other very long works have survived with a single

narrative voice. The deciding reason, then, for the use of multiple

narratives and other expansive techniques is the feeling of compleri ty

which these devices generate. Tolkien's subject is life, and life is

a complicated affair. Thus the complex interweaving of narratives is

an important artistic device which is essential to the portrayal of the

complex dynamic qualities of the subject matter. One might refer again

to the image of the Tree of Tales, and suggest that Tolkien's

narrative is itself much like a great tree with many deep roots and

broad boughs reaching toward the heavens. Yet above all there remains,

like God in heaven, the principal narrator, who provides a central nni t:{

even while portraying vast complexities. The effect is to create a

work in which past, present and futu~e, people and things all melt

together to create a unified, complex understanding of time, life and

the state of experience, where everything is at once individual and

part of the whole, and combines to achieve an accumulative effect

greater than the sum of the parts.

Another important aspect of any narrative is its abili ty to main-

tain dramatic interest over an extended period \dthout a surfeit of

emotion on the part of the reader. ToDden has tackled this problem by

providing a strong sense of urgency through foreshadowing in dreams and

ominous ,~ords, and through the continual pursui t of Frodo by the Nazgul,

Gollum, and the orcs. As 1-Jell, he constantly reminds us .(as Milton did)
\

of the struggle of opposing forces th~ough parallel images like the

towers which symbolize the centres of power battling for control. Yet
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very few writers are capable of sustaining dramatic tension at any

great length and in this case Tolkien has more or less followed his

classical and traditional models by providing alternate episodes of

high and low -tension which balance out the work. The periods of danger

such as occur on the Barrow Downs, during the Flight to the Ford, and

in Moria are balanced by periods of relaxation and recovery at

Bombadil's house, Rivendell, and Lorien. Later, when dangers on the

quest become too great for respite, the reader is shifted from one scene

to another to provide contrast and variety. The resultant rise and

fall in dramatic tension is characteristic of many great "larks,

particularly those 1.Jhether inverse or in prose, whieh lay claim to

epic qualJ,ties. Perhaps more important to Tollden's purpose is the

sim.i.larity bet\ICen the rise and fall of narrative tension and the

parallel ,movement of events in real life. Like Melville, whose narrat,ive

in !iqby Dick is characterized by this undulating, 1.Jave-like motion,

Tolkien has found a narrative style which illustrates very well the

ever-moving, ever-changing pulse of existence, and still satisfies the

requirements of its narrative function.

v

I£ Tolkien's work teaches nothing else, it ought to teach us that

no single impression will ever reveal to us absolute truth or total

knowledge, and that no single approach to a problem will ever solve the

problem in its entirety. Clearl~, the vie,~ of life presented in .TI.lli

L~rd of the RtDg~ is complex and diffi cult to comprehend completely.

There is an inner truth to t·he work, an inner reality (or as Tollden



called it, ' applicability') lolhich resides in the very fibre of this

non-realistic work, and those who enjoy the work recognize this fact,

\.Jhether they are conscious of it or not. No single event, character,

speech or action proves that this inner reality exists, but the

a(:cumulativa effect of hundreds of individual perceptions tells us it

is there. A grand view of life, revealed in a multitude of minor 'Hays:-

is the substance of' Jfle lord of the Rin,,@.

This kind of grand generalization 'Would not be necessary in a s"Gud~r

of style and structure if it did not suggest how integrated Tolkien's

stylistic' wnverse realJ.y is. The complexities of theme, the

multitude~of outlooks i the myriad of characters, places and ideas

p1.~esented, is a reflection of the com-pIerity of life}' of the ne~d fo;r

bl.~ader vlsion, kno1tlledge, and understanding.. As we have seen, 'l:,he

narrativ'e ' itself is complex; its actions and events may appear to be

individuall,jT small, but they are colIectively significant. Yet Tollien

has gone even further to emphasize stylistically the thematic aspects,

in a nuniber of narrative techniques which are discussed below.

The cOlLnective devices j the geography, the half-mythical creatU1'es~

and the hobbit-hulllan relationship, all give the work a foothold in

reaIity, a starting point for an unusual, imaginativo journey. So,

too, do Tolklenls nlunerous descriptive passages, wInch provide the

materials from wbich our own imaginations shape mental images. They

8.3.'6 the basis in reality, the starting point for our own imaginative

journey. ,No description of these passages \"ould illustrate their

ca:reftQ 6..-X:8cution better than an actual example; therefore the

foJ~omng.pas~ages are offered, the first taken from the visit to
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10rien (I, 368-9):

There was a road paved vIi th white stone running on
the outer brink of the fossae Along this they went
westward, with the city ever climbing up Jilee a green
cloud upon their left; and as the night deepened more
lights sprang forth, until all the hill seemed afire
\olith starse They came at last to a white bridge, and
crossing found the great gates of the city: they faced
south-west, set between the ends of the encircling wall
that here overlapped, and they were tall and strong,
and hung with many lamps.

Haldir knocked and spoke, and the gates opened
soundlessly; but of guards Frodo could see no,signG
The travellers passed within, and the gates shut
behind them. They were in a deep lane between the ends
of the wall, and passing quiCY,J.y through it they
entered the City of Treese No folk could they see, nor
hear any feet upon the paths; but t,here ,".Jere many
voices, about them, and i.n the air abov6o Far away
Up,i on the hill they could hear the SOUIld of singing
faDing from on high like soft rain upon leaves.

, They went along many paths and climped In?-ny stairs,
until they ,came to the high places and sa"l before them
amid a wide :!..awn a fOlmtain SlUIPlllering. It was 1i.t by
silver lamps that s1-11.mg from the boughs of trees, and
it ,fell into a basin of silver, from which a vlbite
stream spilled~ Upon the south side of the lawn there
stood the mightiest of all the trees; its great smooth
bole gleamed like grey silk, and up it to\.Jered, until
its first br81whes, far above, opened their huge ]j.mbs

.. l.Ulde-x..shaoo'Y1iY"--GJ.guGs--Gf'--leav~s.--Be&.We-itHa-:er.ead
white ladder stood, and at its foot three Elves were
seated~ They sprang up as the travellers approached,
and Frodo saw that they were tall and clad in grey
mail, and from their shoulders hung long white cloaks •••

As he climbed slowly up Frodo passed many flets:
some on one side, some on another, and some set about
the bole of the tree, so that the ladder passed through
them. At great height above the ground he came to a
wid.e ~, like the deck of a great ship. On it was
built a house, so large that almost it would have
served for a hall of Men upon the ea~the He entered
behind Haldir; and found that he was in a chamber of
oval shape, in the midst of vUlich grew the trU11k of the
great Dk~llorn, now tapering towards its crovill, and yet
making. still a pillar of wide girth.

The chamber was filled with a soft light; its walls
were green and silver and its roof of gold. Hany Elves
we~e seated there. On two chairs beneath the bole of
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the tree and canopied by a living bough there sat, side
by side, Celeborn and Galadriel. They stood up to
greet their guests, after the manner of Elves, even those
who were accollllted mighty kings. Very tall they were,
and the Lady no less tall than the Lord; and they were
grave and beautiful. They were clad wholly in white;
and the h8~r of the Lady was of deep gold, and the hair
of the Lord Celeborn was of silver long and bright; but
no sign of age was upon them, lmless it were in the
depths of their eyes; for these were keen as lances in
the starlight, and yet profound, the wells of deep
memory.

The second passage is taken from Sam's and Frodo's journey across the

Land of Shadow (III, 200):

After nluch wandering and search they found a way that
they could climb, and with a last hundred feet of
cla\Ying scramble they were up. They carne to a cleft
b'Ftween t\·]O dark crags, and passing through found
themselves on the very edge of the last fence of Hordor.
B9J.O\" them at the, bottom of a fall of some fifteen
hundred foet, lay the inner plain stretching aI-Jay into
a formless gloom beyond their sight. The wind of the
world blew now from the West, and the great clouds were
l~fted high, floating away eastward; but still only a
grey light came to the dreary fields of Gorgoroth.
There smokes trailed on the ground and lurked in hollows,
and fumes leaked from fissures in the earth.

Still far away, forty miles at least, they saw Mount
-- .DoOIU,-its-i'~t£oulli;1oo....j.n- ~±-~-n-,n-;kt£-fffige-·eene--l'i--p...

ing to ci great height, \vhere its reeking head vias svJathed
in cloud. Its fires were now dimmed, and it stood
in smouldering slumber 1 " as threatening and dangerous as
a sleeping beast. Behind it there hlmg a vast shadow,
o~inous as a thunder-cloud, the veil of Barad-dur that
was reared far away upon a long spur of the Ashen
MOlmtains thrust down from the North. The Dark Power
\vas deep in thought, and the Eye turned inward,
pondering tidings of doubt and danger: a bright sword,
and a stern and ld.ngly face it saw, and for a while it
gave little thought to other things; and all its great
stronghold, gate on gate, and tower on tower, was
wrapped in a brooding gloom.

Frodo gazed out in mingled loathing and wonder on
this hateful land. Between them and the smoking mountain,
and about it north and south, all seemed ruinous and dead,
a desert burned and choked. They wondered how the Lord of
this realm maintained and fed his slaves and his armies.
Yet armies he hen. As fur as their eyes could reach, along
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the skirts of the Morgai and away southward, there were
camps, some of tents j some ordered like small towns.
One of the largest of these was right below them.
Barely a mile out into the plain it clustered like some
huge nest of insects, with straight dreary streets of
huts and long low drab build:i.ngs. About it the ground
"las busy with foDc going to and fro; a "lide road ran
from it south-east to join the Morgul-\olay, and along it
many lines of small black shapes were hurrying.

The descriptive powers displayed here are rather formidable. Note for

example, the care taken in ensuring a sense of orientation: IlAlong

this they went ivestward ••• a green cloud upon their len •••. tl~ey

faced south-i\lest". Note also h01o1 each sense is appealed to: "Haldir

could ~,t nor pear a:ny feet ••• but there were many voices ~ •• Far

awaj" they could hear the sound of singing". Colours, sounds» smells,

s.izes, shapes, positions and actions are all thorougnly described:

Ilclmving scramble ••• dark crags ••• at the bottom of a fall of some

fift.een hundred feet ••• formless gloom ••• great clouds were lifted

high ••• grey light ••• dreary fields ••• smokes trailed on the ground

and lurked in hollows, and fumes leaked from fissures in the eart.h" ,

and (from the description of Celeborll and Galadriel): liVery tall they

were, and the ll~ no less tall than the Lord; and they were grave and

beautiful. They were clad wholly in wbi te; and the hair 'of the Lady vl8.S

of deep gold, and the hair of the Lord Celeborn was of silver long and

bright ••• fI Colour is obviously very important; in fact it is a

symbolic key to the moral quailties of the person or setting. Sound,

too, is of great significance. The vi.ew of lD:den is accompanied by

singing, i.JhileHordor is as silent as it is sterile and forbidding.

: Yet aSieach setting, person or object is encOllntered it is
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described with just enough detail to suggest without putting

lxnnecessary limitations on the view which, in a sense, we ourselves are

induced to create: the city "ever climbing up like a green cloud" and

"Hount Doom, its feet founded in ashen ruin, its huge cone rising to a

great height, where its reeking head was swathed in cloud. Its fires

""ere nO'4 dimmed, and it stood in smouldering slumber, as threatening

and dangerous as a sleeping beast. II While on the one hand the

d€scription is detailed, presenting as it does in each of these passages

a complete picture, the detail is of an open-ended sort; that is, it

serves only to suggest what we otITselves must imagine. In their contrast

with the minute and imposing descriptions employed by most realistic

wri tex's, these passages demonstrate the quail ties "Jmch Burke believed

intrinsic to language: qualities of connotaUon and suggestion rather

than the domination. of perspectives inherent in so-called 'empirical'

Observations.

The result is that the images which are conjured up are vivid and

effective, partly because the picture is so overwhebning and partly

because Tolkien stops short of the minute and trivial, preferring

instead to suggest an overall picture which the reader can complete in

his own imagination. That is the process ,,,hich Tolkien desires to take

place in the l'eader I s mind, not only in terms of descriptive art, but

in terms of the overall effect of the work. That these passages remain

in the mind long after the reader has moved on is a tribute to Talk.ien , s

success in the area.

As effective as the preceding passages are, they \-[ould mean Ii tt16

outside of the larger context of the complete work. In other words, it
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is the cumulative effect of these descriptions which is most important

in the longer view. Simila.rly, Tollden's general technique seems to be

to pro\'ide individual situations and events which are apparently of

little importance in the short run but which assume greater stature when

seen from the point of view of their contribution to the overall effect&

The imagery ~ as 'tole have noted, also works in this "<Jay. No tree in the

tale is absolutely central, but after \ole have seen the image a fe\>1 times

'We begin to recognize its significance to the \olork as a wholeo 'Each time

the image is introduced, it is to achieve a different effect, or to re-

veal. a QLf£erent aspect of the central tree image. Only when the work

isco.mplete do \qje hm/'e any notion of: its true irnportance~: no single

e.itlolation could have convinced us of i L

Tolkienls protrayal of various characters in the work also follo~s

this basic"pattern. The Nazgul, for ex~le~ are introduced as strange

tall men with clark hoods who seem to be seeking Frodo. Only gradually,

tbrough a numoor of different incidents, do vIe become aware of who they

are, the circumstances of their condition, and their full potential for

evil. Even as we are learning this information, a second mysterious

pursuer, Go1lUlIi:l is also introduced, but not identified. Yet a third

tracker appears, first as a large, dark shape passing over the gate at

Bree, then'as a llo/sterious stranger at the inn. We learn that he is

Strider, and later that he is Aragorn. Then we learn he is a Ranger,

a Dunadan, and finally that he is a ICing" Onljr 'OJi. th perseverence and

attention do VI€'l gather the circumstances of the life and loves and the

fate of' thts mysterio'Usman "Jho is introduced in muc;h the same OI!'~nous

manner as the Black Riders.. Such a slow and often devious revelation
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of character is important for the maintenance of suspense, and indicates

as '\-1ell the Idnd of care "lhich Tollien takes in developing his

cha.'t'acters and his point of view.

Another character which is very carefully and slowly delineated is

that of Sam Gamgee. During Gandalfts long speech in the second chapter

of Book One, Sam is outside, tending the garden: "There was ano'ther,~lQ[ng

silence. The sou-~d of Sam Gamgee cutting the lawn came from the

garden."(I, 56) Then a few pages later: liThe room became dark and

silent, though the clack of Sam's shears, now nearer to the \oJindo'Ws,

covJ.d still be heard faintly from the garden. "(59) Yet another few pages

and Vlop are :told again: "A heavy silence fell in the room. Frodo could

hearhi.s heal:'t bEla>Ging.. Even outside SYsrythi ng seemed still. No

'sou:.nd .of Sam! s shears could now be heard. "(68) At the end of the

chapter, Gl.;Uldalf suddenly reaches out the "Jindo'W and hauls Sam Gamgee

in by the collar; he has been listening all along.

Within the context of the chapter, these brief and apparently

offhand remarks 'seem to be of 11ttle moment beside the \oJeighty matters

loJmch are being discussed.. They" appear to pro\1ide mere comic relief,

and that is a role which Sam will fulfil throughout the ,""ork.. Yet they

are the first indication that Sam is more than a mere bui'foon.. They

indicate in Sam a curiosity about things outside the Shire, a desire

to know and understand, a dream of travelling. In later chapters we

learn, from epi sode to epi sode, of Sam I s enormous capaci t.y for love

and loyalty, of hidden strength of character, of tr~nendous courage

and l'esolut·ion, even of skill ,"I/ith ,,,ords, a quaJi ty which the great

elves va.lue above all else.. These are characteristics one would not



have suspected of the Sam Gamgee of Hobbiton, ''(.1ho appears as a simpleton

with no other purpose than simple comic relief 0 Gandalf t s belief in

the hidden qualities of Hobbits is thoroughly vindicated in Sam's

later performance.

This kind of careful structuring also appears in a number of

parallel events throughout the '-lark. The mannel' of Frodo I s leaving,

for example, imitates the departUl'e of his uncle some seventeen years

before:

He jumped over a low place in the hedge at the bottom,
and took to the meadows, passing into the night like a
rustle of "dnd in the gl'ass.

- I, 44.
f

They jlrmped over the low place in the hedge at the
h"JJ,tom and took, to the fields, passing into the
da:dmess Uke a rustle in the grasse;3"

- I, 79.

The best lcp.own exarnplf.l, hO\'leVer, i.s the waJJdng song which Bilbo sings

onbis departure from Bag End~

The Road goes ever on and on
--DG'I;m-f'1'Gll1-the--GGG;t'~e- a.t----'began.

NO~;I :rar ahead the Road has gone,
And I nmst follow, if I can,

~suing it with eager feet,
Until it joins some larger way

Where many paths and errands meet.
And Ylm ther then? I cannot say.

Fl'odo repeats the song (I, 82~3) with the exception of one altered line:

'I.'he Road goes ever on and on
Down from the door Where it began~

No'" far ahead the Hoad has gone,
And I must follow, if I can,

Pursuing it. 'Wi th ~.§!2 feet,
Unt.il it joins some large:r way,

Where many paths and errands meet.
,lmd whither then? I cannot say.

The change ,of one word in the song \-'moh Frodo sings may seem of small
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importance,. but it is not, for it represents a tremendous change in

atti tude on Frodo I s part,. But more importantly, it is a change in the

midst of similarity, a symbol of mutability.

Another kind of parallelism occurs in the four viev/s of Isengard

which are presented in the book. The first description of the area

covers the period of the early days when Isengard was beautifQl. The

second cont.rasts 1.Jith this the ugliness Isengard has acquired under the

ambitious Sarumal1. The third tells of Isengardls destruction, and the

fourth of its reconstruction under the supervision of the ents•. What

is presented is a saga~ the saga of Isengard. But more importantly it

is a story of contimn.ty and of change, like the walking song passed

from Bilbo to Frodo. 11

Similar parallel events also occur, usually for reasons of

contrast. llime, like. the para.llel images, have been discussed else-

v/here. Others,'like the parallel actions of Merry and Pippin in Parts

Two and Three, provide for yet another method of character delineation.

Still others provide for irony, a quail ty which is often present in

Tolkien1s writing. One good example comes at I, 30, where Old Noakes

states knowingly:

It beats me why any Baggins of Hobbiton should go
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11 The descriptions of Isengard are taken from I, 159-161, and
from III, 257. Tolkien l s use of songs which are much like modern day
nursery rhymes (e.g., Frodo1s song at the Prancing Pony, I, 170-2) but
which supposedly predate them, is a linguistic example of this continuity
and change th(~e, for it is an attempt to demonstrate the development of
the language around a central core of traditional material. The title
of Buxkels Permanence and Chang~ immediately springs to mind in this

1 •cannec ':'lon.



lboking for a wife a~Jay there in Buckland, l4here folks
are so queere

There follows a discussion about hOrl and why these Bucklanders are so

queer. Yet when Frodo meets Farmer Maggot of Buckland, he is blessed

ruth this piece of hindsight from the old man:

You should never have gone mixing yourself up with
Hobbiton Folk, Hr. Frodo. Folk are queer up there.. (I, 104)

Similarly, Shire Ho'lDbits and Breelanders call each other "outsiders".

There is also irony in Frodo's unwitting statement that he is becoming

a wraith (I, 196), since that is precisely what will happen if he

allows the'Ring to gain control.. Yet all of these minor examples of

irony, however humorous.in intent, serve to underline the more serious

irony of Sauron t s position and perhaps u] timately the irony of man IS

struggle in a losing battle against time, a feature of To]]den's Anglo~

Saxon models. Thu.s what appears insignifica..'l1.t or comic at the time,

becomes important in the longer view. TIle accumulation of detail, of

information and knowledge, causes a change in outlook, a change which

is accomplished' oilly through the structuring of these minor events into

significant patterns.

VI

The principal advantage of writing in the fairy-story mode is that

it allows one to present familiar things in unfamiliar ways and to

provide new insights into every day affairs. What is here suggested

is that thf:l fairy-story represents not a flight into fancy so much as

a change of· peI'spective on l'ea1ity e Of course the fleyibi1 i ty of art

genel'aD.y allows for maJJy changes in perspective, but Tolkien has been
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especially careful to provide adequate opportunities, no doubt because,

as we have seen, perspective is the principal subject of his writing.

One of the ways in which perspective is altered is through the

already mentioned technique of animation or personification. By

identifying certain aspects of the human experience and recombining

them in different ways or by projecting quail ties of the human race

onto non-human characters and things, Tollden is able to remove trhese

characteristics from the veil of familiarity and reveal them in a new

light.. Bombadil's description of the Old Forest and its jealousy of .

creatures more free is clearly a description of people and their ways.

It is a graphic portraJral of a hwuan situation, a situation \.Ji th \.Jhich

we arB all, too fa.mille.l' ..

8;imilarly, Tultien's deliberate manipulation of time is also

often a result of his need to alter our perspective. Dreams often

tell of past, present and futu:re events, and provide insights into

\"hat has happened, is happening, and has yet to happen. 80, too~ does

Galadriel's mirror freely combine and realign the flow of events, for

no other reason than to provide a new perspective on the situation of

the present. Yet even while deliberately rearranging time for this

purpose, Tollien constantly reminds us that it moves inexorably omlard

a.s well, and that many events are happening at oncee He keeps very

careful records of the passage of time, and goes to great lengths to

conllect widely' scattered events which, though separated by many miles

(a.nd often by many pages of the narrative), have occurred

sin.\llltaneonsly .. As Frodo and hi s band approa.ch Heathertop, they see

flashes of Jight which we learn later to have signalled Gandalf1s
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battle with the Black Riders. Other events are also seen from widely

separated quarters. The change of wind that precedes the last battle

and gives heart to the allies against Sauron is also seen by Frodo and

Sam as they approach Mount Doom. Thus various separate events are

connected t~~ough single images, and a feeling of simultaneity, itself

an important and badly needed perspective, is generated.

Perhaps the best example of perspective is supplied by Gandalf',

"lho teaches the ancient Fangorn a lesson in point of iI-iew:

I Nevet is too long a "lOrd even for me, 1 said
'l'reebeard. 'Not while your kingdoms last, you mean;
but they will have to last long indeed to seem long to
Ente" I

t'The NtnJ Age begins,' said Gandall,' and in this age
it may 'vell prove that the ki.ngdoms of Hen shall outlast
youJ .F'angorl1 .IIlY friend. 1. 13

It seems that even Fm1gorn, whose perspective is as broad as his age is

great,can h~ve yet another level of consciousness brought to his

attention. }'urthermore, what we have here is a total reversal of our

perspective. All along we have been looking back on Middle=earth; this

is l-liddle-earth looking ahead to 1!§. Like Fa.ngorn, we must be reminded

that our understancling of the \~rld and time is limited and needs constant

e:>..-pansion; and like Gaudalf, Tollian demands of his reader expanded

awat·eness of Jife and its mysteries.

In terms of the ext of the narrative, however, the most important

thing to remember is that all of the devices used in The ~d of the

~ng§. can be related through this concept of perspective. Parallelism,

irony, accumtuative imagery w1d characterization, personification,

13 III, 258.



multiple narratives, even the aforementioned use of convention and

tradi lion, are all, in a sense, methods of providing perspective through

new forms and long range views. The need for perspective is perhaps the

major theme of the work, and every aspect of the narrative -- even the

authorial interjections -- is designed to supply ito The result is once

again a. form which is ideally sui ted to the matter of the tale.
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FIVE

LANGUAGE

I

In an otherwise favourable study of The Lord of the RinB~, Patricia

Meyers Spacksl makes a point of criticizing two aspects of Tolkien's

style: the accumulation of detail t and the language of the work. As the

former subject has already been touched upon, no further comment shall

be made here; but in regard to the latter, a great deal needs to be said

in favour of Tolkien's use of language both· as a method of characterization

and as a means of expressing deeper and more subtle concerns."

Spacks charges that Tolkien's language "appeals to the child-side of

its readers; it evokes memories of fairy~tales and legends of chivall~

The. simple vocabulary recalls traditional materials of romance: sword-

...

hilts, kingliness} the mists of the sea, shining light, the ancient man

of mysterious power.,,2 A few lines later, she continues:

}... cl"iti~ whQ .demand~L Y~rbal C-.illllplflld.~.}T..,integtit:y,..ricl1 ..
ness, subtlety, will find little to attract him in
Tolkien1s fiction. The language of the books is entirely
an instrument of the story. The depth and subtlety of
imagination, both fictional and moral, which control the
fable find no counterparts in the language of the trilogy,
derivative and often impoverished or pretentious.

It is appar.ent that a closer look at the language of the tale is required,

1 "Power and Heaning in The Lord of the Rings" in Tolkien and bhe
~r~tics, PPo 81-99.

2 .!ill.. , pO' 98.
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to see whether or not Spacks' claims are justified, or whether these

arguments may actually be used in defense of the trilogy. One might

suggest that Tolkien intended to revive some feeling for fairy-tale wld

legend in the mind of his reader through his obvious reliance on

traditional materials and rules, which place bim firmly in the tradition

of the great roythologizers of the past~ The language is 'derivative' for

th~ same reason: it aids in recalling those aspects of other legends which

are not common in modern prose. One might also suggest that any language

which is ~ the instrument of the story '\o1ould run the risk of being

sadly at variance with the themes and outlooks which it is attempting to

commlxnicate~ As to the lack of complexity and subtlety, the following

analysis is intended to demonstrate that such claims are without

foundat.ion, tha.t in fact Tolki.en has exercised a considerable degree of

ce..re and consideration in his use of language in~ I£lrd of the I9:.,Ug,,~.

II

The single most important element of any literary work, ,~hether it

be in poetic, dramatic, or prose form is the power of its l~~guage to

compel the reader1s attention and assist in his appreciation of the

beauty or truth which the "Iork seeks to represent. vie are aware that

Tolkien recognized the significance of the powers of language, and we

might suspect that, contrary to the views of some critics, it is precisely

this pOltler "Jhich gives The LDrd of the Ring§. its strength, particularly

when we consider that the work's basic outlook ffi1d overall style are so

much at variance with modern trends in art and life~ Thus it is that an

investigation of the lffi1guage of The_Lord of the Ri~ might prove, above
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all else, to be the most useful in terms of 'What it reveals about

Tolkien's manners and methods in creating a successful tale.

Perhaps the first step to be taken in this kind of analysis is to

consider the rrwu~ner in 'Which Tolkien's considerable knowledge of

linguistic forms is employed 'Wi thin the tale itself: that is, in the

language spoken by each of the characters, and in its appropriateness to

him and his point of vie'W. 'l'his business of matching language and

cha~acter has implications beyond the purely artistic necessities of

style. To some degree at least, Tolkien seems to hold to Whorf's

conviction that man's perceptions and his modes of expression are

inextricabl.>y interwoven, that his language and outlook wiil share

essential qualities. When applied to the narrative such an outlook would

suggest that the lnamlsr in which a character expresses himself will reveal

significant things about his personality. That is obviou.s. What may not

be so obvious is that such revelations are not only to be fotUld in what

the character says, but in the very grammar by 'Which he constructs his

utterances. So it is that in order to come to some tUlderstancling of

'I'oDden's language as a 'Whole, we might first profit by an analysis of

his application of language to the characters themselves.

One of the remarkable things about The lord of thELRing,s. is, of

course, the elaborate construction of various imaginary languages which

appeal:' throughout the lvork. Tolkien , s Olm linguistic backgrotUld might

lead one to suspect that great attention and care have been given to this

project, ffi1d careful study of the linguistic forms themselves prove this

to be the case. }bst of the names and other words are founded on 'common i

roots, syllables vihich assume approximately the same meaning vlherever



they appear.. Thus "Hordor", "Morgulll and "Morannon" mean "Black land ll ,

"Black Magic" and IIBlack Gate ll respectively, while lIDunedain", "Dunland"

and "Adunaic" refer to "edain of the West", "land in the West II , and

IIT0llocrue of the West") Such consistency even seems to playa part in

Tolkien1s n8~rLng of the Hobbits, apparently often with sarcastic intent.

The root "loth", meaning I1blossom" (wthiriel, Lothlorien, etc.) also

appears in the name Lotho Sackville-Baggins, which when applied to the

rather pimply and otherwise unhealthy character who goes by that name,

creates a sensa of subtle comic contrast. Similarly, the root "mal",

meairl,ng "goldU , appears in the Sindarin names "Halbethl! and !'Malvegil ll

and also in the Hobbit name ~iMalva Brandybuck ll , suggesting that her

modern :name lIight have been "Goldie". Perhaps it is this inner con8is-

'Caney which,. like the Hinuer consistency of reality" that sustains any

successful ,fairy-story'"4 gives these names and the languages as a whole

their measm.'s of acceptability and their I ring of truthI, an often

difficult achievement in imaginative \o1ri ting of any kind.

Perhaps the most important of these forms is the root "Ell! which

appea.rs t{) have tl"O meanings" In terms of the imagery of the work,

hcrw8ver" these meanings are very closely related, if not the samao One

use of this root is in connection with the High elves or Eldro'" Thus

!lEldC'JU.a.:r.1I means lIel"lf8n hornell and "Eldal"in", "language of the elves".

3 Host. of the transla.tions used are taken from Foster, Robert,
~g.§.J!J H2i'&i.lL~th (N6"H York: Ballantine, 1974); However these
meanings coruJ.d. be a:rrived. at throtl.gh an independent Gtufl...y of the various
118JneS and their appli.cations t and from the occasional translations within
the text i tSBlE"

If- S€'le !lOn F£dry-s'tories", in ~e and Leaf, ppo 43 at aL
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Yet the root "El" also means "star" as it appears in "Elanor", IIElbereth"

and t1Elenya" (IIStar-sun", IIStar Queen" and IIStar-day"). As a result the

name "Elendil ll could mean "Star-friend" or ttElf-friend II , and the word

IIEldar" itself,. if we can for a moment assUme the combinations tlda" or

"dar" to mean llpeople ll (Dunedain, Edain, Sindar), Would translate quite

literally as "Star-people". We have already discussed the connection

between elves and stars in Chapter Three. What "Ie have here is a signi

ficant example of the influence of image patterns on linguistic forms,

and of the complex relationship between a race and the language which it

speaks.

A somewhat similar example of this kind of relationship appears in

other names, one of the more important being Aragorn, whose title means

"royal treeH " As we have seen earlier, the tree is undoubtedly the

central image in the Hork, and it is fitting that the great I\ing and

leader of the reunited kingdoms should have such a name. Here linguistic

and symbolic intent have combined to create a suitable name for a central

character.

The practice of n~ing which is demonstrated in the v~rk is, of

course, not 1uUike that in actual use in earlier stages of m&lls language

development. .Names such as Regina, Mona, Jennifer (from Italian "Ginevra"

mee",-llng lIJuniper II), Cooper, Saddler, Wainwright, and countless others

ha.ve their origin in social roles, occupations and personal characteristics

as "Jell as plants and objects. That ToDden follows this practice shows

his undel'stand_ing of the way in "1hich language develops. Yet it is a

common enough situa.tion!! and would not deserve much notice did it not

parallel h1.'s ~on{';ern for the languages themselves and their stli.tability
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to the peoples 'Who speak them. The carefully constructed relationship

between names and characters is but a microcosm of the relationship

between language and race.

'l'hus it is that the language of the High elves is characterized as

noble and musical, while the lesser elves speak a similar but lesser

tongue. Of the languages of men, the Numenorean tongue was perhaps most

noble, and that of Rohan next. Yet these languages were but pale counter-

parts to tpe Elvish tongues, just as the Numenoreans were the mannish

equivalent, though o.f lower standing, of the High Elves. The language

of the hobbits is yet a weaker derivative of the original Numenorean

tongue, and ,is more useful than beautiful (though it has its own attractive

idiosyncrasies)., As He descend the ladder of nobillty, then, 'We discover

a level oflan~lage development (or perhaps regression would be a better

word) suite~ perfectly to that race and its relative position in society.

This parallel is further extended into the darker realms of Sauron's

dom.n.ton, . The Orcs, for example, speak a foul combination of Westron and
-- --- - ._- -- -- - -

the Bla(;.k Speech, and as one descends the ladder of wickedness, the

langua.ge becom.es more purely evil. Generally, the speech of Sauron and

his hordes is harsh and ugly. vlhen the Fing's inscription, writ.ten in

the Black Speech, is read aloud at the Council of Elrond, the very sound

of the t~rds causes alarm in Rivendell, and a great change in the coun-

tenance of the speaker:

SAsh nazg dt~batuluk, ash nazg gimbatul, ash nazg
thrakatuluk, agh burzUID.~ishi krimpatul.'

The change in the wizard's voice was astounding o

SUcidenly it became menacing, powerful, harsh as stone.
A shadDw seemed to pass over the rugh sun~ and the porch
for a moment. grevl darke All trembled, and the Elves
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stopped their ears. 5

It was not only the sound of the language which caused this momentary

stir, but the implied perspective which lies behind it. A brief look at

the structure of the language, compared to the English translation which

follo'Ws (One Ring to rule them all, One Ring to find them, One Ring to

bring them all and in the Darkness bind them) will reveal that the

possessive, domineering cast of mind which characterizes those who use

the. Black speech is inherent in the language itself: the object of each

phrase, tuluk and ~ (them all, them) has actually been taken possession

of by the verb, just as the one Ring is designed to dominate and

ultimately possess all the other rings, and by extension all the peoples

of lvlidcUe-EaJ~th. The immoral olJ.tlook of the author of those lines is

betrayed in the grammar of his composition.

A similar relationship between language and the outlook expressed

therein is demonstrated in the speech of the ents. Because the ents are

ancient creatures, and because things pass very slowly relative to their

own life span, their perspective is considerably broader than our own and.

their language has developed in the same slow, broad manner. Much time

is required for an ent to express himself, not only because an ent is

seldom hasty, but because his language itself rules out haste. Another

important aspect of the ent language is that its very development is as

or.ganic as the creatures who use it. Fangorn tells Merry and Pippin that

his full name would take a long time to repeat, because he is very old,

and his name has grown with his increasing age; it has developed and.

------~--

5 I, 267.
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changed through the years, like a great tree which has gro\-1n from a seed:

I am not going to tell you !!1X name, not yet at any rate •••
For one thing it would take a long while: my name is
growing all the time, and lIve lived a very long, long
time; so mY name is like a story. Real names tell you the
story of things they belong to in my language ••• It is a
lovely language, but it takes a very long time to say
anything in it, because 1,1e do not say anything in it,
unless it is worth taking a long time to say, and to
listen to.

The relationship between language, identity and outlook which so

interested Benjamin Whorf is clearly demonstrated here. Through his own

study of language Tolkien seems to have come to a similar understanding,

and the creation of '~hese characters and their respective languages is to

a major extent an attffiupt (and a successful one) to eA~ress this under~

standing" in order that the reader may broaden his own outlook by

experiencing through their language the outlook of others. That these

languages are imaginary in no 1-JaY detracts from the value of the experience

in improving our perspective. What we see is merely a restatement of

carefully arrived at conclusions based on a study of real language systems •

. Of coua'se language and identity are also well matched in the speech

of indi\~duals, as is the case in any properly constl~cted work. Sam's

speech suits his station in society and his role in the narrative. When

he speaks, he does so in the follol-Jing manner: II\Vhat l s that, Strider? It

don't look like a cloud. 1I7 When he spouts a maxim, it sounds like this:

••• where there's life there's hope, as my Gaffer used to
say; and need of vittles, as he mostways used to add. 8

6 II, 68.
1'1

t I} 298.

B II, 309.
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Sam' s char~cter is clearly delineated by the homespun quality of his

speech and the nature of his concerns. Contrast this with the maxim which

appears, suitably altered to fit the speaker and his position, a little

later in the narrative:

Need brooks no delay, yet late is better than never •••
And w~yhap in this time shall the old saw be proved truer
than ever before since men spoke with mouth. 9

The speaker is the lord Eamer, and the language of his kind is antique

and noble, as his speech clearly indicates. Like Sam, Earner speaks a

language which reveals his character and his station in life. Taken in

isolation, such a device appears to be a simple method of characterization;

butvJi.thin t};1e context of Tollien I s linguistic intentions, it assumes

added importance as another aspect of the language-identity issue.

An even more extreme case of character identified by. language is

'r0111. Bombadil. Burke I sbiological, poetic outlook is personified in Tom

and it is thus appropriate that this natUl'e deity first appears singing a

song:
- - - -

Hey dol! merry dol! ring a dong dillo!
Ring a dong! hop along! fal lal the willow I
Tom Bom, Jolly Tom, Tom Bombadillo!10

Even Tom's prose speech falls into metrical patterns, as at I, 156 (the

lines have been arranged to emphasize the metre):

You must forgive them all; for though their hearts are
faithful,

to face fear of Barrow-wights is not what they were made
for.

See here they come again, bringing all their burdens.

9 III, 110.

10 1.1 1]0.
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The ease with which these lines fall into the familiar Anglo-Saxon

metrical patterns, and the inclusion of intentional alliterations

(forgive, for, faithflll, face, fear, for, bringing, burdens), suggest in

Tom a highly poetical cast of mind loJhich carries over from his singing

into common speech. The importance of the connection erlubited here

between poetry and nature cannot be overstressed, for it illustrates in

a stylistic way the general thematic outlook of the work as a whole.

The use of language also appears relative to situations. For the

everyday business of the ShIre the simplified, utilitarian Westron language

is sufficient. The gossipy conversations at the Ivy Bush Inn are even

lower on the scale of linguistic usage, while formal occasions elicit a

more decorous mode·. During the ceremonies, surrounding the cro\olning of

Aragorn, the langu.age is suitably ennobled. 11 It should be noted hOHever,

that the lofty speech used at tins point and elsewhere (as at Rivendell,

]i"ll'ien, etc.) is always mixed Hi th the lower language of lesser individuals

(in this case Ioreth, but also of Sam, Merry, and Pippin). Undoubtedly
-- - - - - --

this contrast relieves the reader of the burden of the formalities

employed. It also seems to make the formal language even loftier and noble

by bringing the reader back to earth and reminding him of his OHn feet of

clay.

A simil.ar contrast occurs during the journey from Gondor to Bree.

The return to the I normal' atmosphere of home in the Shire is -acoompani-ed

by a ret~'n to the earthy language and concerns of the people who Live

there. Here again Tolkienis choice of language serves not only artistic

11 'r )'1 244~6J..,:; y •
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needs but also demonstraten another aspect of the complex relationship

between language and life.

Such imaginative linguistic constructions are, or course, an

effective means of characterization and identification, both for

individuals and for races in general. Yet as we have also seen, they

provide us with an example, however fanciful, of the implications of __

language wlth regard to the perspectives which are therein expressed.

v.Jhether or not one can argue, as Whorf did, that language actually

controls those perspectives, is not an issue here. The fact remains

that language and identity are closely related, in complex 8J1d as yet

unexplained 'Hays. By creating a new set of languages and cultures,

Tolkien has taken the limitations of our own highly developed, and

therefore highly intransigent, modes of perception and expression into

lmdreamt of realms of differing perceptions a.nd expressions. As one

grmlS more' and more interested in the "Jork, one finds oneself

philologizing just as ToDden must have done in his study of Anglo-Saxon

and Old Norse. 'Thus the reader is induced to learn, as Tolkien and

\13:101'f have; lea.rned, that other languages differ not only in their

manner of e~)ression, but in their approach to those perceptions which

langua.ge is used to express. The result is a ne\o1 and wider perspective,

not only on language, but on life itself, as it becomes apparent that

the two are n~re closely related than we had previously understood.

Tolkien was not Joking, then, when he described Jhe Lord of the Rin.&§

as an exer~ise in philology: for a study of language is also a stUdy of

the people by \.;hom it is employed.
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III

To a large degree we have already investigated the implications of

Tolkien l s o\.ln language in relation to his point of view. The study of

images, of conventions and of the narrative all have their foundations

in the study of verbal usage. Yet before this analysis of the language

of The J.,oJ:,<l of the~ may be concluded, those standards by \oJhich we

have examined the speech of the characters ought to be applied to the

language of the narrative itself.

Our model for this analysis is the landmark study by Vernon Lee

called Ahe Ha.11£lling of \Vords. 12 In it Lee picks at random passages from

several of the more popular writers of her age (Kipling, Stevenson, Hardy,

James, etc.) and studies them by counting words and word··groups,

anal:rsing tense, and discu.ssing rhyt,mn. The results are fascinating, if

not alwa.ys pleasing, and her methods may prove \>1ell sui'ted to a study of

Following Vernon Leels method, a five hlmdred word passage was chosen
- -

a.t random from Part One. Because the selected page contaIned a break in

the narrative, it was arbitrarily decided, but without any particular

reason other then convenience, to begin the passage at this point. It

begins on page 140, and reads as follows:

The upper wind settled in the West and deeper and
wetter clouds rolled up to spill their laden rain on the
bare heads of the Downs. Nothing could be seen all round
the house but falling water. Frodo stood near the open
door and watched the white chalky path turn into a little
river of milk and go bubbling away down into the valley.
Tom Bombadil came trotting round the corner of the house,

12 (Lincoln: Ur~versity of Nebraska Press, 1968).



waving his arms as if he was warding off the rain -- and
indeed when he sprang over the threshold he seemed quite
dry, except for his boots. These he took off and put in
the chimney-corner. Then he sat in the largest chair and
called the hobbits to gather round him.

I This is Goldberry I s washing day, I he said, 1and her
autumn-cleaning. Too wet for hobbit-folk -- let them
rest while they are able! It's a good day for long tales,
for questions and for answers, so Tom will start the talk
ing. I

He then told them many remarkable stories, some times
half as if speaking to himself, sometimes looking at them
suddenly with a bright blue eye under his deep brows.
Often his voice would turn to song, and he would get out
of his chair and dance about. He told them of bees and
flowers, the ways of trees, and the strange creatures of
the Forest, about evil things and good thi.ngs, things
friendly and things unfriendly, cruel things and kind
things, and secrets hidden under brambles.

As they listened, they began to understand the lives
of the Forest, apart from themselves, indeed to feel
themselves as the strangers where all other things were
at home. Hoving constantly in and out of his talk was·
Old Man Willow, and Frodo learned now enough to content
him, indeed more than enough, for it \-las not comfortable
lore. Tom's \-lords laid bare the hearts of trees and their
thoughts, \~hich \-Iere often dark and strange, and filled
\-lith a hatred of things that go free upon the earth,
gna\-ling, biting, breaking, hacking, burning: destroyers
and usurpers. It was not called the Old Forest \-lithout
reason, for i t i~as indeed ancient, a survivor of vast
forgotten \-Ioods; and in it there lived yet, ageing no
quic}{er1Jian the nills,- the i'athe-rs- of ~he -fa:Eher-s or
trees, remembering times when they \-Iere lords. The
countless years had filled them \-lith pride and rooted
\-lisdom, and \-lith lnalice. But none were more dangerous than
the Great Willow: his heart was rotten but his strength
\-las green; and he was cunning, and a master of winds, and
his song and thought ran through the \-Ioods on both sides
of the river. His grey thirsty spirit drew power out of
the earth and spread like fine root-threads in the ground,
and invisible t\~ig-fingers in the air, till it had under
its dominion nearly all the trees of the Forest from the
Hedge to the Downs.

Suddenly Tom's talk left the woods and went leaping
up the young •••

Nouns and pronouns: 141; adjectives, adjectival pronouns, participles,
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adverbs: 79; verbs: 55. 13

One of the interesting things about this passage is the ratio of

nouns to verbs: 141:55 or 2.56:1. In The HandJing of Words, Lee finds

the following ratios in the works of other writers: Meredith, 2.84:1;

Y~pling, 2.66:1; Stevenson, 1.97:1; Hardy, 1.74:1; James, 1.92:1.

Tolkien's above average ratio of nouns to verbs suggests a corresponding

preponderance of trdngs over action, probably a suitable state of affairs

for a passage which is itself basically passive and contemplative in

nature. A similar count of nouns and verbs in a five hundred word

section taken from the battle at Helm's Deep shO\.Js a ratio of 1.88:1,

suggesting that Tolkien is capable of writing in styles other than the

passive mode illustrated here.

A count of sentences in these two passages will reveal eighteen in

the first, with an average length of almost twenty-eight words per sentence,

and thirty in the second, ~uth an average of almost seventeen words per

sentence. Thus because of longer sentences and fewer verbs the principal

passage tm.del' .discussion displays all the earmarks of a very passive,

reflective piece of writing.

Another characteristic of the nouns in this passage is that when they

are divided into concretes and abstracts, they fall into significant

13 The difficulty in categorizing such constructs as lIautumn
cleaning", in \-Jhich the word contains both a noun and its modifier, may
lead to some discrepancies in these figures. In this case "autumn ll has
been included in the count of adjectives. A similar pro~lem arises when
one considers whether auxiliary verbs ought to be separate from or included
with the ill2in verbs. Because of these and many other problems, the
numbers are only approximate.
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pat.terns. The concretes outnumber the abstracts by approximately sixty

to fifty. However, of the first fifty-five nouns, over forty are concrete

(or concrete generalizations, such as "hobbi t-folk", "bees", "flowers",

etc.). In the second group of fifty-five the concrete words number less

than half; furthermore, the number of concrete generalizations (references

to things vJhich which do exist generally but are not present in the con

text of the passage) increases proportionally. They comprise thirty per

cent of the concrete nOlillS in the first half, and fifty per cent in the

second half. The movement in this passage is clearly from the specific

to the general, from the concrete to the abstract.

Such movement, taken in isolation, may not appear to be of any great

importance, yet when viewed in relation to the whole of the work it

becomsrJ highly significant. The presence of a large number of concrete

nOVAS in the operdng lines seems to give the passage a basis in reality,

just as Tolkien's use of familiar objects, characteristics, and qualities

prov:Ldes the entire tale with a feeling of tangibility. And just as the

11000its reave the' familiar world of the Shire --'I.Jlli-eh is, of course, a

very hwnan place -- and enter the abstract rea]~s of fantasy, so too does

this passage move from the concrete realities of description to the

abstract reflections of the mind. It actually represents in miniature

one of the major patterns in the \.;ork. 14

11. .
~ A measure of the sentences also reveals a kind of movement.

The average, length of the first ten sentences is nineteen words, but for
the last nine it is thirty-three. It appears that even as the nouns
become more,Rbstract, the sentences become longer and more complex, just
as the ideas of the passage move from simple, realistic description to
complex, mental contemplation.
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One other brief note concerning the nouns: of the 110 nouns, fourteen

have the status of proper names, though only four refer to people. The

rest refer to places and things. The effect of this ID~nner, particularly

wi th respect to Old Hillow, but also to a lesser extent with the DmVDs,

the Hedge, and the rest, is to personify them to some degree. Again,

reference to this manner in isolation may seem unnecessary, but in

relation to Tolkien's desire to animate his settings, it is surely a

contributing factor to the overall sense of dynamism in the work.

Another factor which contributes to the feeling of a living, dynamic

u.niverse is' the persistent use of present participles such as IIfallingII ,

IIbubbling ll , lItrottingll, and many others (there are tvJenty altogether; the

average in those passages dealt l~i th by Vernon Lee is nine). The result

is a sense of activity, of being present at the scene of the action, an

overall feeling that everything is bubb1ing and trotting and vJaving and

that one is somehm.J a part of it all. Together with the personifications

mentioned above, use of the present participle is a fairly effective way

of achie1rlni the impression of life in motion.

vfuen a· comparison is made between tlrls passage and a second chosen

at random from the 'works of Ernest Hemingl.Jay, some interesting contrasts

become apparent. The p'assage is from ~om the Bell Tolls,15 and

begins on page 260:

Then he had made a pillow of the things he took off
and gotten into the robe and then lain and waited,
feeling the spring of the boughs under the flannelly,
feathered lightness of the robe warmth, wa tclung the
mou,th of the cave across the snow; feeling his heart beat
as he wai ted.

15 (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1940).



The night was clear and his head felt as clear and cold
as the air. He smelled the odor of the pine boughs under
him, the piney smell of the crushed needles and the
sharper odor of the resinous sap from the cut limbs.
Pilar, he thought. Pilar and the smell of dea:th. This
is the smell I love. This and fresh-cut clover, the
crushed sage as you ride after cattle, wood-smoke and the
burning leaves of autumn. That must be the odor of
nostalgia, the smell of the smoke from the piles of
raked leaves burning in the streets in the fall in
}ussoula. ~lliich would you rather smell? Sweet grass the
Indians used in their baskets? Smoked leather? The odor
of the ground in the spring after rain? The smell of the
seas as you walk through the gorse on a headland in Galicia?
Or the wind from the land as you come in toward Cuba in the
dark? That was the odor of the cactus flowers, miroosa and
the sea-grape shrubs. Or would you rather smell frying
bacon in the morning when you are hungry? Or coffee in
the morning'l Or a Jonathan apple as you bit into it?
Or a cider mill in the grinding, or bread fresh from the
oven? You must be hungry, he thought, and he lay on his
side and vlatched the entrance of the cave in the light
that the stars reflected from the snow.

Some one came out from. under the blr~et and he could
see "Jhoeve:r it was standing by the break in the rock that
made the entrance. Then he heard a slithering S0U11d in
the snO\-l and then 'olhoever it '·JaS ducked down and "lent back
in.

I suppose she won't come until they are all asleep, he
thought. It is a \>laste of time. The night is half gone.
Oh, Haria. Come nO\o1 quickly, Maria, for there is 1ittle
-time-. - He-hsm"'d -the -soLtso-und of snow-falli.ng -from-a 
branch onto the snow 011 the ground. A Jittle wind was
rising. He felt it on his face. Su.ddenly he felt a panic
that she might not come. The lvi.nd rising now reminded
him how soon i t ,~ould be morning. N01'e snow fell from the
branches as he heard the wind now moving the pine tops.

Come now, Haria.. Plea.se COIlle here now Qui ckly, he
thought. Oh, come here nOlv. Do not wait. There is no
importanee any more to your 'olal ting until they are asleep.

Then he saw her coming out from under the blanket that
covered the cave mouth. She stood there a moment and he
knew it •••

A word count produces the following statistics: nouns and pronouns, 139;

adjectives and a.dverbs, 59; verbs, 56; ratio of nouns and pronouns to

verbs, 2~5~1.

Because of the high ratio of things to actions, one would have to
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categorize this passage from HemingYJay as passive and reflective in

nature, and indeed it is. Yet when one classifies the nouns according to

their tangibility, it will be found that almost ninety per cent are

concrete, YJith even the generalizations being carefully limited and made

specific (e.g' 1 lithe smell of the smoke from the piles of raked leaves

burning in the streets in the fall in lviissoula. II) • The obj ect of

Hemingway's reflection seems not to consist of the abstractions of

Tolkien's imaginative world, but of empirically identifiable reality.

Things dominate, even in this description of the hero's anticipation of a.

romantic affair. The marked contrast of styles between the realist and

the \~ritel' of fantasy is fairly evident in the quality of the nouns employed

by each.

A quick stltdy of the verbs in both of these passages reveals that a

large nUlilber of them are of the non-active type (sensory perception, sta.tes

of being, mental activity, and such non-active conditi~ns as lying, sitting,

etc.)~ As these are both passive, reflective passages to begin with, such
-

a state is scarcely to be wondered at. Yet notice again a slight contrast:

both authors have employed almost "exactly the same number of verbs (Tolkien,

55; Hemingway, 56), yet only seventeen of Tollden's verbs are actions which

requ.:ire movE'JJlent through space (coming, walking, dancing), "lhile tYJenty-two

of He.ming-Hay I s do so. Once again the quail ty of TolIden 's verbs seems to

lean more to the mental than do Hemingway's, even thollgh both passages are

so passive in nature.

On the other hand, Tolkien1s active verbs (i.e., verbs which require

movement through space) seem somewhat rn01:~ active than Heming\>tay's.

Tollden, f(lr example, employs such verbs as "rolled", II spill II , Ilturm.ng 11 ,
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"trotting", "waving", "warding", IIsprang" and "dance", while Hemingway seems

satisfied with 11made ", lltook", "gotten", "beat", "ride", "\4alk", "come",

"ducked", "falling" and "rising". Although Tollien uses fewer spatially

active verbs, those which do appear have considerably more colour and thus

seem. to be more active. The lack of colour in Heming\.lay' s verbs may

actually suggest a slightly jaundiced or weary view of life, even in the

face of the apparent enjoyment of those sensual reminiscences in the

second paragraph.

This lack of energy in Hemingway's verbs also expresses itself in a

lack of variety in the adjectives and adverbs. The selected passage from

E2~l...the·BelLIQ.J..k'i contains thirty-one adjectives and thirty-five

adverbs. Of the adjectives, only twenty-four are originals (i.e., appear

once, or- the'first time for those which are repeated) and the remaining

seven are re}beats. Similarly, 'Ghe adverbs show only seventeen originals

and eighteen repeats. On the other hand Tollien employs fifty-one

adjEictives of \olbich an amazing forty-nine are originals with only t.wo

repeats, and thirty-nine adverbs of which thirty-one are originals with

eight repeats. Because of Tolkien's imaginative, poetic approach to life,

it is not surprising that his style demonstrates such imaginative v8.r.ie.tion

in 'Word use; .and the constrast between these t\olO short pas'sages suggests

an even greater contrast bet'Ween the outlooks of the respective authors.

}i'or HerningHay the world was not rich and full, but was ultimately a

disappointment. For Tolkien, it was ever \oJonderful and dynamic, full of

challenge and of reward for those who are worthy.

Tolkienl s heavy reliance on single modifiers parallels his use of

mo~lf.ying phrases and clauses. A count of the nO\L~S and verbs reveals
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that f'uJJ.y siJl..-ty-five per cent of the former and ti~enty per cent of the

latter are used in subordinate positions (phr.ases and- clauses) within the

passage. Such a high percentage of words so used suggests that very

careful attention is being paid to modification of the nouns. Vernon Lee

puts special emphasis on this aspect of the writer's craft, believing that

it is here that a book succeeds or fails. The noun \>1mch the author uses

to trigger a sympathetic reaction in the mind of the reader will also

trigger all kinds of unwanted reactions which reader associates with that

noun because of his o"Wn experience. For example, when the author writes

Iisea I! , the reader may recall a voyage on which he or she vias ill,. and the

word may thus have quite negative connotations for him. If the desire of

the Jiuthor is to make the reader feel ill, then such a reaction ",/ou.ld be

perfectly satisfactory. If it is not, then the author must modify or lim:Lt

the noun by means of selective adJectives and phrases vJhich \-lill modify

the --reader's reaction and elidt the desired response. Tollien' s vd.de and

varied use of adjectives, phrasesuand clauses vlould suggest that he, too,

recognized the need to control his material carefully in order to achieve

the desired end.~

As a reaList, Hemingway is much less concerned with the careful

modification of his noun images. Ra.ther, he tends to allO"l the structure

of hls sentences to induce a subconscious frame of mind in which the nouns

will take shape according to his desires. Much of his second paragraph,

for example, consists of incomplete sentences. This particular style

may '.Jell be an echo of the feeling of incompletion and emptiiness which

pervades his, wriHng. The realistic, existential school of iJri tel's of

which he is a part, tends to deny the presence of any order, or the
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possibility of f"ulfilment in life, and the fact is reflected in this lack

of grammatical structure. Tolkien, on the other hand, has only one

incomplete sentence, and that in a quotation from Bombadil (IIToo \>Je't for

Hobbi t folk ...- let them rest while they are able! II). The order of'. his

sentence structure undoubtedly reflects the order which he sees in the

universe and vlhich he is attempting to recreate in his imaginary 'World.

Both authors' apparent views on order are also echoed in the complexity

of the sentences which make up these passages. Hemingway has thirty-

one complete sentences with an average length of under thirteen words per

sentence. As we have already noted, many of these constructions are not

sentene.es at all, but loosely' connected groups of Hords v1h:i.ch take the",

place of traditional sentence order. There are thirty-nine full stops

(periods and question marks), one half-stop (a semi-colon) and eighteen

pauses (con~~3). The large number of short sentences and full stops

undoubtedly gives the passage a disconnected look, even though much of the

thought runs. together in interesting Proustian patterns.
-- -

Tolkien's sentences tend to the opposite extreme. There are but

nineteen complete sentences in the passage, less than half of Hemingway's

total. The average length of the sentences is just tulder twenty-six words.

There are nineteen full stops (as compared to Hemingway's thirty-nine),

six half stops, and thirty-nine pauses (compared to Hemingway's eighteen).

The result is a more fluid movement of the whole (in terms of style, that

is), even though the subjects under consideration are in themselves not

obviously related. \~hile in Hemingway's passage a feeling o.r dis~onnect-

edness underlies mentally related images (images connected by the sensu~l

impressions they provoke, coupled with anticipation of a sensual act),
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Tolkien has provided the opposite effect by st.ylistically creating the

fluid movement of apparently unrelated matters. In each case, of course,

the respective theme or tone of the book has been enhanced by a carefliL

stylistic approach to the subject.

To ft~ther the feeling of complexity in the passage, Tolkien has

relied heavily on the use of complicated sentence structures. It is clear

that Hemingway has intentionally omitted conjunctions and restructured or

split up sent.ences in order to simplify the structure as much as possible

without becoming boring and repetitious. Tolkien,on the ot.her hand, has

used only eighteen sentences, and only' three of these are simple (less than

sixteen per cent, compax(1d to Heming\olay I s twenty simple structures, or

fifty-one pe~' cent). Tolkien has' eight compoUnd sentences (forty-t'.10 per

cent), Hemingway three (less than eight per cent). Hemingway uses more

complex sentences (ti.lelv:e; or thirty-one per cent, compared to three, or

sixteen per cent, for Tollden) but far fewer compound-complex sentences

(fou~, or ten per cent) than Tolkien (five, or twenty-six per cent). Even

Tolk:ien 1 s simple, compound, and complex sentences, however, are very com

plicated. Sentence twelve, for example, is a simple sentence in name only,

for it contains two prepositional phrases which share no less than eleven

objects and three internal propositional phrases. Sentence eighteen has

fiva independent clauses, one with a compound predicate. Such complex

structure literally deluands that the reader pay attent.ion to the complex

relationships \-lith which the latter part of th:i.s passage is dealing. It

is in fact one more example of the relationship of subject to style as

displayed in this passage and throughout the tale.

The complexity of Tolkien ' s style as revealed here has similar
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implications when viewed wi thin the context of the vJork as a whole. For

not only is the sentence structure carefully composed of complicated ele~

ments arranged in intricate patterns; the narrative itself, the image

patterns, the conventions and allusions, the whole pseudo-historical back

ground, and ultimately the outlook of the work itself, bespeak the

complexi1.y and the web of relationships of which the a,uthor believes our

world to be composed. Like the characters in the narrative, Tolkien has

revealed~ through his judicious use of words, his own perspective, not

only on language but on life itself.

IV

Even in these fev! and somewhat superficial examples, Tolk.ien l s grasp

of the relationship between language and identity is clearly evident. On

one level the author has created a tale in ~hich the similarity of charac

ter 'and speech patterns is emphasiz'ed, not only for artistic reasons,. but

for the purposes of theme as well. On another level, he has provided us

with an excellellt example of the processes of language and thought in his

owri mind, through his careful use of words to express his insights and

perspecti'Ves on life and art. Both levels demonstrate the quality of

inseparability that exists between our modes of perception and of expression,

and all the impli cations whi ch thi s quali ty has for man and hi s languages.

Ultimately one In:Lght even suggest that, if The IDrd of the Ri..ng£ is about

anything, it is not concerned so much lvi th righteous. action or Christian

redemption as it is \~ith this very relationship between language and the

creatures -who use it; it is, in other ....,lords, an exercise in philology, but

a most demanding and reveaIing one.
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CONCLUSION

The concern for unity of form and matter \~lich prompted Pater to pen

those famous lines with which this study began has clearly had its

influence on Tolkien. We have seen, for example, Whorf's desire for a

study of the relationship bet"men man and his languages actualized in

fictional form; we have seen an impassioned and moving articulation of

Burke's argument for a biologically, poetically oriented IIcorrective

rationalization"; and we have also seen Tolkien's concern for an escape

from famili.arity, a recovery of clear vision and better understanding real-

ized through the use of imaginati.on and usub-creation'l. But in each case

these objectives have been achieved not through sermonizing or brow-beating,

but hy communication and persuasion: in other words by means of a style

which is itself a perfect example of the outlook which shaped it and which

it in turn is trying to shape in us. The historical modes, the patterns

()f !magery-o.nd- narrativeIlleeheGs, ana t-he earefu-l ullse e£-language----in

short the style as a whole -- have all been employed not because they are

pretty and romantic but because each is a stylistic counterpart of the

overall theme of the work. Style and theme are inseparable, as they must

be, if the work is to succeed as an objet d'arto

Yet stylistic purity is not an end in itself, at least not \~thin the

tradition in \~lich Tolkien is working. In its 0~1 way much modern realism

achieves a level of artistic purity, as even the short passage from For

Whom the Bell Tolls, quoted in Chapter V, amply demonstrates. \<'1hat

132
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separates Tolkien from his contemporaries is the moral purity with which

he also invests bis \-lork, the unqualified belief in the value of life and

struggle, as opposed to the realist's (or the existentialist's) tendency

toward despair and self-annihilation. 1 There is a positive, life-giving

purpose in 1ulkien's writing, and a.firm commitment i~ the responsibilities

of a writer toward rds society.

It is interesting that in the essay I10n Fa:i.ry-stories lI ToDden points

out that in its original usage the word II spellil meant both a formula of

power over men and a story told. This double definition suggests a certain

synonym.<.YL\S :reJ./',ltionship bet1-leen language and the abili ty to influence

soGiety • Tolk-l.en has clearly set out to demonstrate this relationship,

and to influ.en'~e men into recognizing it, and other relationships, \-'hich

the;r have bef)ln 1)..) forget in their quest for an objectivist1s (or £'ool's)

paradise. It is also interesti~g that in .the fairy story Tolkien himself

"first divined the potency of words", for it is witbin the fairy story that

Hords are most pO'.Jerful, where language can reshape perceptions most freely

into U6'\o' and interesting '.Jays. Tolkien apparently -feared, along with Wharf

and BUl'ke 1 that the modern movements in language were self-destructive,

that some sense of the old perspectives on life and art 11W.st be re-estab-

Hshed if man. was to surviva and that as the most powerful means of doing

so, the fairy tale was most sui ted to the task. To this end he has

1 The author .is a1.Jare, of course, that not all realists and
existentialists are suicidal. Neverthless the tendency is there to a
degree unmatched in the writings of any other age or ntyle~ and the effect
of a work like Hemingway I s A Fe-rei-Jell to Arml:! or 8artre I s The vla1-~ could
scarcely be described as positive or enlivening.
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presented language and life in a dynamic way both in terms of its appearance

in the tale, and in terms of the style in which the' tale itself is written.

The res1...l1t is a refreshing change from the predominant realism of the

decades between t.he 'VIars and its strangely-shaped offspring, the

surrealism of the present. Because of its intrinsic l:i.nri. tations realism

has become oppressive~ ill1d in a sense so has the absolute objecti\dsm and

empiricis.m of the technologically dominated twentieth century. A nm.J

perspective is needed, and The Lord of the. Ring§ is clearly intended as

a vehicle for such a change~

In his role as a shapeI' of perspectives ToDden lli~s aSSUMed the

position. of the §£Qll and the poet-priests of ffilcient times. Like them he

is Ii\Y'th.Jlogi::,:i.ng, but mythologizing :i.n the sense that he is merely looking

at life in a new v}aJ!' by transcending the limits of an earthbound and

fallible htunan being through the p01ders of language and art. The role of

the .2£Q1? was to impart to his society a continuing sense of the value of .

their struggle against all odds, of their importance in a mutable 'but

nevertheless dynamic universe: in other words to achieve a 'recovery'.

This is clearly ToDden's purpose in writing J'he Lord 01 the Rings.

Such may be the u~timate role of all art, to reveal to man the

unlimi ted possibilities of his own mind, and to reawaken in him a feeling

of wonder find beauty. If this is the case, then the fairyutale, as

Tolk-ien himself suggests, is "indeed the most nearly pure form of art,

and so (v,hen achieved) the most potent. ,,2 But such an achievement is very

difficult, for it requires the greatest of cal'e on the part of the author:



To make a Secondary World inside which the green sun
will be credible, commanding Secondary Belief, will prob
ably require labour and thought, and will certainly
demand a special skill, a kind of devilish craft. Fm.]
attempt such a difficult task. But when they are attempted
and in any degree accomplished then we have a rare
achievement of Art: indeed narrative al~t, story~mald.ng

in its primary and most potent mode. 3

Tolkien I s ovm understanding of this "devilish craft" is apparent in the

style and structure of l'b-e Lord of the Rings, a work 'Hbich is indeed one

of those rare achiev~nents in Art.
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